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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Stakeholders of modern Information Systems (ISs), especially managers, today 
face a progressively more demanding request for better ISs, mainly in terms of 
usability. IS managers are therefore considering more and more frequently to mi-
grate their existing stand-alone client-server IS into a web application that any-
body can use, anywhere and at anytime. Changing the User Interface (UI) of such 
an application and turn it into a so-called "Web 2.0 compatible" UI is not just a 
matter of transcoding or migrating code from one environment to another. Much 
more than that is requested in order to progressively move to the Web 2.0. The 
history of the Web is a combination of little steps and quantum leaps. The aim of 
this chapter is to describe briefly the transition from Web 1.0 to 2.0, especially in 
the light of their natural citizens: Rich Internet Applications (RIAs).  

1.1 History: From Web 1.0 to 2.0 

Now, we describe the main features of these two versions of the web. Before, the 
introduction of the differences between the applications in these two models.  

 
Figure 1-1. Comparison between Web 1.0 and 2.0. 

Chapter 1 In the original concept of the web (Figure 1-1) consists of a process of 
distribution of static contents which basic element is the web page. This concept 
has evolved into what is called now: Web 2.0 [Dinu1999]. The key difference with 
previous scheme is user interaction. Now, users are generating content (Photo-
graphs, text, video and software). Their role is now a very active one. Instead of, 
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being simple consumers of products, produced or released by companies. Current 
users are producing and modifying content from them and from others. An inter-
esting example is the modus operandi of Wikipedia. This web application uses an 
updating scheme based on anonymous users (a community) which share the task 
of using and updating the content. This status is called perpetual beta. This process 
has proven to be quicker than the classic scheme of relying on a group of experts. 
Nowadays, the Web 2.0 is treated as a transitional stage in order to arrive to the so 
called Web 3.0 (or semantic web). Here, we mix these last definitions because 
their definition and limits depends on the author.  Four main tasks are visible in 
the Web 2.0 model: (1) the communication between two users directly (see Figure 
1-1a). (2) Users are consumers of content that is generated by web applica-
tions/services which is recovered from mining the web (see Figure 1-1b and d). 
And finally (3), the communication between users is the result of the suggestion 
of collaboration by a web service (see Figure 1-1c). 

1.2 What is a RIA? 

RIAs are the main subject of this dissertation and deserve a proper introduction 
while in Chapter 2 we address the task of describing their architecture and going 
deeper in their features in this section a general definition is presented. The start-
ing point is a comparison of five definitions that try to explain the question which 
give its name to this section.  

 “RIAs are a variant of Web-based systems which provide a sophisticated inter-
face for representing complex processes and data, minimizing client-server data 
transfers and moving the interaction and presentation layers from the server to 
the client. Typically, a RIA is loaded by the client along with some initial data; 
then, it manages data rendering and event processing, communicating with the 
server when the user requires further information or must submit data”(see 
[Bozz06]).  

From this definition we could remark these necessities: 
 The richness or sophistication of the UI is a key feature that we have to ex-

plore in our work.  
 The loading of logic or presentation code in the client (passing from server to 

client). 

“Latest Web Applications are providing rich interfaces with a more intuitive in-
teraction experience for the end-user. The traditional Web Application paradigm 
implies that for each user interaction (for instance, a button click) the client 
browser must request a new Web Page. In order to improve the interaction, a rea-
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sonable approach is to request only the new content required and to avoid the 
full page refreshing. As a result, from the end-user perspective, the interaction is 
automatically performed” [Valv08]. 
From this definition we could remark these necessities: 
 The interaction (behavior) requires more study 
 
“Rich Internet Applications (RIAs) are web applications augmented with desk-
top features and mechanisms of advanced communications. They are becoming 
very popular due to the functional and non-functional advantages they offer. The 
rich look and feel, better responsiveness, performance, security, and accessibility 
enthuse both users and software providers. RIAs make use of asynchronous 
communication between client and server, and provide pull and push capabili-
ties. RIAs improve user interaction facilities like drag&drop, multimedia presen-
tations and avoid unnecessary page reloading. Data handling and operations ex-
ecuted on the client side minimize server requests” [Koch09]. 
 
From this definition we could remark these necessities: 
 The revision and gathering a catalogue of user interaction facilities 
 The asynchronous communication, the updating process under demand or 

even the separation of client and server parts of the application. 
 
RIA stands for a Rich Internet Application. In short, the goal of an RIA is to 
create an application that is web based - that is, it runs in a web browser but 
looks, feels, and functions more like a typical fat-client application than a "typi-
cal" web site. Things like partial-page updates are taken for granted, and hence 
Ajax is always involved in RIAs (although what form of ajax is involved can vary). 
These types of applications are always more user-friendly and better received by 
the user community they service [Zamm08]. 
 
From this definition we could remark these necessities: 
 Usability of webapps that is now more studied but remains a hot topic  
 
Rich Internet Applications (RIA). Web applications that have the responsive-
ness and the rich GUI normally associated with desktop applications [Deit08]. 
 
From this definition we could remark these necessities: 
We have to define and search for the differences between a desktop and a we-
bapp. The distance is shorter every year. 
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Table 1-1. Global comparison of definitions 

1.3 Notes for our definition 

All features from Table 1-1 take into account the UI richness since this is the 
unique signature of a RIA and the asynchronous communications. But there are 
aspects that are neglected, for instance: the management of the usability and also 
the main difference between web 1.0 and 2.0 webapps the Single Page Paradigm. 
Finally, the client engine is an aspect that is not considered in most of the ap-
proaches described in chapter 2 (state of the art). Now, it is possible to construct 
a general definition that covers the most important features of RIAs: 
 

RIAs are web applications that exhibit similar behavior, widgets and 
features that those present in desktop applications. Also, they are 
more responsive, secure and present a more advanced look and feel 
that in those from the Web 1.0 model. Their key features include the 
Single Page Paradigm, an advanced communications scheme (with the 
inclusion of push technology and asynchronous communication be-
tween client and server and a optimized data handling trying to re-
duce server requests) and finally, the inclusion of a client engine (in 
the form of virtual machine or a browser plug-in) that manages the 
render of the layout and most of the local interactions.     
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1.4 Why RIAs or why not? 

Now that we know what a RIA is, we have to explain why they are a better 
choice, in contraposition to classical web applications. In this section, we include 
advantages and shortcomings. 

1.4.1 Advantages 

The advantages of RIA are divided in two elements (first, a list of features) and 
second a table of differences between web applications of web 1.0 and 2.0 plat-
forms: 

a. Dynamic data retrieval i.e. streams of data from client to server and vice 
versa at running time. Traditional web pages require a reloading process 
each time the user demands new information, as well as, the inclusion at 
real time of some data flux. This is one of the strong points of RIA, with 
the inclusion of the XMLHttpRequest object which allows direct HTTP 
requests to a web browser and then redirects these responses directly to 
the scripting language [Garr05].  

b. Perceptive continuity that is the reduction of page refreshments and 
freeze conditions. The disruption in the continuity of the UI produces a 
perturbation in the User experience, this is a collateral effect of the web 
page metaphor, and each request of data implied a page reloading process. 
In the other hand, RIAs reduce this disruption with the integration of par-
tial updates and background flux of information [Bozz06].  

c. Adaptability that is the faculty of responding in autonomous way to the 
user necessities. Usability has been neglected in webapps since they were 
considered second class to desktop ones. Now with broadband, better 
frameworks and the emergence of the web as the platform, webapps are 
looking for a better feedback in the user interaction with the system 
[Cach02] [Garr05].   

d. Multimedia. Here understood as the capability of managing embedded 
graphics, video, audio and streaming. The richness and superior expe-
rience of the UI of RIAs is also one of the most easily detected features. A 
plethora of widgets and better handling of multimedia is present in this 
kind of webapp [Honk07].  

e. Collaborative faculties. That is the capability of cooperation between 
users to resolve a share problem or task. This feature is indeed a trade-
mark of the Web 2.0 where users are producers instead of consumers and 
they need collaboration facilities in order to produce content [Jaco04]. 
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f. User Interface Description Language. Most of RIA applications in-
clude/propose a language for designing the UI.This kind of language is a 
key feature of the main RIA frameworks but it’s not mandatory since 
some frameworks use standard HTML. These languages allow multiple 
possibilities: (1) the definition of characteristics over HTML ones which 
are going to be produced through compounds of widgets in order to allow 
showing not-native widgets. (2) A neutral definition of the UI which could 
be translated to multiple frameworks, for instance XUL [Limb04] [Ja-
co04][ Souc03]. 

g. Push technology is the faculty of acquiring data that has not been re-
quested by the user in order to update the current information 
[Fran98].This process allows reducing loading time and also showing in-
formation to the user in quasi-real time [Garr05]. 

h. The Use of Browser area. The RIA application breaks the structure of 
the classical web application and sometimes uses the whole window and 
eliminates the navigation bar (to break the web page model in the user’s 
mind). This is an optional feature of RIAs. The idea is to extend the typi-
cal ecosystem of webapps (the web browser) and hide the navigation bar 
i.e., use the whole window. This is a feature exploited in application as 
XULRunner [Xulr10] or AIR [AIR10] where the application is executed in 
an environment more flexible than web browsers or at least less visible.   

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Table 1-2 Differences between applications of Web 1.0 and 2.0 platforms 

 
 
 
 
 

FEATURES WEB 1.0 WEB 2.0 

Single Page Paradigm - ++ 

Accessibility - ++ 

Asynchronous communications - ++ 

UI Consistency  -+ ++ 

Installation of client engine - ++ 

Security - ++ 
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1.5 Shortcomings 

RIAs are complex applications then several problems arise in their development: 
a. Limited modeling of behavior. The composite nature of RIAs affects 

all the aspects in the RIA development, in this facet the behavior depends 
on multiple subsystems and also in the distributed nature of the Web, thus 
explaining why this open topic remains heavily researched today [Bock99, 
Bozz06, Pont04].  

b. There is not standard of this kind of applications. There are multiple 
frameworks and languages that are competing. Now-a-days the standard 
de facto is Adobe Flash, but there is a necessity for a neutral and standard 
definition [Prec05]. There are not well established Integrated Develop-
ment environments. 

c. There are some IDE framework proposals but there are still in early 
stages of developments and a lot of efforts should be devoted to 
them [Prec05]. Solutions as eclipse IDE [Ecli10] are evolving very fast 
but they are not comparable to other IDEs for desktop languages. 

d. Security issues inherited from web applications 1.0. This is a problem 
that is part of the developments the security is not an integral part of the 
development. This is integrated in the form of filters through the envi-
ronment (session control) or even lower levels for instance, Hypertext 
Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS) [Detr03]. 

1.5.1 Conclusions 

The conclusion is that the benefits of RIAs are bigger than their shortcomings, 
and that these last ones are associated with the lack of standardization and the 
number of integrated tools is limited. 

1.6 Motivations for a RIA UI development method 
based on model-driven engineering 

Web applications are increasing their integration to our life. First, the document-
based web was substitute web page metaphor. Now the classical web applica-
tion is yielding her position to more complex and intuitive applications: RIAs. 
This new kind of applications is emerging with the help of a plethora of toolkits 
and frameworks that help developers to create the sophisticated user interface 
that it’s required by users since the beginning of web apps because of the natural 
comparison between desktop and web applications.  
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The Design of Rich User Interfaces for internet applications (RUIs) remains in 
the domain of experts who learned their craft over years. It is convenient to in-
troduce our definition of RUI that covers the most important features of RIAs: 
 
RUI is the place where interaction between users and systems happens under the 
guideline of usability rules. That is, following a user-centered design. The opera-
tive elements are widgets which exhibit similar behavior and features that those 
present in desktop applications. Their purpose is transmitting user goals to the 
machine, as well as, the system feedback in order to inform users of the current 
status of the application. These UIs are web-based since they deal with input and 
output from the web platform and normally are deployed in a web browser.         
 
Some researchers [Prec05] are aware that there is a need of developing specific 
methodologies because the existing methodologies do not fulfill the challenges 
imposed by the RUIs among them we can list the followings: 

a. Lack of UI development methodologies: as we stated before there are 
some methodologies but they were proposed to endorse the development 
of classical web applications, for instance: methods for creating a RUI are 
proprietary solutions [Open06], [Flex07] or they are in initial states as [Li-
na07]. 

b. Lack of experience in the UI development: Every year, there are new 
emerging technologies, frameworks and tools for web applications. Each 
one requires a learning curve that is more pronounced by the lack of in-
formation about its integration, capabilities and usability considerations to 
the existing technologies. 

c. Lack of design knowledge for designing RUIs: Developing a Web 
application requires gathering a vast knowledge in an important set of 
technologies which need to be carefully tuned to create, in front of the us-
er, the illusion of unity. Most of developers couldn’t achieve a full under-
standing of all the components and this is not even advisable because 
within development teams it is better to specialize our personal. 

d. Lack of Model-based tool support: Proprietary and/or free tools are 
still scarce for designing or coding of RUIs. Most of the tools are drawing 
or template oriented user development environments. 

e. Reaching known levels of consistency: A user relies in his/her past ex-
perience with similar systems when using a new one (this is consistency, a 
well known principle of user interface design). Since the beginning of web 
apps the user’s experience is behind the user expectations in comparison 
to desktop apps but now RUIs offers the possibility of reaching consis-
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tency of Web apps to known levels. Nevertheless, this implies a careful 
design, time and expertise of the developing tool. 

f. Little or no concern for RIA usability: Developing a web user interface 
is a demanding task because we have to deal with browsers that do not 
follow W3C standards and usability is sometimes compromised to limita-
tions imposed for creating a User Interface intended to a wide audience 
(usually this implies a design with simpler interfaces with fixed features). 

g. Definition of a general framework: introducing a general model that al-
low developers to specify abstract user interfaces without being attached 
to any particular platform would reduce the costs of development and 
maintenance of RUIs besides to support reusability of components and 
adaptation of others to fulfill the requirements of alternative platforms.  

1.7 Thesis  

1.7.1 Thesis statement 

The research questions that guide our research are intimately related with the spi-
rit of Model Driven Architecture and standardization, there is a need to develop a 
proper model for these emerging technologies to reduce developing costs and to 
produce flexible and adaptable interfaces for the next technological leap. There-
fore, we inquire the following: 

a. What are the elements that make different RIAs from Traditional Web 
applications? 

b. Is it possible to extract from RIAs the common essential elements to 
model them in a neutral language? 

c. What are the elements from RIA UIDLs needed to model today RUI 
frameworks features, such as: delivery of the interaction level, cinematic 
experience and multimedia elements?   

 
Therefore, we will defend the following thesis: 
 

The introduction of a Conceptual modeling of Rich User Interfaces establishes a 
common ground to structure the development life cycle of the User Interface of Rich 
Internet Applications according to a model-based approach and a step-wise approach 
which could be ported by a transformational schema to various web development en-
vironments.  
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1.7.2 Definitions  

The concepts introduced above are succinctly defined in this section. 

1.7.2.a Common ground (Neutral representation) 

This feature is important in three aspects: First, a neutral representation is inti-
mately related with consistency because with a neutral representation is possible 
to use a consistent representation since early development steps to almost the fi-
nal implementation. Second, independent description as discussed before allows 
portability between different environments. And third, the use of open standards 
instead of proprietary solutions reduces the risk of technological dependence of 
companies.      

1.7.2.b Model-based approach 

This approach uses models as development tool to specify a UI independent from 
a specific implementation [Flor06].  The models can be iteratively refined to final-
ly deliver platform specific models [OMG07]. Usually, the UI specification is 
composed by an interrelated set of models, each one describing an aspect of the 
general model. The main advantages of model-based development include: User-
centered development (which allows designers manipulate tasks, users and do-
main abstractions instead of implementation specific details) and portability be-
tween platforms. Also in [Schm06] is highly pondered how model-based devel-
opment can deal with complex platforms and domain integration into models. 

1.7.2.c Transformation schema 

The Extensible Style sheet Language Transformation (XSLT) [Kay03] is the trans-
formational approach used in this work. XLST is indeed, a Turing complete lan-
guage [Keps04] designed to transform a XML document into another XML doc-
ument with a different structure. The source XML file remains the same and the 
result of the application of the transformation rules is deposited in a new file. 

1.8 Focus 

a. What is the focus of this thesis? Web applications, defined as: a distri-
buted software system which uses a web browser as its deployment envi-
ronment where the transit of data is endeavor with an HTTP gateway. 
The request parameters are treated by the Web server in order to generate 
a dynamic HTTP response [Fiel00].  Common examples are: Portals, e-
commerce and search engines web apps. 
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b. Which Type of User Interfaces is studied? Graphical User Interfaces 
(GUIs), because its preponderancy in the web apps arena. 

c. To whom is directed this work? As the presented tool remains a proof-
of-concept methodology, the target audience is the CHI researcher which 
will use it as starting point of upgraded versions. Also academics interest-
ed in web applications and state-of-the-art development. And finally, web 
developers in order to follow a model driven methodology in their endea-
vors. 

d. To which study field is oriented this work? The general area is Infor-
mation Systems, as well as, web science and web engineering.         

1.9 Research Methods 

This Thesis uses as principal methodology, the Formulative research approach. 
That is, we are using as research method: The Conceptual analysis and The Con-
cept implementation (proof-of-concept) [Glas02] [Rame04].  
The research working process involves: (1) a review of literature in order to ex-
tract the state-of-the-art in a specific topic. (2) Incorporate new structures to the 
UsiXML language or propose alternative/new representations (RIA constructs). 
(3) Apply our proposal to different size or complexity case studies and then ana-
lyze the results. (4) Finally, a very concise and constrained prototype is going to be 
produced in order to have a proof-of-concept tool. The validation of this Thesis 
is done in two complementary levels: First, a theoretical validation is completed 
by comparing our approach against others to respond the questions from the mo-
tivations and thesis statement sections. And second, empirical validation is con-
ducted by a proof-of-concept implementation (a prototype design editor) which is 
applied to different case studies therefore validating its practical applicability. 
Note: Our proposal includes an ensemble of already existing approaches in the 
Web realm and novel contributions. A light-bulb icon is used to indicate that a 
contribution is introduced in the following section. Contributions include algo-
rithms, extensions to UsiXML and new catalogues with new representations. 

1.10 Reading Map 

The rest of the sections are organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents a state-of-
the-art review of web modeling approaches, Languages and frameworks that are 
used for developing RUIs. Chapter 3 describes our methodology in terms of its 
formal specification (models), method outline and the language used to describe 
the whole process. Chapter 4 introduces the process to generate the Task and 
Domain models. Then, Chapter 5 discusses the generation of the Abstract User 
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Interface. Next, Chapter 6 explains the steps needed to obtain the Concrete User 
Interface. After, Chapter 7 describes our proposal to generate the Final User In-
terface. Finally, Chapter 8 is devoted to show different case studies in order to 
clarify the method. Finally, Chapter 9 provides our conclusions, a summary of the 
contributions and a brief discussion of future work. The whole structure of this 
dissertation is presented in Figure 1-2, practitioners and expert readers could di-
rectly advance to Chapter 3 in order to explore the methodology and see their ap-
plications in case studies in the following three chapters. At the end, Annexes are 
included to cover features evaluated in RIAs, RIA constructs (neutral definition of 
RIA widgets) and finally the criteria for their utilization in different scenarios. 

 

Figure 1-2: Reading map 

 



 

Chapter 2 State of  the Art 
This chapter is aimed at providing a state of the art regarding existing work focus-
ing on UIs for RIA aspects in two sections: a brief introduction of the Web plat-
form, the Standard Web application architecture2 beside the general RIA architec-
ture (Section 2.1) and a review of the state of the art regarding UIs development 
within the Web 2.0 context (Section 2.2).  

2.1 Introduction to Web Technology 

2.1.1 The Web Platform 

The World Wide Web (or simply web) is based upon three core components: The 
Uniform Resource identifier, the interaction protocols used by the agents to get 
the resources and a representation of the data contained by the resource [Jaco04]. 
The basic components are depicted in Figure 2-1.  

 
Figure 2-1. Web Architecture components 

All resource available through the Web uses a common representation system in 
order to assure the identification of the resource by all the agents (e.g., a Web 
browser). This marker is called: The Uniform Resource Identifier (URI). The syn-
tax of the URIs is expressed using different schemes, for instance to represent an 

                                                 
2 A brief definition of the concept of Web applications was included in the previous chapter but in 

this section we review them in deep for establishing their general architecture. Then, we use this 

description to build a comparison framework that is employed to analyse the structure of RIAs 

and extract their essential features. 
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email we have to include “mailto” followed by a colon symbol “:” and then the 
email, to produce something like this: mailto:javier@myexample.org 
The interaction between the Web agents is done through standard protocols (e.g., 
HTTP, FTP, SOAP, NNTP, and SMTP) that allow the exchange of messages 
among them. For instance, if we have to retrieve some information from a FTP 
service, the procedure includes a command to request the data (e.g., a FTP GET 
request over the port 21 in the TCP/IP protocol) that will cause that the FTP 
server response with the transmission of data. Finally, the Web exchange of in-
formation requires a body of standardized data format specifications (e.g., 
XHTML, RDF/XML and CSS among others) for providing an adequate interpre-
tation of the data.  The relationship between the three elements of the architec-
ture can be succinctly described with the following Figure 2-2.  

 

Figure 2-2: Web Architecture relationships (based on [Jaco04]) 

The original function of the web was to deliver plain hypertext documents over a 
client-server architecture (Figure 2-3) but its success has caused a natural evolu-
tion from static and passive contents to dynamic and interactive ones. This 
offspring is discussed in the next section. 
 

 

Figure 2-3: Basic web Architecture 
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2.1.2 The Standard Web Application Architecture 

We are going to work with Web applications, so it’s very important to provide a 
proper definition:  

“A Web application (or webapp) is a distributed software system that uses a Web 
browser as client to be accessed with minimal or zero installation procedures over 
a network using a XML dialect to build the User Interface, store and exploit data 
mainly though a HTTP gateway”.    

This definition is based on [Jab04] and it settles the common ground to introduce 
the architecture of webapps. The standard architecture of webapps is based on 
the three-tier architecture [Adle95]. The web browser remains as the immovable 
and universal client (however some little variations are presented in the next sec-
tion where this now standard model is expanded and compared with other com-
mon alternatives). The application server is the most important element in the 
second-tier (the server one) because it supplies the environment to execute the 
components of the application. Generally, these servers include a framework 
(APIs, interfaces and structures) to provide a way to interact with others systems 
and the user. Typically, the application server supplies an environment to con-
struct the GUI in some User Interface Description Language (UIDL) e.g., 
HTML, or some XML dialect.  Finally, in the third-tier is included a repository of 
data that is available through a data access interface from the second-tier (Figure 
2-4). 

 

Figure 2-4. Web Application Architecture components 
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2.2 The general RIA Architecture 

The RIAs are webapps that take into account the power of the client to increase 
the responsiveness of the Web UI while the management of the application and 
data remains on the server. RIAs offer similar functionalities as the ones exhibit 
on desktop applications. A standard RIA architecture (Figure 2-5) includes an ap-
plication controller, an application server in charge of Web services calls that use 
some XML dialect to send data and layout information and a client rendering en-
gine which is downloaded during the first execution to be processed locally. 

 

Figure 2-5. Typical architecture of RIAs 

2.3 Basic Web dialogue architectures 

The Dialogue scheme is one of the most important aspects of the webapps and 
could be called navigation [Pont04]. Here, it is analyzed in two different sections: 
First, the dialogue between the elements (e.g., browser or web server) that support 
a webapp, using sequence diagrams [Booc05],  in order to understand the interac-
tion process among them. After that, in the section we are going to review the 
proposed methodologies or tools to model the navigation inside a specific we-
bapp.    

2.3.1 Dialogue : the big picture 

This section presents a review of the three alternative dialogue architectures that 
are used in the design of webapps. This recapitalization is not exhaustive merely 
representative of the most general models. In Figure 2-6, we have depicted the di-
alogue of typical webapps. In the left,  it is shown the basic dialogue model of 
original web sites where the client-server architecture is very clear but the persis-
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tence of the web browser is very limited since every http request/response event 
will cause a refresh and loss of current interface representation while in the right, 
we have the dialogue structure of standard webapps where the most remarkable 
detail is the inclusion of the application server that handles the server scripts re-
quested by the client in a safe environment (the server). In fact, this kind of confi-
guration is preferred by business-oriented developers because of security and con-
trol reasons.  

 

Figure 2-6: Dialogue architectures of Web applications 

2.3.2 RIA Dialogue 

In the other hand, The RIA dialogue architecture is different from the previous 
one in many aspects: First, The inclusion of a new element, the client engine that 
provides all the functionalities, that the browser does not support, or the ones 
that is difficult to deliver without supplementary tools or frameworks. Second, the 
asynchronous communication process between the client and the server sides in 
the background without refreshing the UI, this includes a continue exchange of 
XML formatted streams to describe the interface, as well as the application data. 
And finally, most of the RIAs have associated to them a UI description language 
(Figure 2-7).  
 
In the following sections, RIA designing world is discussed. First, from the me-
thodological point of view, a set of Methodologies is reviewed in order to find 
their strengths and shortcomings. Second, an analysis of the different available 
languages for describing a RUI is done. And finally, a recapitulation of some RIA 
frameworks is presented with the purpose of diagnosis if some of them follow the 
methodologies to cover RIA development. 
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Figure 2-7: General Dialogue architecture of RIA applications 

 

2.4 Classification of UI Design Approaches 

This section presents a review of the state of the art in the field of User Interfaces 
with special interest on UIs at the Web environment.  The research of User Inter-
faces design is a very wide area so this review instead of trying to be exhaustive is 
a summary of the most common models and approaches (see Figure 2-8 for a pa-
noramic view). According to [Honk07] there are three differentiable areas: first, 
interaction models that deals with user/computer interaction. The most repre-
sentative of these models is the WIMP model that is comprised by Windows, 
Icons, Menus and a Pointer device [Canf90]. The direct manipulation model 
[Schn83], another model proposed is more advanced that the WIMP because im-
pose less constraints to the interaction with the objects, for instance, in graphics-
design applications. Other alternative is the direct combination model [Holl99] 
that is in fact, a specialization of the direct manipulation model which adds to 
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element overlapping a semantic meaning to cause the execution of some opera-
tion, e.g., if a magnification glass object is superposed to a map image, the result 
should be a zoom operation.  
Second, architectural models propose alternative structures to coordinate pres-
entation, dialogue and data. In this section we included the models associated to 
the web environment. The MVC model was proposed to desktop applications but 
in web application it’s popularly named model-2 [Sesh99] and it’s one of the most 
adapted in modern web applications (struts [Holm06], tapestry [Lewi04] among 
others). The Presentation-Abstraction-control is based on a hierarchical structure 
of agents that includes in each agent the three elements [Cout87] in order to be 
capable of run in different threads. Service-oriented architecture organizes re-
sources in a network without knowledge of implementation details.  Multi-tier ar-
chitecture is an extension of the client-server architecture, in Web applications a 
typical implementation of this architectures is the 3-tier version [Ecke95]. And 
third,  implementation models that are all the languages and toolkits which pro-
duce a UI implemented in a specific platform. Nevertheless, these models even if 
they could provide a guide for designing our UI, they have to be supported by a 
development approach; here we discuss the most prominent ones:  

a. The exploratory approach is based on developing mock-ups of the ap-
plication interfaces for user evaluation. This approach takes advantage of 
the visual programming development environments where is possible to 
construct easily a mock-up of the interface. 

b. The programmatic approach produces the UI representation by means 
of coding in a procedural, object oriented or declarative language that in-
cludes a toolkit with a set of common widgets in order to simplify the de-
sign task [Limb04]. 

c. The model-based approach pretends build upon abstractions an itera-
tive, quality-based and reproducible process, a systematic method for de-
veloping UIs [Limb04]. In the next section we are going to discuss in deep 
the elements of one of the most used frameworks in the model-based ap-
proach: The Camaleon Reference Framework.  
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Figure 2-8: Classification of User interface models and design approaches 

2.5 CAMELEON Reference Framework 

Building a model based application requires a framework to define the design 
steps needed to describe our computer system, including the features: Multi-level 
abstraction, Modality independence, among others [Boui05].  The Cameleon Ref-
erence framework (CRF) [Calv03] expresses these features to describe an applica-
tion. This framework structures the development process within four levels of ab-
straction: Task and concepts, Abstract User Interface (AUI), Concrete User Inter-
face (CUI) and Final User Interface (FUI), as shown in Figure 2-9, the arrows 
pointing to a lower position in a hierarchy represent reification steps (forward en-
gineering) from abstract to a real world interface. Meanwhile, arrows pointing to 
upper positions reflect the process of inference abstract descriptions from the 
run-time code (reverse engineering). To denote a UI at any level of abstraction, 
it’s required a User Interface Description Language (UIDL) [Flor06].   
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Figure 2-9: The CAMELEON Reference framework 

2.6 Design Methodologies 

There is a great diversity of web designing methodologies.  Nevertheless, the me-
thodologies RIA-oriented are still scare and the inclusion of the label web 2.0, in  
several frameworks, are more an advertising strategy than a real coverage of RIA 
applications. That is the reason to select a concise set of methodologies, the crite-
ria to select them was that, the modeling approach should include the definition 
of the three basic components of a methodology: a formal definition ( a set of 
models), a method outline and a language to define UI in a neutral way. We also 
include some patterns collections, widely used, and that could be included in these 
methodologies to provide designers with known solutions and reduce design ef-
fort.  

2.6.1 OOH4RIA 

This modeling approach introduces some extensions to the already existing me-
thod OOH. The innovation in this approach is the introduction of two models: 
presentation and orchestration, the first one defines the widgets to be included in 
the UI and the second defines their interaction. PIM models include UML exten-
sions: the navigation access diagrams (NAD) and abstract presentation diagrams 
(APD), these diagrams are described in UML by means of MOF meta-models. 
The implementation is done in Google Web Toolkit (GWT) [Sant08].  
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2.6.2 OOHDM extended to RIA 

This approach defines three models to model  the RIA: a conceptual model, a na-
vigation model, which are modeled through UML extensions (activity nodes) and 
an interface model. Abstract Data Views (ADV) and ADV charts are used to 
model the content disposition and  behavior, respectively. The behavior model 
includes an specification in order to  illustrate  transclusion feature3.  The devel-
opment method includes a first step with the recollection of require-
ments.[Mati07].  

2.6.3 WEBML 

This approach is based in a data-driven methodology for webapps. The formal 
specification includes Three main elements: a hypertext model, a data model 
(which is used to derived and direct the definition of the webapp) and a content 
management model, the approach includes its own notation based on UML [Ce-
ri01].  It was extended  in [Bozz06] in order to include other models to deal with 
data location (client, server) and Data duration (persistent or temporary).Besides 
that, extensions were proposed to allow modeling content refreshment and  vali-
dation of value entries. 

2.6.4 OOWS  

This approach is based on four elements: an Object model, a Dynamic model 
(specified by State Transition Diagrams and Object Interaction Diagrams), a 
Functional model (defined in OASIS language) and an Interaction model (it is an 
extension of the OO-Method to deal with RIAs[Past07]). The innovation of this 
approach is the inclusion of the Concrete Interaction Patterns in an Abstract 
View of the Interaction Model [Valv08]. 

2.6.5 RUX 

This methodology is closely related to our proposal since is dealing with the gen-
eration of RUIs. Therefore, The evaluation is more detailed. Rich User eXpe-
rience Model (RUX) is a method proposed in [Lina07] and it is a Model Driven 
Method for generating RUIs. The process for designing a UI is divided in four le-
vels: (1)The hypertext and data model, (2)the abstract interface, (3)the concrete in-
terface and (4) the final interface. In Figure 2-10 is shown a comparison between 
this approach and CRF which is used in our work. Their levels are loosely based 

                                                 
3 This is the process of inclusion a document of part of it into another by reference. 

Theodor H. Nelson, "A File Structure for the Complex, the Changing and the Indeterminate." 

Proceedings of the ACM 20th National Conference (1965), pp. 84-100. 
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on [Limb2005]. The most notable modification is the lack of task model since the 
authors consider only the hypertext model under the consideration that hypertext 
models are enough to describe webapps. This approach is a compilation of other 
methodologies which are adapted in order to fulfill the requirements of RIAs. For 
instance, the abstract definition is a based on the method Object-oriented Model-
ing of Multimedia Applications (OMMMA) [Saue99]. 

 

Figure 2-10: Comparing CRF with RUX 

 
The process of development includes four steps:  

a. The starting point is a hypertext (e.g., WEBML or UWE[Koch02]) model 
that is analyzed in order to recover presentation elements and their rela-
tionships. This process follows the so-called definition of connection rules 
which are used to recover from the Web model: the data used, operations, 
grouping elements and the connections between pages.  

b. The next step is the generation of the abstract interface created upon the 
connection rules that are recovered from the previous step. 

c. The concrete interface is the result of the first set of transformation rules. 
Features as look and feel, behavior, spatial disposition and interaction are 
treated at this level. 

d. The Final interface is generated with the aid of the second set of trans-
formation rules. Here the interface is translated to a specific platform e.g., 
Open Laszlo.        
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The management of components over all the levels is done by a Component Li-
brary that is based on XICL [Sous04] and defines in a single entity all the compo-
nents (i.e. the abstract, concrete and final components are stored here with unique 
IDs and they are associated to a specific level.  

2.6.5.a The Abstract interface  

The RUX model abstract interface is defined by a set of views, media elements 
and connectors. The views are containment structures, the media elements de-
scribe atomic units of text and stream data and finally, the connectors describe the 
flow between views. This is also a difference with the AUI level in CRF which de-
livers a platform and modality independent definition of the UI. Meanwhile, RUX 
is oriented to GUI and the multimedia facilities presented in this type of modality 
(Note: this is not a shortcoming. Only,  it is a design orientation of the approach).  

2.6.5.b The Concrete interface  

This level is used to define three types of presentation: spatial, temporal and inte-
raction ones besides the desired behavior. The spatial presentation is composed 
by three groups: controls (gather information and output purposes), layouts and 
navigators.  The temporal presentation is used to represent those behaviors 
which are not directly manipulated by the user and is based on SMIL. Also, it is 
used to describe the relationship in terms of temporality between components in 
the concrete interface.  There are two kinds of time: real using time and Prede-
fined time. The first one defines a temporal line related to the execution life of the 
webapp. The second one, it is used to define the duration of a temporal behavior. 
The interaction presentation is used to define behaviors caused by the interac-
tion of the user. The model used in this case is the one proposed by the W3C: 
XML events [XML03]. 

2.6.5.c The Final interface  

The final interface is generated with the translation of the concrete interface to 
the specific features of particular platforms (e.g., AJAX, FLEX or Laszlo). The 
definition of the presentations (spatial, temporal and interaction) in XML is used 
in order to apply automatic translation methods (a set of transformation rules). 

2.6.6 Comments about RUX model 

The RUX model is a compilation of other technologies that are adapted to cover 
the specific features of RIAs. In the other hand, the models that are used in our 
proposal are inherited from UsiXML (This is explained in Chapter 3) and there-
fore, they are richer than the used in RUX since they are not restricted to we-
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bapps or multimedia applications.  The absence of a task model which is a richer 
representation and neutral definition of the UI than the hypertext model could 
lead to problems in flexibility.  There are also some remarks in term of different 
aspects: 
a. The idea of atomic elements that are always independent of the rendering 

technology (in the case of media elements) supposes a limitation in the kind 
of current and future RIA modeling that the RUX-model could handle (e.g. 
java technologies).  

b. The late definition/inclusion of the temporal condition (until concrete inter-
face) is a limitation in terms of modeling neutral behaviors since here the 
temporal constraints are attached to concrete components and their spatial 
disposition.  

c. The definition of all events as global in order to make easier the propagation 
of behaviors is against the OOP paradigm and could lead to undesirable side-
effects. 

2.7 Comparison between Modeling approaches 

The result of our study is summarized in Table 2-1, the methodologies are de-
scribed in terms of their formal specifications (models), the steps to complete a 
development (method), target language and finally, the transformation engine. 
Now, their shortcomings  are discussed below:  

a. The use of hypertext models could be seen as a legacy  issue from web 1.0 
applications. RIAs have to deal with internal links which indeed mimic 
classical links, to avoid perturbation to the users, but they are not jumping 
to others web pages (since RIAs follow the Single Page Paradigm). Also, 
they have to include a process to deal with three problems of modern we-
bapps in term of links: (1)Deep linking4, this problem is the condition of 
being untraceable to search engines. (2) How to deal with the back and 
forward button  that is always available to users in the web browser arena 
and (3) How to model real jump to web locations out of the webapp? 

b. Presentation is treated in terms of layout. Nevertheless, details of decora-
tions and styles are treated in posterior processes, outside the method 
(e.g., with templates in a web design tool). And patterns are used only to 
assist designers in the selection of data-oriented or service-oriented tasks 
but not in terms of presentation style. 

                                                 
4 http://www.w3.org/2001/tag/doc/deeplinking.html 
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c. Validation is included in some of the approaches (e.g., the extension of 
WEBML) but this task is leaved to designers in most of the approaches. 

d. The sense of location is not treated, in most of the approaches, and it 
should be treated in a more neutral way. 

e. The representation of duration of the tasks is a relevant issue in the web 
realm and this problem is not well covered.   

f. Concrete specifications do not include high level definition of RIA wid-
gets, instead of that, very low level components are described. As result, 
RIA widgets are composed through these components but this, incre-
ments the work load of developers. 

g. Quality evaluation is not integrated as part of methodologies. 
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Table 2-1 Comparison of methodological aspects 
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2.8  User Interface Description Languages 

Most of the previous approaches include an XML-based specification language. 
And in this section a review of these languages is conducted. A User Interface 
Description Language is a XML-based declarative language that is used to de-
scribe a UI. There is a plethora of User Interface Description Languages (UIDLs). 
Note: covered UIDLs are oriented to Web design.  

2.8.1 XML-based User Interface Description Languages 

Some of the reviewed UIDLs have already been analyzed in [Souc03].  And can 
be, as well, used in desktop or in web environments.   

2.8.1.a XIML 

The eXtensible Interface Markup Language (XIML) is a XML-based language for 
developing UIs that include various models: task, domain, user, presentation and 
dialogue [Puer02].  

2.8.1.b UIML 

User Interface Mark-up Language (UIML) is a XML-based language for describ-
ing a User Interface with some levels of abstraction, for instance, in the definition 
of UIML there is a very important element the <peers> tag that provides the 
needed mapped parameters to produce a final user interface according to some 
specific toolkit and the UI logic [Abra99]. It’s one of the oldest attempts to pro-
duce a neutral representation of the UI. 

2.8.1.c UsiXML 

The USer Interface eXtensible Markup Language (UsiXML) is a XML-based lan-
guage created to define the UI over multiple contexts of use. The UsiXML lan-
guage covers all the layers of the CRF and includes a set of interrelated models to 
support a model-based approach for developing UIs (for instance, a task& do-
main model, an abstract User Interface Model, a Concrete User Interface model 
and a interesting addition is its transformation model that can be used to translate 
instances of the model from abstract levels to concrete ones in a forward engi-
neering process or the other way around to recover the abstract user interface in a 
reverse engineering process) [Limb04].  
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2.8.2 User Interface Modeling in Web development 

2.8.2.a HTML 

HTML (Hypertext Mark-up Language) remains the principal mark-up language 
on the web. This language describes the layout, appearance and content in a 
nested structure of tags and human readable [Ragge99].  The combination of fea-
tures besides the low learning curve are its major strength, this last feature has 
produced hordes of authors with no programming skills. 

2.8.2.b XHTML 

The Extensible Hypertext Mark-up language (XHTML) is the successor of 
HTML, in fact is a XML version of HTML, this implies that a XHTML docu-
ment must have a well-formed structure.  Also describes the distribution of the 
elements in the page, content and the structure [Pemb02].   

2.8.2.c DISL 

It’s a XML-dialect created to design UI for Mobil devices, (especially in this deri-
vation SDML). This version of DISL/UIDL was created to model UIs that must 
be transmitted in a low band network where data structures have to be stored in 
some buffer and then transmitted in series of bytes. As stated by the authors for a 
specific scenario Mobil phones applications. The main distinction with the other 
version (UIDL) is the definition of all the elements as lists where each element 
could be tracked using node-list attributes (for instance, next-widget or child-
widget ids) [Muel04]. 

2.8.2.d XAML 

The Extensible Application Mark-up Language (XAML) is another XML-based 
language used for definition of UIs and their properties and components (UI ele-
ments) and also their interactions (events and data binding). The MS Windows 
Standard Development Kit for the new operating system Vista contains a Repre-
sentation subsystem called Avalon which integrates XAML [XAML06].   

2.8.2.e Open Laszlo (LZX) 

LZX is a XML-based language for describing UIs based on a declarative language 
very similar to HTML that after the creation of the UI. The interface is converted 
into FLASH or DHTML [Open06].   
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2.8.2.f XFORMS 

XFORMS is a XML-based language for data processing over web pages. It’s the 
next generation of the standard web form. Some of its features are the inclusion 
of layers to deal in an independent way with the data, its structure, submission 
methods and form controls [Boye06].      

2.8.2.g MXML 

MXML is a XML-based language to produce User Interfaces within the Adobe 
Flash [Flas06] environment to produce UIs and also to control the logic and be-
haviour of the defined elements [Kazo07].    

2.8.2.h XUL 

XUL is a XML-based language intended to create UI structures for the Mozilla 
Browser, include a set of general widgets. XUL is built upon existing web stan-
dards, including CSS, EMAscript and DOM elements [Hyat01].    

2.8.2.i XBL 

XML Binding Language (XBL) is a XML-based language created to bind the be-
havior and look of XUL UIs, this language is in the process of being standardized 
by the W3C [Hyat00]. 

2.8.2.j SVG 

Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) is a XML-based markup language proposed and 
created by the W3C to define the structure of 2D vector graphics. It also covers 
static as well as animated graphics.  Since is a text representation, the internal 
search and accessibility is possible in SVG definitions. Includes features like: 
nested transformations, clipping paths, alpha masks, filter effects, template objects 
and extensibility [Ferr03]. 

2.8.2.k AJAX 

Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (Ajax) is the recycling of already known tech-
nologies for developing interactive web applications with data recuperation avoid-
ing the refreshment of web pages, better speed, usability and functions. Ajax uses 
a combination of: XHTML (or HTML) and CSS, for marking up and styling in-
formation. A key element is the XMLHttpRequest object that is used to exchange 
data asynchronously with the web server. [Garr05]. 
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2.9 Comparison between UIDLS 

The result of our study is summarized in the following tables, the strengths and 
drawbacks of each of the languages make us conclude that the idea behind the re-
cycle already known technologies is the best path because none of the UIDLs as 
far as the ones compared have/include all the features needed to cover the full 
spectrum of webapps. The strongest candidate is UsiXML for the following rea-
sons: (1) it well rated according to our comparison in all the evaluated features. (2) 
it is capable of model each one of the levels of  CRF. And (3) its modality inde-
pendence could help us to design webapps for different platforms and devices. 
 

# NAME A B C D E F G
1 HTML S + ++ - ++ 
2 XHTML G + + ++ 
3 DISL - S + - + 
4 XAML S ++ + + 
5 LZX S ++ + - ++ 
6 XFORMS G + - - ++ 
7 MXML S + - ++ 
8 XUL S - - ++ 
9 XBL S ++ - - ++ 
10 SVG G ++ - - + 
11 XIML G + + - 
12 UIML G ++ + ++ + 
13 UsiXML ++ G ++ ++ + ++ + 

Table 2-2 Global comparison of UIDLs 

 

CODE NAME 
A Extensibility 
B Purpose 
C Transformation Model 
D Behavior Integration 
E Ease implementation 
F Modality independence 

G Web integration 

Table 2-3 Evaluated features in the UIDLs 
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Note:    
Purpose  = {General, Specific} 
Good   = ++ 
Medium  = + 
Low   = - 

2.10 RIA Frameworks 

In this section AJAX and client-engine-based frameworks are commented. AJAX 
frameworks are mostly, JavaScript APIs that follow programmatic approach be-
sides the exploitation of DOM5 models and XML based languages in order to de-
liver RUIs. Table 2-4 is only a sample of this kind of frameworks. The selection of 
one of them, in a specific project requires a testing phase since they have common 
features but other ones that are not available in other frameworks. Their advan-
tage is that no plug-in is needed to use them. Nevertheless, security issues and the 
always latent possibility of disabling scripts technologies in the web browser could 
be the reason behind the tendency to use plug-in technologies, especially Flash, 
and Java.  Table 2-5 shows a sample of plug-in based frameworks, these frame-
works include facilities as sand boxes for better control and security. Besides that, 
better environments for debugging and programming are available and some of 
them are capable of deployment as desktop and/or web applications. Neverthe-
less, Several frameworks are proprietary software and the lack of the plug-in is 
equivalent to disabling problem in the previous category. Finally, it is mandatory, 
to test some of them, in order to decide which one is suitable for specific projects 
since they have different set of widgets and capabilities. 
 
 

AJAX FRAM. LANGUAGE NOTES 

Prototype6  JavaScript It uses Programmatic approach 

script.aculo.us7 JavaScript Based on Prototype API 

MooTools8 JavaScript Based on Prototype API 

jQuery9 JavaScript Provides a good separation of concerns  

Yahoo! UI Library (YUI)10  JavaScript Includes basic and composite widgets 

                                                 
5 http://www.w3.org/DOM/ 
6 Prototype JavaScript framework. http://prototypejs.org/ 
7 script.aculo.us. http://script.aculo.us/ 
8 MooTools. http://mootools.net/ 
9 jQuery. http://jquery.com/ 
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Ext JS11 JavaScript Based on YUI API 

Google Web Toolkit12 Java, Java-

Script 

coding is done in Java and then is translated 

into JavaScript.   

Table 2-4 Sample of AJAX frameworks  

NAME DEVELOPED 

BY 

LANGUAGE CLIENT ENGINE 

Adobe Flex13 Adobe Systems MXML, Action Script Flash Player Plug-in 

Adobe AIR14 Adobe Systems Flash, Flex, Ajax AIR

Microsoft Silverlight15 Microsoft NET, XAML Silverlight Plug-in 

OpenLaszlo16 Laszlo Systems LZX, JavaScript Flash, JavaScript 

Curl17 Curl Inc. Curl Curl Surge RTE 

Java Applets18 Sun Microsystems Java JRE

JavaFX19 Sun Microsystems JavaFX script JRE

Table 2-5 RIA frameworks plug-in based. 

2.11 Conclusions 

The reviewing of the literature show us an increasing interest in the generation of 
frameworks and recycling of known technologies to avoid one of the biggest 
problems of the Web: compatibility and standardization. Also we present a very 
brief description of concepts, advantages and shortcomings of some of the most 
promising frameworks and languages in the web field. The compendium of short-
comings, extracted from literature review,  is used to define a list of requirements 
to be fulfilled in our proposal of methodology. Finally, we proposed a list of fea-
tures in order to characterize a RIA application (see Annex A).  
 

                                                                                                                                 
10 YUI – The Yahoo! User Interface Library. http://developer.yahoo.com/yui/ 
11 Ext JS. http://www.extjs.com/ 
12 Google Web Toolkit. http://code.google.com/intl/en/webtoolkit/ 
13 Adobe Flex. http://www.adobe.com/de/products/flex/ 
14 Adobe Integrated Runtime (AIR). http://www.adobe.com/go/air 
15 Microsoft Silverlight. http://www.microsoft.com/silverlight/ 
16 OpenLaszlo. http://www.openlaszlo.org/ 
17 Curl. http://www.curl.com/ 
18 Java Applets. http://java.sun.com/applets/ 
19 JavaFX. http://www.sun.com/software/javafx/ 
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2.11.1 Requirements of the Formal Specification 

Requirement 1: Human readable – means that the formal specification should 
be legible by human agents. For instance, Designers and Stakeholders (Motiva-
tion: section 1.6b). 
Requirement 2: Machine readable – states that the proposed ontology should 
be legible by a machine. (Motivation: section 1.6d). 
Requirement 3: Expressiveness – means that our framework should be capable 
of modeling most of the elements of an application in the web realm (Motivation: 
sections 1.5b and 1.6c).  
Requirement 4: separation of concerns – states that models should have clear 
frontiers to avoid overlapping and collateral effects if a change is done in one of 
models (Motivation: one of the principles of software engineering [Dijk82]). 
Requirement 5: Pattern Repository of specifications – means that known solu-
tions, or simply reusable parts, are stored in order to be reused for new webapps. 
(Motivation: 1.5a,b and 1.6 b, e). 
Requirement 6: Homogeneity – means that all the concepts should be defined 
through a common syntax and language. To facilitate translation and processing. 
(Motivation: 1.6a, b, c). 
Requirement 7: Standards – states that our formal specification should be sup-
ported by widely used and accepted standards in the software engineering com-
munity  (Motivation: 1.5 b and 1.6 d, e). 
Requirement 8: Verifiability of specification –  means that the specification 
should be subject of validation, evaluation in order to find errors or reach levels 
of consistency and usability [Meye97].(Motivation: 1.5 b, d and 1.6 e, f).  

2.11.2 Requirements of the method 

Requirement 9: Functional Correctness – states that software artifacts have to 
deliver a certain output after a certain input [Meye97]. (Motivation: 1.5 b, d and 
1.6 e, f). 
Requirement 10: Automation – means that development steps should be De-
fined in such precision way and machine legible (requirement 2) that it is possible 
to execute them as an automatic process (Motivation:1.6a,b,c,e,f). 
Requirement 11: clearly expressed steps – states that methodology steps should 
be defined in a way that make easy to understand its internal logic and application. 
(Motivation: 1.5c and 1.6a,c,d). 
 
 



 

Chapter 3  What is TRIAD? 
This chapter presents the Triad-based Rich Internet Application UI Design 
(TRIAD) methodology, our proposal to tackle, the shortcomings and require-
ments listed and discussed in previous chapters. The methodology is composed 
by a specification, a method and finally, a language. These elements are described 
in the following sections.   

3.1 Specification of RUIs 

In this dissertation a semi-formal specification of RUIs is proposed, based on the 
Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) concepts, introduced by the OMG consor-
tium [OMG07], supported by CRF and expressed in UsiXML language [USIX07]. 
The MDA process implies the refinement of Different models which are inde-
pendent in terms of computing and platform specifications. Afterwards, these 
models are transformed into Specific models to be implemented in a concrete 
platform and finally delivering Source Code. MDA schemas are expressed in the 
CRF in the form of five models: Task, Domain, AUI, CUI and FUI (Figure 3-1). 
 
 It is worth noting that one of components is a model to model transformation. 
CRF allows a process of transformation in both directions: from abstract to con-
crete models (reification) and the inverse procedure(abstraction). The methodolo-
gy proposed in this work modifies in certain measure all the levels in the current 
Formal Specification of UsiXML. Nevertheless, instead of showing illegible UML 
class diagrams, We present a reduced version, just to show relevant details (full 
class diagrams are available at the UsiXML site or in [Limb04][Stan08]). Now, the 
different models are explored in order to explain their purpose and features. 
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  Figure 3-1: Matching MDA and CRF components 

3.1.1 Task model 

The task model is the definition of  the User goal in terms of a set of tasks, a list 
of things to be done by the user to fulfill a goal, these tasks are decomposed in 
subtasks, arranged in hierarchies. Task Hierarchies (THs) are composed by tasks 
connected through temporal operators of three types: Sequential, Concurrent and 
Choice ones. Besides that, tasks are classified in four types: User, Interactive and 
System actions (plus Abstract type included to deal with combinations of the oth-
ers). THs are used in: Task analysis, model-driven engineering of UIs, User-
centered design and human activities analysis. Also, different proposals use them 
to produce UIs [Pate99], [Pue97] and [Vand05]. In UsiXML, a modified version 
of ConcurTaskTrees notation (CTTs) is used [Pate99].  
In [Mart09], We discuss about some shortcoming of these notation: (1) The com-
plexity is directly proportional to the size of the application and at some point, 
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icons and texts become unintelligible.(2)These models do not provide any seman-
tic information through its structure since the structure is simply replicated at all 
levels. For instance, each task is represented in the same way, regardless their 
complexity or importance in the webapp. (3) TH elements, such as temporal op-
erators are a source of information that could be used to guide the designer to va-
lid or plausible configurations to be used in ulterior levels [Mart08]. 

3.1.2 Domain model 

The Domain model defines classes used in a software system, their attributes and 
methods, besides their relationships. In UsiXML are described by UML class dia-
grams [Limb04].  

3.1.3 Abstract User Interface (AUI) 

An AUI model is a description of the UI in terms of mapping Domain concepts 
with tasks and specifying how the rendering of tasks occurs in the physical world 
(choosing between four possible options: input, output, navigation and control). 
AUI definition is independent from modalities and computing platform details. It 
is composed by hierarchies of Abstract Interaction Objects (AIO) connected with 
a series of relationships. They could be of two types: Abstract Individual Compo-
nents (AIC) and Abstract Containers (AC)[Limb04]. Shortcomings of these nota-
tions includes: (1) Domain mapping is a powerful tool but it should include more 
mechanisms to select or refine the relationship. (2) Since this methodology is tar-
geted to web realm notation should be directed to this context.    

3.1.4 Concrete User Interface (CUI) 

A CUI model is a description of the UI in terms of appearance and behavior with 
elements associated to a modality (Graphical, vocal, etc) while remaining toolkit 
independent. It is composed by hierarchies of Concrete Interaction Objects 
(CIO) connected with a series of relationships. They are abstractions of widget 
sets available in known toolkits (e.g., Java swing [Ecks98]). Depending on the 
modality new sets are deployed. For the moment, there are two sets: Graphical 
and vocal ones. Our work is focused in GUIs. Therefore, we worked with Graph-
ical Containers(GC) and Graphical Individual Components (GIC). A shortcoming 
in this level is related to RIA development process. Indeed, most of RIA widgets 
could be built upon existing GICs but the composition work slows down the 
speed of development. 
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3.1.5 Final User Interface (FUI) 

A FUI model is the last representation where CUI objects are translated into plat-
form/modality/language specific elements. Quality and usability considerations 
are our contribution to this level. Nevertheless, they are discussed in Chapter 
eight, as well as, some details of the overall translation process through XSLT 
templates. 

3.2 Method outline 

This method conforms a Development Life Cycle for RUIs. The method outline 
is described in this section. Each step implies a refinement of the precedent repre-
sentation of the RUI, each time new details from the context are included, and as 
result an improved RUI model is generated. Also, our method is MDE compliant 
since is based in the CRF. The transformation from one model into another in-
cludes a parallel process for suggesting Usability guidelines to developers. This 
procedure is semi-automatic. Therefore, some guidelines are applicable from the 
software tools but others have to be applied,  manually, by developers. The trans-
formation schema used here is based on XLST transformations. The method is 
structured in four steps, following CRF, The T&D models are the first step where 
containers are modified depending on the combination of temporal operators. 
Next, The AUI representation is constructed, a RIA notation is included here to 
start the process of specialization to RUIs. The CUI is built with the inclusion of 
a set of RIA constructs. Finally, FUI is delivered by transforming CUI into a spe-
cific platform (Figure 3-2).  There are a series of annexes at the end of this work: 
 Annex A. Standard Web Applications versus RIAS.  In this section, we 

gather a comparative study between Standard Web Applications and RIA 
ones. The purpose is providing a quantitative analysis of the difference be-
tween this two types of web applications.  

 Annex B. Task and Operator Types. This annex explains in detail the op-
erators and task types without sending the reader to external sources.  

 Annex C. Acronyms. This section describes all the acronyms used in this 
dissertation. 

 Annex D describes the list of RIA constructs, these elements are dis-
cussed in deep in Chapter 6. 

 Annex E explains QOC Graphs. This semi-formal notation is also ex-
plained in Chapter 6. 

 Annex F includes and explains an extension analysis of RIA constructs 
and Olivanova Patterns. 
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  Figure 3-2: Method for developing RUIs  
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3.3 User Interface Description Language 

In previous sections, Formal Specification and her models were presented. Never-
theless, another element is needed to claim that our method is MDA-compliant, 
The definition of a User Interface Description Language (UIDL). We have con-
ducted a literature review, discussed in the State of the art Chapter. As result, 
UsiXML (USer Interface eXtensible Markup Language) was selected. Because of 
the following incentives: (1)UsiXML is defined according to CRF. Therefore, de-
scribes each one of her abstraction levels.(2) UsiXML includes a transformation 
model to support the transformation from one model to another. Besides that, it 
is XML-based language and transformation to others web UIDLs, also based in 
XML definitions, and could be done as an automatic process.  (3) The UI defini-
tion begins with a neutral definition, independent from any modality or compu-
ting schema.(4) In the PSM level, it is possible to add new modalities(modularity 
feature). And finally (5), there is an acceptable set of tools, available, to manage all 
its specifications.  

3.4 Quality review 

The reviewing of the quality in all the steps of the methodology deserves a whole  
section in order to present the possible mechanisms to assure the quality level of 
UIs that are generated from our methodology. Quality in this dissertation is eva-
luated though usability evaluation since this feature is capital to webapps, User 
Experience impacts considerably in their success or failure, especially in RIAs 
where users have great expectations. Therefore, a method oriented to this kind of 
webapps is needed. Our proposal of Quality analysis is integrated into TRIAD.  
The application of usability evaluations, in each one of development steps, in-
cludes widely known techniques. Also,  instead of applying the evaluation to the 
final step of the MDD, intermediate models are considered in order to reduce the 
cost of changing the UI at last stages. Aside from applying the evaluation over all 
the steps instead of including hundreds of tests, a concrete set of metrics is se-
lected. Rather that define a closed group, the proposed dimensions could be po-
pulated with alternative metrics (depending on the necessities of specific projects).  

3.4.1 Related work 

Usability evaluation in the web platform is discussed in  several papers. Here, we 
present a review of a work selection in order to give the reader an idea of the state 
of the art. In literature we could recognize two main trends: (1) methodologies  
that include a selection of quantitative measures of the final UI (in terms of 
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amount of widgets, colors or content density) which are compared against a rated 
repository of interfaces in order to evaluate them using statistical models [Ivor01].  
Also in [Olsi02] where the Web Quality Evaluation Method (WebQEM) is pro-
posed. This approach is used for evaluating the webapp during four phases and 
based on attributes taken from international standards (ISO/IEC 9126-1). These 
features include usability, functionality, reliability and effectiveness. The final re-
sults are a score and recommendations. Instead of dealing with the whole UI, in  
[Mora07] the usability evaluation  is focused into pluggable elements in web por-
tals which are the subject of the evaluation (based on ISO/IEC 9126) modifying 
the standard in order to include customizability. (2)These methods explore the 
usability in different phases of development. For instance, in [Cale05] a method 
based on different dimension is presented including the stages of the lifecycle 
(development, operation and maintenance). The Quality in Use Integrated Mea-
surement (QUIM) includes the concept of measurement plans where metrics are 
collected depending on different criteria, it is based on the international standards  
ISO/IEC 9126-1, ISO/IEC 9241-11. Here, usability is divided in factors and each 
factor into criteria. QUIM could be integrated to a software development lifecycle 
and included in all the phases [Seff06]. In [Pana07] a MDD approach is proposed 
which is based on the IO/IEC 25000 SQuaRE standard. This method also tackles 
Platform-Specific Models (PSM) and Platform independent Models (PIM). There-
fore is a general method which could be applied to the web. In [Mont05] a me-
thod oriented to the web domain is presented. This method includes an evalua-
tion of PIM models for a proprietary solution. In [Mont05] a framework for deal-
ing with quality (in terms of usability) is proposed. There, usability is divided in 
factors (understandability, learnability and operability) which are decomposed into 
criteria. It is based on standards ISO 9126 and 13407.  

3.4.2 Discussion 

The methods included in the first category produce results (recommendations, 
ranks, etc) mostly over the final UI. Therefore, there is a higher cost for applying 
their suggestions. In the other hand, the methods grouped in the second category 
try to help the designer in all the development steps.  Both categories include long 
lists of metrics and none of them is oriented to RIAs. The goal of this chapter is 
presenting a succinct quality evaluation, RIA oriented. Therefore, instead of tak-
ing into account hundreds of metrics, a representative set of metrics is selected, 
looking for a fast application that does not add more administrative tasks to the 
developer. 
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3.4.3 Inclusion of Quality review in the overall method 

Our method is based in the tridimensional model proposed in [Ruiz03] 
and an adaptation of the quality model proposed in [Mont05]. Here we 

propose another “cube” (Figure 3-3d) in which the three proposed dimensions 
are the web classical attributes (content, presentation and navigation, Figure 3-3a), 
aligned with each one of the step of the CRF (Figure 3-3c) and evaluated accord-
ing to the usability sets of attributes described in [Fern09]( Figure 3-3b). 

 

Figure 3-3:  3D Quality model for RIAs 

The core idea of this method is: the earliest, the best. Then we take special atten-
tion to the Task and Domain models (the most neutral and abstract definition of 
our UI) since here the UI is not related to any context or platform. Each one of 
the evaluation sets (cube of metrics to be taken into account in each level of the 
CRF). The method steps are described in the following diagram (Figure 3-4). 
Each time that the UI is refined an evaluation set  is applied. The first one is con-
cern about the user’s tasks. Next, in the AUI a new set is used. Later, in the con-
crete level adding the context (GUI, TUI, etc) a new set is analyzed  and finally, in 
the FUI which is applicable to a specific platform. Now, each one of the process 
is explained in detail. 
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Figure 3-4: Quality model for RIAs 

3.4.4 Web  Dimension  

In this section we explain  the components of the web dimension  selected in our 
quality model. (1)Presentation is how the content and navigation is presented to 
users. (2) Content includes data (text, images, video) and also scripts, functions 
and java programs which provide some utility or function. And (3)Navigation 
which controls the seeking and  finding of content in an easy way. Note: this di-
mension is less important than Presentation and content in terms of easiness 
[Cale04]. 

3.4.5 Usability  Dimension  

This dimension is described following a hierarchical order where there are Three 
main sections: (1) Learnability involves attributes of a webapp that facilitate learn-
ing, for instance, help tools. (2) Operability include attributes of a webapp that as-
sist user in control and operation tasks.(3)Understandability involves attributes re-
lated to easy understanding of webapps (for instance, font size). Each one of this 
criterion is decomposed in several sub-criteria. Our proposal includes for this di-
mension the set of criteria proposed by [Fern09], in Table 3-1 a mapping with the 
different criteria is shown: web features and the CRF. In our approach, we try to 
tackle the evaluation as early as possible. For instance, data validity criterion from 
Operability is evaluated in the task model, therefore is redundant to review it in 
other levels since this approach looks for agility. Finally, Presentation is not 
present in task model since  there is no modality defined at this level.  
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Table 3-1: Usability attributes 

 
Note: T=T&D,A=AUI,C=CUI and F=FUI, in the last column of Table 3-1. 
P=Presentation, N=Navigation And C= Content in the web features column. 
During the following chapters, each set Qi  is included in a section at the end of 
each chapter.  

3.4.5.a Description of  Usability Criteria  

The criteria is composed by sub criteria to be fulfilled by the web application. 
Learnability, includes: (1) help facilities, (2)predictability, which  designate the 
capability of users to recognize the effect of their actions.(3) informative feedback. 
(4) Memorability, this criterion refers to the capability of users to remember how 
to work with the web application used previously.  
Operability, includes: (1) execution facilities, it refers to the necessity of plug-ins 
or compatibility between browsers.(2) data validity.(3) Controllability, it refers to 
availability of user control services, such as undo, redo.(4) capacity of adaptation 
to users requirements and preferences. (5) Consistency in the behavior and opera-
tions. 
Understandability, includes: (1)optical legibility, (2)readability, this criterion in-
cludes sub-criteria as density and grouping. (3)familiarity, this criterion is related 
to localization, it means that users are capable of recognize the UI ele-

FACTOR CRITERIA WEB  

FEATURES 

CAM. 

FRAM. 

L Help facilities 

Predictability 

Informative feed 

Memorability 

P,N 

P,N,C 

P,N,C 

P,N,C 

T,A,C,F 

T,A,C,F 

T,A,C,F 

          F      

O Execution facilities 

Data validity 

Controllability 

Capacity of adaptation 

Consistency 

P,N 

P,C 

P,N 

P,N 

P,N,C 

        C,F 

T 

T 

T,A,C,F 

    A,C,F  

U Optical legibility 

Readability 

Familiarity 

Brevity  

User guidance 

P 

P,N,C 

P,N,C 

N,C 

P,N,C 

        C,F  

     A,C,F 

        C,F 

T,A,C  

    A,C,F  
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ments.(4)brevity, it refers to workload of users. (5) user guidance. It refers to users 
assistance in the workflow of the application, here is included navigational aspects.  
 

3.5 Software tools 

Software tools are discussed in this section. UsiXML includes editors that cover 
all its levels (Figure 3-5).  Indeed, having a explicit tool is an excellent help for de-
signers. Note: This is related to the requirement of machine legibility.    
 
 

 

Figure 3-5: Available software tools  

3.5.1 IdealXML 

IdealXML [Mont05] is an editor that is concerned with the first step of UsiXML. 
Therefore, it is also used in our methodology. It allows describing in a graphical 
way, the domain, Task and AUI (Figure 3-6c) models. Besides, mappings between 
these two models. The Task Model (Figure 3-6a) uses CTT notation [Pate99]. 
Domain Model (Figure 3-6b) is represented as a  class diagram, while the Map-
ping Model (Figure 3-6d) is specified by associating graphically elements of Task 
Model with elements of Domain Model. 
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Figure 3-6: IdealXML tool 

   

3.5.2 GrafiXML 

This is a tool that is concerned with the design, in graphical mode of CUI model. 
Also, it could being exported into XHTML code. It is adapted to deal with GUI 
modality and therefore, graphical CIOs could be placed and organized, as well as, 
editing their properties that are saved in the CUI specification [Mich08].   

3.5.3 Beautification editor  

This is a prototype which was created to test the applicability of mapping between 
RIA widgets at the CUI level, as a way of updating to web 2.0, applications 
created using OLIVANOVA modeler [Oliv06]. Indeed, the XML code generated 
by the modeler is updated with the integration of a decorator tag, that allows the 
definition of different styles and also depending of the pattern used a RIA widget 
is suggested [Engl09].   
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Figure 3-7: Beautification editor for OLIVANOVA CODE  

 
 

3.6 Introduction of our case study 

In this dissertation, a running example is used to explain our method, this exam-
ple is called: Reservation System Case Study (RSC). RSC is, on purpose, kept sim-
ple in order to shown in a concise structure the benefits of our method.  

This simple UI allows users to book a hotel room. Check-in and Check–out dates, 
as well as, the room type and number of guests are selected. The UI is presented 
in a single interface over three sections. Validation is done during submission and 
during the recollection of values (Figure 3-8).The following Chapters explain, in 
deep, each one of the steps of the method.  
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Figure 3-8: UI of RSC  

 
 



 

Chapter 4 Tasks and Domain 
This chapter covers the definition of the Task and the Domain models, the first 
step of our method. Here, we address shortcomings discussed in previous sec-
tions. Also, the running example is modified according to the current method 
step. Finally, a discussion of the contributions is included.   

 

Figure 4-1:  Components of the first step in TRIAD methodology 

 

4.1 Requirements Gathering  

The very first step is the gathering of stakeholder requirements. This task is out of 
the scope of this dissertation and it could be tackled using UML use cases, defin-
ing all possible scenarios. The requirements are expressed, in  our method, as a 
task hierarchy (which are the tasks needed to fulfill the software application goals) 
and a Domain model, here a set of class diagrams, in order to express persistent 
data. Finally, a mapping procedure allows developers to express relationships be-
tween tasks and persistent data.  Now, we explain in details this task modeling. 

4.2 Task modeling 

In this step a Task Hierarchy is built. This hierarchy is composed by multiple le-
vels where inner nodes are gathering elements and leaf nodes are atomic tasks. 
Tasks are connected by temporal operators of three types (Sequential (S), concur-
rent (C) and choice (F)). Nevertheless, there is a shortcoming in these models 
(discussed in [Mart09]). The complexity is directly proportional to the size of the 
application and at some point, icons and texts become unintelligible.  Another 
problem is that models as CTTs, used in the current version of UsiXML, do not 
provide any semantic information through its structure since the structure is 
simply replicated at all levels. For the sake of simplicity, Task trees, also called 
here Task Hierarchies, are depicted, in this manuscript, using simplified schemes 
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where abstract tasks are represented as triangles, interactive task are represented 
with circles, rounded rectangles are used for system-related tasks and temporal 
operators are represented as rounded rectangles within a  letter indicates which 
type of operator is used. The RSC could be modeled through the following Task 
Hierarchy (Figure 4-2). 

 

Figure 4-2: Reservation System represented as Task Hierarchy  

The Reservation System main goal is the recollection of data for a hotel reserva-
tion. Three main tasks are defined: first, recollect information about number of 
guests. Second, type of suite and third, payment details. We use a representation 
similar to the treemap representation [John91], instead of using an arborescence 
representation (Figure 4-2).  
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4.3 Zoomable User Interface Task Hierarchy 

In the previous section, it was discussed that the current way of 
representing THs in UsiXML has multiple shortcomings. Therefore, we in-

troduce an alternative representation: Zoomable User Interface20 Task Hierarchies 
(ZUIT). This representation attempts to reduce the amount of information to the 
minimal and tries to show only relevant data. In Figure 4-3.I, a tree is transformed 
into the new representation where inner tasks are transformed into colored head-
ers. For instance, node A is changed by block A following a color scheme. In Fig-
ure 4-3.II, blocks are labeled in order to make more clear the figure but in a real 
ZUIT the only information visible, at the beginning, is the color (which is asso-
ciated to operator and task types). We have chosen piccolo API [Picco09] in order 
to create a prototype (shown in the previous chapter in the tools section). The 
benefits expand in three aspects. First, the navigation to inner hierarchies is done 
in a more intuitive way. Second, the visual overload is reduced since we are using 
coding schemes (Table 4-1, and more details in Annex B) in order to identify task 
types and task relationships. And third, more coding schemes could be integrated. 
For instance, weight metrics in order to adjust task area of the elements in the 
ZUIT [Mart10]. For instance, a task which is more complex could be represented 
with a bigger area, that is the case of a complex task  as the one labeled as 
“c”(Figure 4-3.II).  

 

Figure 4-3: Task tree transformed into ZUIT format 

                                                 
20 A zoomable user interface is a GUI type where users can manipulate the scale 
of the viewed area with the purpose of seeing more or less details 
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zooming_user_interface]. 
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Color  Operator/task Type Operators

 Sequential [>, |>, >>, []>> 

 Concurrent |=|, ||| , |[]| 

 Choice [] 

 Interactive task  

 System   task  

 Abstract task  

Table 4-1: Coding color scheme for ZUIT 

The UI model of RSC is updated to be represented in ZUIT format in Figure 4-4. 

 

Figure 4-4: RSC in ZUIT format  

Now, we are going to integrate to the ZUIT another layer of abstraction that is 
based in the idea of separation of concerns: The Triplet-based design. 

4.4 Triplet-based Design  

The core idea behind our method is simple: Keep developers focused on 
their tasks, so they do not become distracted though development  

process. Therefore, administrative tasks are added by the method and habilitated 
if it is needed. Developers’  objective is to define the sequence of tasks that is 
needed to accomplish the application goal. For each task T introduced by the de-
veloper, task triplets (triads) are introduced in the model. T is substituted by T’ 
under which R (Robustness), U(Utilitarian) and D (Decorative) set of tasks are 
added (see Figure 4-5). These groups exchange information between them and 
with the original task in order to update the model in terms of validation and 
presentation.  
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Figure 4-5: Triplet of tasks model  

Our model is loosely based in the triad of Vitruvius [Albi03]. He stated that every 
building design should have three qualities: It must be strong, useful, and beauti-
ful. We translate these features for UI design into: (1) Robustness tasks. This set 
agglutinates all tasks related to prevention, validation and recuperation (Table 
4-4). (2) Utilitarian tasks include Input, Output, Control and navigation task types 
(Table 4-3) besides CRUD operations [Mart09a]. That is, all the possible opera-
tions to be executed over tasks and their associated data. (3) Decorative tasks. 
This set groups all tasks related to aesthetic aspects of the presentation of both, 
robustness and utilitarian tasks of UI (Table 4-2). 

Table 4-2. Description of Decorative tasks 

Table 4-3. Description of Task Operations 

LEVEL DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE 

Semantic Affects semantic presentation, in general this 

means the value to be used. 

A error signal icon is changed by other 

in term of  internationalization 

Syntactic Affects order and presentation of task sequence 

to be done by the user   

Change a text box for a date picker to 

simply the introduction of a date 

Lexical Affects order and presentation of lexical elements A button could include a label and or 

icon or both  

Alpha-

betic 

Only affects alphabetic representation  Change from centimeter to millimeter 

values of a component 

Physical only affects physical appearance  Color, size 

TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Input  Entry of data 

Output Describes what information  may be shown to the user 

Control Trigger a method of business logic  

Navigation Describes a container transition  
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Table 4-4: Examples of Robustness tasks 

Note: task triads are updated in the following steps with the required tasks. For 
instance, semantic related decoration could be treated at this level. The TH is 
modified with the required sub trees in order to proceed in posterior stages with 
their population. Now, RSC is updated. Each task in RSC’s TH is wrapped by 
the triad. This process is automated by XLST transformations in the UsiXML 
code. The process is here presented as an annotated version of the ZUIT format 
where the irregular arborescence structure is substituted by a regular tree-map-like 
format (Figure 4-6a). Note: This extra sub trees are hidden in the following chap-
ters for the sake of simplicity. Also, in this dissertation we introduce two possible 
representations of the TH (Figure 4-6a and b). Nevertheless, the first one is used 
since it is clearer in printed materials. The second one is used in the prototype of 
the editor tool. This version is discussed in section 3.5. 
 

ROBUSTNESS TASKS 

Prevention 

( task is affected  

a priori ) 

Validation 

(task is affected  

during interaction ) 

Recuperation 

(task is affected  

a posteriori ) 

Static User Help   

An example is a (?) 

sign that is always 

available for users as-

sociated to all the ap-

plication or each 

component. 

Data Type check  

Validate that input corres-

ponds to the data model re-

quirements 

Roll back 

Restore the input to a previous 

state 

Hidden tasks until 

needed  

Displaying code at the 

last possible moment, 

in order to avoid  

wrong manipulation 

of a component is 

disable 

Order check  

In sequential tasks I.e., you 

have to select country before 

get its provinces 

 

Error User help  

(Acknowledge) 

Inform  operation result to the 

user 

Auto-complete  

In structured inputs (for in-

stance  URL addresses) 

Reset 

Restore to the initial point 

Dynamic User Help  

This help is triggered when the 

user is moving over the com-

ponent 
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Figure 4-6: Introduction of the triad in the Reservation System  

4.5 TRIAD Management pattern 

Triad tasks (Robustness, Decorative and Utilitarian ones) are stored in a reposito-
ry in order to be available for editing (the process is identical for both groups). 
For instance, the procedure for robustness tasks, Figure 4-7b, is the following: (1) 
If the robustness task is new in the TH (not necessarily in the general repository) 
then it should be created, otherwise (2) the task is retrieved from the repository 
and  it could be (4)Updated, Deleted or Instantiated in the current TH (Figure 
4-8).    

 

Figure 4-7: Management of  task triads 
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4.6 Manipulation of TRIAD tasks 

The TH begins with the tasks needed to fulfill the goal of the application. The 
next step is manipulating triad tasks(previous section). That is, developers should 
select decorative, robustness and utilitarian tasks, see Figure 4-8a a mock up of 
the development environment that we are developing. Here, First Name is se-
lected to change its features according to the pattern depicted in Figure 4-7. A 
possible visualization of these sets is shown in Figure 4-8b. In this case, instan-
tiated attributes are colored in green21 (Figure 4-8c).  

 

Figure 4-8: Management of  RSC task triads  

In the following section, Task Types are revised in order to expand their defini-
tion to cover RIAs.     

4.7 RIA tasks are different from other tasks? 

The tasks performed in a software system have been studied in many works: [Le-
no84], [Fole84], [Calh84], [Gree88], [Bles90] and [USIX07]. According to [Le-
no84] tasks are divided in three types:  
 

a. Goal-oriented: related with the user objective,  
b. Manipulation-oriented: related to the operation of the application, 

                                                 
21 The tasks instantiated are: Physical (decoration), Prevention, validation, recuperation, input, 

output and create.   
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c. System-oriented: related to the execution of the internal logic of the appli-
cation.   

 
For instance, in a login application (Figure 4-9): there, root level (a) and maybe 
some inner nodes of the task tree denote the goal level, the task that is the reason 
of the user interaction with the application.  
The operation of the system is shown in (b) and these activities are the manipula-
tion of the application in order to fulfill the goal (these activities are composed by 
leave nodes; this is based on [Prib02]). Finally, The System tasks (c) also leave 
nodes are tasks that involve the running of the internal logic of the application but 
at two separated places: some logic is executed in the client side (d) and other in 
the server side(e). Then, the previous categorization should divide the last type to 
cover the notion of distributed execution of tasks, which is discussed in the fol-
lowing section.  
 
 

 

Figure 4-9: Task types in a RIA application 

4.8 The Web Realm 

Until here, our approach is valid for all kind of UI. Then, it is time to focus in the 
Web Realm. TRIAD introduces some patterns in order to model special needs of 
RIAs (Besides the triad). An extension to the UsiXML notation is explained using 
ZUITs. The original tasks are wrapped by these pattern structures which are add-
ed hierarchies that take into account location of tasks (This notation is introduced 
in the next chapter). An intuitive definition of location is that web applications 
could be divided into n distributed blocks. Nevertheless, we could generalize 
these arrangements into a two-block model. That is, some components of web 
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application (presentation, logic and data) are located in the client (e.g., browser or 
local machine). This location is called Local Realm (W1 in Figure 4-10b and c). 
The rest of components are assigned to the Foreign Realm (Figure 4-10e). This 
last one includes server-side components, such as web services, web applications 
hosted in alternative places than user interaction point (usually, a web browser). 
Also, it is possible to extend this definition to include a local web server or an ap-
plication server. The logic to define the two blocks implies as local the application 
executed in the client host environment, generally a web browser. It is worth no-
ticing that Figure 4-10d describes a mixed realm task. This implies a compound 
task is internally composed by some elements in local and others in foreign 
realms, in a not self-evident arrangement that could be categorized in one of the 
realms. A concrete example is, a submit operation which includes client and serv-
er validation (Figure 4-9d and e). This differentiation is the base of a notation (see 
following chapter) where tasks are wrapped up and divided in terms of their 
scoop (local or foreign). For developers, introducing any type of task, is a 
straightforward process. Nevertheless,  UI representation is updated with new sub 
trees.  

 

Figure 4-10: The Web Realm 

4.8.1 RIA Task Types 

RIA task types are discussed in this section. Tasks could be defined with a duple 
{action, item}. In [Gonz07] a classification of tasks is proposed. This list assumes: 
(1)that tasks are discrete entities. (2) tasks are univocally from one type. Neverthe-
less, RIA tasks impose some problems when they are forced to be included in this 
list. Because of: (a) RIA tasks include a range of hues (i.e., task duration). (b) the 
use of synonyms is dangerous since temporal dimension could reduce similitude 
of different terms. For instance, the stop task should not be integrated as the 
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same or synonym of complete. First, this concept could imply a different state of 
the task and second, we have to include the modification of the task in client or 
server sides.  We propose here a modification based in the integration of hybrid 
task types to model a kind of visualizations, such as, the star field visualization 
[Casn91]. Also in [Casn91], the author suggests that the success of applying cer-
tain graphic is how well support a specific task. For instance, selection of prices, 
according to series of dimensions, are connected to create this dispersion of ele-
ments (that’s why the name of star field) where users could see in a very compact 
way price ranges to buy a laptop depending on different prices and configura-
tions(Figure 4-11). 
 

 

Figure 4-11: The Star field visualization of a price range. 

 
The problem with this presentation is that the task required to model it is a com-
bination of the tasks: perceive and select then we propose a modification for this 
new task (Table 4-5). This new hybrid task implies relations of dependency be-
tween the tasks, especially in the modification of their state.  For instance, the last 
task proposed Communication-navigation implies that we are navigating and 
generating a communication for instance if the whole application is a map the 
menu is the application itself then there is a flow of information caused by the 
navigation22. 
 

                                                 
22 http://maps.google.com 

TASK TYPE CLIENT OR SERVER 
EFFECTS 

DEFINITION 

Stop|Suspend|Exit
|Cancel|Terminate 

Waiting for acknowledge 
from the user   
(Client/server sides)

Specifies the end of an 
action (abnormal or an-
ticipate action) 

End| Finish | 
Complete 

Sending acknowledge 
from system 

Specifies the end of an 
action (normal or ful-
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Table 4-5 extension of Taxonomy for including RIA task types 

4.9 Domain modeling 

We have to define persistence data that is manipulated in our software applica-
tion. This is expressed using a Domain model. This model is a typical UML class 
diagram powerful enough to include the relationship between data and functional-
ity of the user activities. Nevertheless, it lacks the internal description of the mul-
timedia elements that are described in [Lina07]. Following with our example in 
Figure 4-12 is shown a possible Domain model for RSC. This domain classes in-
clude all the attributes that are required to model a minimal reservation system. 
The model presented was created using  IDEALXML tool [Mont06]. The domain 
model diagram presented is generated manually as the one produced by a software 
engineer, through the recollection of requirements step. Next, we have to define 
the relations between the task and domain model. Some of the tasks in the task 
model are mapped to methods and attributes of the domain model.  

 

Figure 4-12: RSC Domain model  

(client/server) filled action)
Perceive-Select Modifying presentation 

(client)
The selection  updates 
the visualization  

Communication-
Navigation 

The visualization is up-
dated (client)

The Navigation involves 
communication 
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4.10 Mapping Model 

The mapping model aids to define diverse relationships (this model is defined in 
UsiXML). These relationships allow features as derivation from models from one 
level to another, helping in the successive process of adding component features 
and selection of elements (depending on the level, abstract components or con-
crete ones), also for addressing context aspects (e.g., if the context defines a java-
based platform which version of virtual machine is needed). Besides that, relation-
ships between domain model and other used models are possible: triggers, ob-
serves, updates, isReifiedBy, isAbstractedInto, isExecutedIn, isTranslate-
dInto, manipulates and hasContext (see[Limb04] for more information about 
them).  In the case of RSC, a relationship of manipulates type is established be-
tween the Domain and Task Models. For instance, Figure 4-13 depicts “manipu-
lates” relationships between task and domain model as pointed arrows. Pick a 
Date is mapped onto Reservation class. Complete Guest Details is mapped 
onto Guest class. Show Categories is mapped onto Room_Type class. And fi-
nally, Confirm reservation is mapped onto the method ProcesReservation of the 
class Reservation.      

 

Figure 4-13: RSC Mapping model  
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4.11 Quality Evaluation of TH - Q1 

This is the most abstract level of modeling, and therefore, it is not possible 
to introduce neither technology restrictions nor presentation problems. 

Here, we take borrowed techniques from string analysis in order to compare the 
structure proposed by the developer against task models already tested and recog-
nized as patterns or known solutions to a specific problematic (avoiding to rein-
vent the wheel). We called this approach: Quality Evaluation based on Strings 
(QES). The procedure is described as follows: (1)The representation of the TH is 
once more translated into a reduced representation of the tree. For instance, Fig-
ure 4-14b is the string-based representation of  the TRIAD management pattern 
proposed in section 4.5. (2)This representation could be used as a comparison 
metric that could help us to measure in a quantitative way what is the distance or 
a deviation from a catalogued pattern, for this, Levenshtein distance is used 
[Gusf97]. This metric counts the number of editing operations needed for trans-
forming a string  (the pattern described) into the other string (in Figure 4-15a we 
have a fragment of the RSC and Figure 4-15b is coded as string). (3) The result is 
expressed in the number of differences where zero differences means 100% of re-
semblance between strings and 0% means two completely different strings. The 
Alignment process shows the differences between the pattern and a task tree pro-
posed by a developer. In this case the difference percentage is 33% with a dis-
tance of two. Note. The developer should assume that a task model with a high 
deviation (more than standard deviation) is a potentially wrong design (this hypo-
thesis is discussed in the section future work). In order to have patterns from dif-
ferent “flavors” or diverse origin we are proposing to use these types: Just-UI pat-
terns [Moli03], patterns specifically for the web [Duyn07], and YUI (Yahoo User 
Interface repository of widgets)[Yui09]. All of them, described first, as THs. And 
after that, in the simplified string format in order to create a repository of pat-
terns, to be tested, at the Task Model level. Note: the string representation only 
includes interaction (I) and system (S) tasks and in Table 4-6 is shown the differ-
ent representations task and operator types. Finally, with the help of the QES, we 
could verify if some tasks are missing or if we have a lot of extra tasks and then, 
pruning our TH. 

TASK TYPE  REPRESENTATION 

SEQ:     sequential  < t1,...,tn> 

CON:    concurrent (  t1,...,tn ) 

FORK: choice [  t1,...,tn  ] 

Table 4-6. Representation of task and operator types  
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Figure 4-14: TH of  TRIAD CRUD Pattern 

 
Figure 4-15: A fragment of the RSC example 

4.12 Conclusions 

The definition of the RUI as a TH allows us to produce a neutral and abstract de-
finition of the Web application. Also, we provide the definition of an architecture. 
In order to provide structural information and reduce the introduction of well- 
known structures in the application. All of this, following a model driven ap-
proach. Finally, we also introduce the first check-point of the quality of the 
process. It is very difficult to verify quality at this level because of the level of ab-
straction. Then, we propose a model based in string comparison in order to calcu-
late the distance of the developer’s TH  to some of the validated THs in the repo-
sitory. 
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Chapter 5 AUI Modeling 
After gathering all the information of the germinal UI with Task and Domain 
models, over these models, the AUI is defined. The construction of the AUI im-
plies a series of challenges: The identification of Abstract Container Hierarchy, se-
lection of Individual components and Menu design and finally the generation of 
the AUI with our RIA notation (Figure 5-1).  
 

 

Figure 5-1: Activities to create an Abstract User Interface 

5.1 Identification of Abstract Container Hierarchy 

The UI design for Web applications is moving from the Web page metaphor to 
the Single Page Application (SPA) [Mahe06]. But this situation does not imply the 
extinction of the pagination understood as the problem of dividing a complex and 
big UI into a hierarchy of related widgets. As a matter of fact, it’s the migration to 
a model that generates inner containers besides dynamic transposition of visible 
and hidden areas to divide our UI into sub UIs that are the visual representation 
of the task pursuit by the user. That’s why we include as part of the study of RUIs 
the topic of container generation as well as a classification that would help us to 
understand more the RUIs and finally construct them. Before we go any further, 
the definition of container is provided: 
 
The containers are widgets for grouping other widgets. They are equivalents to 
the Abstract Data Structures used to gather classes/objects and they share some 
of the same methods: add, remove and retrieve elements/widgets (based on 
[Klei04]).  
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5.1.1 Containers and webapps 

In the realm of webapps the problem has been studied from many angles. In 
[Mand02] a run-time approach that evaluate the HTML code in order to identify 
specific tags and after collecting a fixed amount produce a “division mark” used 
to split the Web page and creates a new page. Other solution is the inclusion of a 
specialized mark-up language in order to define information units or sections 
within the UI (see [Spri03]). When the Web page is already created in [Chen05], 
the Document Object Model (DOM) is parsed looking for HTML tags e.g., DIV 
to define a division point. Using as base the HTML itself is acceptable but if you 
are looking for a more generic definition of the UI some researchers as [Göbe01] 
had used a User Interface Description Language (UIDL) in combination with 
another language to describe the dialog and navigation. For instance, the language 
XUL [Mozi07] used in [Ye04].    
In [Chu04] the selected approach generates a widget hierarchy using a device-
independent schema besides a bottom-up algorithm, a split or not attribute is ap-
plied to all the nodes of the tree of components the resultant sub trees are marked 
as a page. However, the process does not include temporal information from a 
task model and the division point is defined in a fixed schema. (Note: this ap-
proach is near to our own work that is going to be described in the following 
chapters). The idea presented in [Flor06] is based precisely in a task model that is 
going to be explored. Here, the temporal operators play a capital role to provide 
information to define how to create the containers (indeed, the container concept 
fits barely in [Flor06]. Because, the process depicted in this work is based in the 
concept of interaction spaces). The task model is traversed in a Breadth-first 
search and using a set of principles begins a process of reduction from the most 
complex to the simplest platform. This process is known as “graceful degrada-
tion”.  Also using as starting point the task model is [Prib02] where the informa-
tion is extracted from a domain model besides the identification of the nature of 
the tasks that are divided in user goals and supplementary tasks.  The last method 
does not worry about the space limitations because is looking for the relationships 
between tasks and subtasks in order to produce a general, device-independent UI, 
[Limb04].  

5.1.2 The Problem of creating the clusters and their associated containers 

In [Dyck90] the container problem is divided in two main threads: In one hand, 
the problem of trying to put all (or part) the elements into a single container with 
the goal of maximize the container utilization in order to lose the less possible of 
container space. In the other hand, the problem is to put the elements (widgets) in 
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one or more containers trying to do it in the minimal set of containers23. Here, we 
are dealing with the second instance. Then, we could subdivide the problem in the 
following aspects: 

 What should be the better position for a container? 
 How many containers should have a specific UI? 
 How to cluster the components (widgets and other containers)? 

Briefly, each of these questions is tackled, as preamble to showing the proposed 
solutions. 

5.1.2.a What should be the better position for a container?  

This question is related to spatial disposition or layout. The disposition inside the 
UI should deal with the screen positioning, dimensioning of components and ar-
rangement [Boda94a] and at the same time each strategy requires to follow some 
ergonomic guidelines to produce a stable UI [Boda94b].    

5.1.2.b How many containers should have a specific UI?  

This problem is very complex because it combines the limit of the user cognitive 
load and the available space in the container father of the actual element or ele-
ments. The conventional approach to solve the container loading problem is by 
finite available space [Lim05]. Finally, the dimension of the solution space shows 
that it’s not a trivial task that could be treated by brute force. For instance, if you 
want to test all the combinations of a set containing 10 containers the amount of 
variants is 115,975 [Weis07]. In this section, we propose a solution that is in-
cluded as part of the general method. 

5.1.2.c How to cluster the components (widgets and other containers)?  

The process of gathering is supported by libraries of containers e.g., the java 
SWING API [Java07] has a lot of components to support this task. An example 
of this container hierarchy is shown in Figure 5-2. First, we have a frontier-
element that interacts directly with the windows system of the operating system or 
that is contained by a general reader/launcher application (e.g., the Web browser). 
Its purpose is serving as background of the other containers of the application. It 
is the limit of our application. Second, we have internal windows. Third, container 
elements to hold up together the widgets for coherence and spatial reasons while 
the last one it is merely used for spatial distribution for a specific layout disposi-
tion. In this schema we have four layers but it could be extended since a window 

                                                 
23 This is another variation of the well-known knapsack problem which is NP-hard.  
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could include inner windows, dialogues or frames. This feature does not apply to 
all the levels, in the lowest one the elements could be restricted to hold up only 
widgets and no containers. This process of division is very important for the 
software applications, for instance it is better to divide than incorporating vertical 
scroll widgets that could become later a usability issue [Gill03]. 
 
 

 

Figure 5-2: Basic layers of a web application [Mart08a] 

Now we are going to describe the proposed method steps in order to create a 
feasible set of containers that is structured in four steps. Each following section is 
dedicated to their definition and discussion. At this point the designer has already 
built a task model. The gathering of the information as the sequential order and 
the disposition of the operators is essential to create acceptable container configu-
rations.  

5.2 Method for producing containment configurations 

The following section describes the proposed method to generate RUI 
containers. Some concepts have to be introduced: (1) A level is a set of 

tasks recovered by an exploration of all nodes adjacent to the current task node in 
a breadth-first search. Root node by definition is the first level. (2) A layer is a lev-
el that is marked to be included in a specific arrangement, depending on how 
many levels are valid or selected by the designer. For this second step, in order to 
consider a complex enough case study, RSC is used (Figure 5-3). Note: An early 
version of this method was presented in [Mart08a]. In the following sections, it is 
mixed with the ZUIT concept [Mart09]. 
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Figure 5-3: RSC TH 

5.2.1 Recovery of sub trees 

The first step is the recovery of levels (Figure 5-4). RSC includes five levels (ac-
cording to the given definition). Next, designers have to choose the amount of 
layers depending on the possible target platform. In Figure 5-5, an example of the 
number of layers of four different platforms is presented. The proposed algo-
rithm begins with a bottom-up climbing of the TH looking for the parent node at 
the nth layer (Figure 5-6). The procedure begins in the node marked as anchor 
which is the most left  positioned leaf node (Figure 5-4a). In order to take into ac-
count any possible sequential operator. The process is repeated, choosing a new 
anchor and climbing, again, until arriving to root node. As result of this process a 
set of Virtual containers (VC)  is derived [Mart08a]. Different configurations are 
created, depending on the number of layers. For instance, configurations for two 
and three layers are shown in Figure 5-7a and b.  
 

 

Figure 5-4: Levels and first anchor of RSC TH (a) 
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Figure 5-5:  Features of four platform from [Mart08a] 

 
Function CreateNextContainer (anchor, numberOfLayers) 

  Returns subTreeStructure or failure 

Layers=0 

reviewedNode = anchor 

While  Layers is less than numberOfLayers or 

  reviewedNode is not rootNode do 

   reviewedNode = ParentNode(reviewedNode) 

   Layers = Layers + 1 

if not rootNode then 

  return GetSubTree(reviewedNode) 

else 

  return GetSubTree(rootNode) 

 

Figure 5-6:  Algorithm for generating Virtual Containers 
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Figure 5-7:  Two possible configurations of Virtual Containers 

5.2.2 The generation of the internal structure  

The second step is the analysis of internal nodes of each VC. This procedure is 
based on the generation of abstract containers proposed in [Limb04]. The tem-
poral operators are used as guideline to propose a certain containment structure. 
Now, nodes are marked in each layer, as a set of inner nodes, if any sibling is a 
branch parent. For instance, F is a VC (Figure 5-8) where  sections a and b are in-
ner nodes, otherwise they are marked as leaves (section c). Then Formula 5-1 is 
applied to each set of nodes.  
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Figure 5-8:  Schematic version of  a VC 

 
 
Let’s explain Formula 5-1: Let I and L denote the sets of inner and leafs nodes, 
respectively. Let op denote the operator set formed by {C, F, and S} Where C is 
the set of all concurrent operators. F is the Selection operator and S is the set of 
sequential operators. Let T denote the analyzed task set. Finally, let n denote the 
number of containers to be generated. 
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Formula 5-1: Generation of containers 
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The number of configurations to generate, without any restriction, is equivalent to 
the location problem of elements in a set of boxes (Bell numbers24). For instance, 
the hypothetical VC F from Figure 5-9a with three concurrent tasks has six possi-
ble containment configurations according to Formula 5-1.  

 

Figure 5-9:  Possible configurations with a concurrent operator 

 
After the application of Formula 5-1, we could arrive to multiple configurations, 
three possible results are shown in Figure 5-10. The first one, delivers a container 
for each AC present in the tree. The second one essays to reduce the number of 
containers to the minimum. And the third one, delivers a middle term configura-
tion. Note: in the case of removing an AC, a straightforward procedure is exe-
cuted, all tasks, previously dependent of this AC, are renamed with the AC’s name 
besides their own. For instance, in Figure 5-10b, task CompleteGuestDetails, is 
eliminated. And CompleteGuestDetails.introduceGuestDetails is the new 
name of the task introduceGuestDetails in order to preserve information of the 
task hierarchy of RSC). 

                                                 
24  Weisstein, Eric W. "Bell Number." From MathWorld. A Wolfram Web Resource. 

http://mathworld.wolfram.com/BellNumber.html   
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Figure 5-10:  Possible inner configurations of VC1 (Figure 5-7b) 

5.2.3 Selecting the configuration 

Until here, a set of different configurations is generated. How to choose the better 
one? For this, a weighting process is proposed. Tasks are rated according to their 
type and their associated operators ( 
Table 5-1). Only exposed items are counted, using a breadth-first walk, while the 
inner containers should be treated as black boxes in order to apply Formula 5-2. 
It is worth noting that weight values are based on heuristics notions of impor-
tance and complexity of task and operator types, including the layer weights 
(Table 5-2). Note: we proposed another formula in order to include deepness and 
the notion of minimal possible tree in [Mart09a]. 
  

  woperatorswtasksvalue  

Formula 5-2: Calculation of weight for tasks 
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5.2.4 Definition of task and temporal operator costs 

The weight function is defined after an exponential growth function, y=2n where 
n is a value between one and three. The rationale behind this selection involves 
two empirical reasons: First, a minimal TH includes, at least, two tasks. That is the 
cause of using Base two. Second, sequential operators involve only one active task 
at a given time. Therefore, they are the less expensive. Choice operators, before 
the selection, involve more complexity that previous type. Finally, concurrent op-
erators are the most expensive ones. Because, they imply execution of multiple 
tasks at the same time. In the other hand, task types uses this logic: applica-
tion/system tasks are assumed as simpler (from the UI perspective since they are 
associated to output process) than interactive tasks which involve a Dialogue. 
Note: These weights were proposed in [Mart08]. 

 

 

 

 

Table 5-1. Weight of TH elements  

It is possible to calculate a weight for each configuration using these values. Also 
in order to take into account the layers, these ones are also rated, The configura-
tion  with lower case is proposed to designers. For instance, the most promising 
configuration for VC1 is the third one, according to Table 5-2. Note: The weight 
of layers is proposed from the following rationale: inner nodes, near to the root, 
are associated to navigation functions, meaning a higher value, while leave nodes 
are  associated to manipulation tasks, meaning punctual activities, rated with lower 
costs.    

Layers Weight Calculated cost per level 

 C1 C2 C3 

1 3 16 16 16 

2 1 32 28 20 

3 2 84 84 84 

Weighted average 41,33 40,66 39,33

Table 5-2. Weighted average of the containers 

WEIGHT TASK TYPE OPERATOR 
TYPE 

8 - Concurrent 

4 Interactive Choice 

2 Application Sequence 
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5.2.5 Metrics 

The proposition of a plausible web metric that could encapsulate and represent 
the real weight of tasks at the Task model remains a pending task [band05]. The 
metrics, proposed in 5.2.4, were selected after a study where we reviewed different  
metrics in order to get an accurate evaluation of the complexity of different confi-
gurations [Mart08]. The result of this study was the following: simple metrics are 
capable of giving similar precision to complex ones. Therefore, we included sim-
ple ones to reduce the amount of administrative tasks  in the development cycle. 

5.2.6 Container Classification  

In this section, more features are explored in order to help designers to choose a 
specific containment configuration: 
 Capacity. This is the amount of embedded task nodes allowed inside  a 

container. 
 Adjacent disposition. This feature deals with the adjacency of tasks. Two 

categories are possible: (1)Contiguous. The children tasks are located in 
an order that follows the natural numbers. (2)Non-contiguous. This dis-
position breaks the natural order. Two heuristic rules are derived from 
disposition: (1) Sequential operators could be associated with contiguous 
configurations since they are obliged to follow N (the set of positive in-
tegers). In consequence, the other configurations could be removed.(2) 
the discontinuous configuration should be associated to choice or concur-
rent operators.   

Note: It is worth noting that this is not affecting the TH. Here, information is col-
lected for the next method step where graphical details are treated[Mart08] . 

5.3 Designing the menu 

The RUI requires an especial attention in the designing of the menu because it’s 
an exceptional element which contains the navigational and main control features 
of the UI. Then we need a definition of what is a menu:  
 
The concept of menu is the activation of a group of actions. A menu is consti-
tuted by a name and a list of actions called menu items. Usually, a menu item is 
followed by an accelerator, i.e. a combination of keywords that allows selecting an 
item without mouse or keyboard selection. The advantage of menus is allowing 
the utilization of the options of the application without worrying about memoriz-
ing commands [Vand98].  
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5.3.1 Steps in menu selection 

The required steps to interact with a menu are depicted in Figure 5-11, this TH 
shows a general model or pattern of the interaction with a menu and it allow us to 
divide the process in five sections that are used to process an algorithm to model 
menus in webapps. 
 

 

Figure 5-11: The steps of interaction with a menu 

5.3.1.a Select menu 

We could find inside the application some regions that show us the list of availa-
ble options (menu) and we have to select one of these options. So in any region 
of a task tree with choice operators should be marked as a possible menu.  

5.3.1.b Show menu items 

The second step includes a task that could be explicit in the model (inclusion of a 
task node for it) or implicit (inside the logic of some interaction task). 

5.3.1.c Select menu item 

These elements of the menu could be seen as the task nodes in the sub tree of 
each task associated to a choice operator.  

5.3.1.d Execution of command 

This step implies that we have reached a leave node and we have an interactive or 
a system task in front of us. The work of a menu is leads to this point. Note de-
pending of the structure of the menu the user could select this step or the next 
935.3.1.e. 

5.3.1.e Select (sub) menu 

This step implies that we have more options to specialize our task, this inner 
menu use in a recursive way the TH procedures of Figure 5-11. But the node 
could include a behavior called in Table 5-3: level inflexion that could be differ-
ent to the menu elements in upper levels.  
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5.3.2 Algorithm to generate menu objects 

This algorithm is a first approximation to the problem and should be tested 
against more task models to verify the feasibility for now remains as a probe of 
concept (Figure 5-12). Note: the menu structure that is generated in a semi-
automatic procedure that requires designer correction. 
 

function Generate-Menu (CTT tree) returns menu-structure or failure 
initialize the search tree to root node 
loop do  
if there are no candidate nodes for expansion then return exit  
 choose a node and expand its sons  
            if the sons of candidate node include only choice operators then  
                       include it in MenuList[ ] and its sons as menu items. 
                       if candidate node previously marked as menu item then  
                                  change the label to submenu 
                       associate to upper menu element  
 if candidate node is unconnected to hierarchy of MenuList then 
  mark it as flying menu and localized /*isolated*/ 

Figure 5-12: Menu generation Algorithm 

In Figure 5-13, three menus are created. Sections a and b of the figure correspond 
to main and sub menus while section c is an isolated menu. Note: The algorithm 
is a first approximation to the problem.  
 

 

Figure 5-13: An example of menu definition  
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5.4 Proposing a taxonomy of menu objects 

The general features of a menu in UI are shown in Table 5-3, this is a compilation 
of all the features that a menu could have.  
 

Table 5-3. Taxonomy of Menu elements  

 
 
 

 FEATURES POSSIBLE VALUES
Menu Use of space Full screen, localized 

Area Fixed, variable 

Dimensions 1D, 2D, 3D 

Representation Implicit, explicit 

Selection  

method 

Key combination, Mouse, digital device, voice 

recognition and  haptic devices 

Influence area Full screen, localized 

Persistence Application life, event life, mixed  

Presentation Locked, flying, user preference  

Exploration Selection, continuous, accelerators 

Status Compacted, fully or partially opened (for in-

stance more used functions are available) 

Reinforcer Menu path, text, tool tip 

Roll over method Color, animation, text accentuation, none 

Disposition Horizontal, vertical, oblique, circular, poly-

gonal, mixed 

Modality types Textual, iconic, vocal, bimodal 

Level inflexion by lower 

levels 

Full, summarized, title, removed 

Orientation Left to right, centre, top-down 

   

Sub-

menu 

Level inflexion by upper 

levels 

Expandable, drop-down, cascade, submenu,  

emergent 

   

Menu 

item 

Type Command execution, dialogue window, sub-

menu, toggle item, radio item 

Roll over method Color, animation, text accentuation, none 
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5.4.1 Use of space 

This feature means the space that is used by the menu. The options are: full 
screen or a region of the available space (a special case is full Web browser space 
that we are going to discuss later).    

5.4.2 Area 

The menu can have an area (of course with 1D we would have a distance and a 
volume in 3D) and this feature can be fixed or variable (this capability can be 
modified by the user or for application adaptability).  

5.4.3 Dimensions 

The dimension of a menu is related with the type of UI for instance in a GUI we 
can have 2D or 3D menus meanwhile in a Character User Interface we have only 
the command interpreter and one dimension.  

5.4.4 Representation 

We have two possible options for the representation: the menu could be explicit 
that is always available or implicit that is after some conditions is presented to the 
user. Then we could see this feature as a subcategory of the persistence. 

5.4.5 Selection method 

Here we count the possible ways to interact with the elements of the menu: Key 
combination, Mouse, digital device, voice recognition and haptic devices. 

5.4.6 Influence area 

The menu could exist in a specific area of the available space of the application 
but the result could be reflected in other section that we call influence area. For 
instance, typical webapps include a top menu which is living in a frame while the 
result of the action of interacting with the menu is executed in other frame.  

5.4.7 Persistence 

This feature is about the life span of the menu. Some menus have the same life 
cycle than the application and others are available under demand as result of an 
event trigger and some menus could me a combination. For instance, we could 
configure our system to always bring at start some menus that normally are only 
active by demand.    
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5.4.8 Presentation 

This feature contemplates the position of the menu and their possible   combina-
tions: some menu are in a fixed position all the time (Locked), others are pre-
sented near an event, e.g., a selection that trigger a flying menu (a non specific po-
sition), or in other cases users can modify their position according to their prefe-
rences. 

5.4.9 Exploration 

The way of navigate through the levels of the menu hierarchy. The first option is 
by Selection, that is indicate that you want to explore  a section and you have to 
click (in the case of using a mouse) and after that the next section –if any- is 
shown. Meanwhile the continuous option implies that moving over the elements 
expand the inner levels, and finally the use of accelerators implies the use of key 
combinations that expand the menu to the desired level. 

5.4.10 Status 

The expression of menu depending on the design settings could be presented to 
the user as compacted; full or partially opened (for instance more used functions 
are available). 

5.4.11 Reinforcer 

The interaction with the Menu could be frightening for the user so the menu has 
to include information to reinforce the selection as the right path. First we could 
have a path to show the user what was the exploration path over the menu, a brief 
explanatory text, and finally a minimal text over the menu item in a flying box: a 
tool tip. 

5.4.12 Rollover method 

This is the feedback of the menu in respond to the user interaction: Color, anima-
tion, text accentuation, none. 

5.4.13 Disposition 

The position of the menu in the overall structure of the application is very impor-
tant and could be disposed in one of these general categories: Horizontal, vertical, 
oblique, circular, polygonal, mixed.  
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5.4.14 Modality types 

This feature deals with the interaction modality of the menu. The possible options 
are: Textual, iconic, vocal, bimodal.  

5.4.15 Level Inflexion by lower levels 

While the menu is explored and for the sake of the application space the higher 
levels could be affected or not and change their status to: Full, summarized, title, 
removed. The idea is to leave the user with the better presentation of the menu 
without a saturation of levels. Because according to [Zaph01] the better combina-
tions are the ones with fewer levels in length than in width.   

5.4.16 Level inflexion by upper levels 

The presentation of the submenus as the result of the selection of their parent 
menus are: Expandable, drop-down, cascade, submenu, emergent. 

5.4.17 Type  

The menu item could be of one of these types: Command execution, dialogue 
window, submenu, toggle item, radio item. The sub menu in figure 4-8 is not pre-
sented because the treatment of a menu or a submenu in terms of tasks to fulfill is 
the same. 

5.5 Menus on RIA applications 

The menus have a capital importance in the RIAs because the menu could 
be seen as a list of shortcuts to commands and operations within an appli-

cation but in RIA They are also the links between Web pages. There is an intrinsic 
sense of navigation in the menu object.   The menu objects in webapps are a ref-
lex of the navigation structure of the site and in Table 5-4, we present the exten-
sions to the taxonomy that has been presented in the previous section.  

5.5.1 Implantation of the menu in the AUI 

The heuristic for implant the menu derived of the analysis of the TH is again de-
pending of designer preferences. We propose a simple method: The inclusion of 
an umbrella AC that would cover all the ACs that has already created and the in-
clusion of an extra AC (the menu) that will include AIC with navigation facets to 
each element under choice operator. Then, all the ACs in an XSLT iterative 
process we have to include a pair of AIC one with a navigation facet to return to 
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the menu and other with an input facet to prepare the AIC to the inclusion of an 
accelerator in the CUI step. 
 

 Features Possible values 

RIA 

menu 

Auto update Through Push technology  

Broadband  
saving version 

Text, low resolution 

Loading previous None, partial, loading icon, 

Leap  None, animated, multimedia 

Table 5-4. Taxonomy of Menu elements extended to RIA 

5.5.2 Auto update  

The Elements of a RIA menu can be updated using push technology. For in-
stance in the case of an offer (in an e-commerce webapp) the menu could be up-
dated to present some new category of products.  

5.5.3 Broadband saving version 

The amount of information is always an issue in the web realm, so menus could 
have simpler versions to present information to the user. 

5.5.4 Loading previous 

Menus have to inform users that some of the information is still unavailable and 
present a progression icon or part of the information while the rest is retrieved. 

5.5.5 Leap 

The interaction with webapps is very scarce; the user is used to jump from web 
place to another in seconds so in order to provide a one button option to reach 
some section or fulfill some task the RIA menu include hot spots leaps to specific 
sections. For instance, in some menus the site creators show you suggestions and 
they send you to some specific section25 that does not require explore the menu 
hierarchy (in a sense is an accelerator but more concise and punctual because the 
accelerators also could imply more than one letter besides the control/alt key to 
dig into the lower levels of the menu). 

                                                 
25 An example of this menu option is the gold box of Amazon.com  
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5.6 Exploring ZUI patterns 

Also, Choice operators could be used, as a construction block, to redefine 
the UI as a Zoomable UI (ZUI) [Mart08a]. For this purpose a series of 

proposed Zoomable UI patterns could be used.  This categorization could be 
used to produce different type of ZUI configurations in our RIA application. The 
patterns could be aligned according to a 2D coordinate system and then, a Zoom-
able UI over the horizontal axis could be represented with the Figure 5-14a, a ver-
tical one with Figure 5-14.b and a mixed approach one with Figure 5-14c. Also, 
the utilization of the available area could be expressed in alternative ways. For in-
stance, there are three possible patterns: expanded, closed, and preview. This 
last one could be divided in two: explained and outlined (Figure 5-15). The last 
ones imply the inclusion of guidance elements for the users. For instance, a sort 
of content introduction or summary could be added. In Figure 5-16, a tentative 
ZUI behavior model is proposed in order to understand the states and changes 
between states that are possible. Note: the iconic representation is most of the 
time not available. Also, preview state was observed in some examples but it is 
not a common practice [Mart08a].  

 

Figure 5-14: ZUI patterns  
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Figure 5-15: ZUI patterns (Continuation)  

 

Figure 5-16:  Behavior model of ZUIs  

Using a variant of the algorithm proposed for menu generation is possible to re-
group ACs in order to produce a ZUI. In this case, the formal algorithm is pre-
sented in Figure 5-17where the general procedure is traversing the ZUIT (with a 
breadth-first based algorithm) in order to identify which set of tasks are related by 
chains of choice operators. Note: leaf nodes are omitted since they are related to 
manipulation of the system tasks. In the case of a mixed pattern, the general algo-
rithm contemplates a simple approach: including up to a predefined number of 
sub-items, until capacity is reached, in order to fulfill a specific level. Then, the 
rest of the sub-items are grouped in another container. 
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function GenerateZoomUI (CTT tree, TypePattern Pattern)  

returns Zoomable-structure or failure 

initialize the search tree to root node 

loop do  

if there are no candidate nodes for expansion then return exit  

     choose a node and expand its sons  

     if the sons of candidate node include only choice operators then  

      include it in ZoomList[ ] and its sons as zoom-items. 

 Case Pattern is  

       OUTLINED then 

                               include candidate node name to zoomTitle 

       EXPLAINED then 

                               include candidate node name to zoomTitle 

                              include candidate node description to  

                                             zoomDescription        

        MIXED then 

                            For each subset count of sons  

                    Where mod capacity of sub-items equals 0 

                                                 then 

                          Generate new subzoom 

                          ZoomList.orientation = Mixed 

                if candidate node previously marked as zoom-item then  

                      change the label to subzoom 

                     associate to upper zoomable element  

Figure 5-17:  ZUI algorithm  

5.7 Graphical Notation for RIAs  

In this section, a novel notation for representing RIAs is introduced. No 
software architecture is assumed, the only feature of the context that is 
considered is the notion of location, depicted in section 4.8 (there, two 

sets were defined: local and foreign). Therefore, our visual notation adds a set of 
labels to be used, as markers and translation guidelines, in the following step (CUI 
development).  

5.7.1 Components of the notation 

Our visual notation consists in a succinct set of visual tokens (Table 5-5) and an 
application methodology. Moreover, the process is integrated to our general me-
thod. The notation is constituted by eight components described below:  
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a. A double circle represents an interaction task in the local division. The 
process is enriched by adding a priori, interim and a posteriori feedback 
(member tasks of Robustness set).  

b. A bullet shape indicates an interaction task of mixed nature. In this 
case is catalogued in the foreign set. Nevertheless, the interaction includes 
Decorative, robustness or utilitarian task that are members of the local set.  

c. A hexagon represents an application task in the local division. This is a 
process executed by the system. In this case, the procedure only involves 
components that are members of the local set. 

d. A trapezium illustrates an application task performed in foreign set. 
e. The double square represents an explicit container (i.e. a physical group-

ing of components that in the last steps of the forward engineering are 
translated components, such as windows or panels). 

f. The simple square indicates an implicit container (i.e. a logical set in or-
der to help with the treatment of abstract adjacency [Limb04]). 

g. An isosceles triangle represents a hyperlink outside the webapp. This task 
tree includes two steps: the selection of the link and execution of the jump 
to the webpage or webapp associated to that link. 

h. An inverted isosceles triangle illustrates an internal link.  The concept of 
link is fuzzy in RIAs because the target web page or section is missing ac-
cording to the classical definition. The RIAs hyperlink involves three situ-
ations: First, Populating a component. That is, an existent component is 
populated with new content through the action of selecting a link. Second, 
creating/calling a component. In this case, the link invokes a creating 
process or the request of one. And third, focusing a component. This op-
tion implies a visible but inactive component that is reactivated in re-
sponse to the link.  

 

DESCRIPTION LOCAL REALM FOREIGN REALM 

Interaction task 

Application task 

Abstract task 

             
Implicit         Explicit

 

Link 
 

Implicit 
 

Explicit 
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Table 5-5. Wrapper notation for RIAs 

RIA notation is explained in Table 5-6 using set theory over a ZUIT description 
of each element. Triads of Decorative, Robustness and Utilitarian tasks are or-
dered in terms of membership to local and foreign sets: 

    DLocalDForeignTasksDecorative   

    RLocalRForeignTasksRobustness   
    ULocalUForeignnTasksUtilitaria   

Initially, only a minimal group of attributes is selected. Therefore, only these set 
will be instantiated. It is developer decision to modify it. Also, we do not impose 
any restriction, depending on the platform sets should be filled. 
 

GRAPH EQUIVALENT ZUIT REPRESENTATION 
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Table 5-6: ZUIT detail of RIA notation 

 
The AUI RSC with the RIA notation is presented  in Figure 5-18. For instance, 
Finish Reservation is marked as foreign interaction since it is a process that in-
cludes tasks in local and foreign realms. Also, the containers generated by the pre-
vious process are marked as explicit or implicit containers.  
 

 

Figure 5-18: RSC AUI with RIA notation  
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5.8 Reviewing Q2 set 

It is the turn of the evaluation of the AUI through Q2. We have three main sets to 
cover {L,O,U}. For instance, the AUI is evaluated in terms of presentation in Q2 

includes one metric which is  member of the set U, called “Readability” (Table 
3-1). In the current state we have separated FirstName and LastName. But if we 
consider information grouping (a sub criterion of Readability) it could be possible 
to include an implicit  container to group these two elements. Elements as Infor-
mation feedback (a criterion of Learnability) are de facto included in the triad. 
Note: our proposal of quality review is open, since only general criteria is defined 
but developers and Quality Assurance teams could select the metrics that they 
consider more suitable.  

5.9 Conclusions 

In this chapter, our UI definition is refined in order to produce the AUI, this 
definition is still far from being a functional UI. Our proposal includes here a spe-
cial notation to aid in the selection of elements related to RIAs. This notation is 
an extension to UsiXML. Also, we propose an algorithm to create menus and fi-
nally, a special effort is devoted to measure and weight the containment structure 
inherited from Task model.  
 
We propose an algorithm and a formula to help us evaluate the structure based on 
the combination of temporal operators and tasks types. The goal is arriving to the 
next level with a UI well evaluated so the quantity of changes is as less as possible. 
Therefore,  The Quality is also revised. Here, a set of criteria could be evaluated. 
This evaluation could cause a modification (deletion or inclusion of new AUI 
elements). Now, we include modality (here graphical one). That is treated in the 
next chapter. 
 



 

Chapter 6 CUI Modeling 
The CUI modeling is described in this chapter (Figure 6-1). First, we discuss 
about the selection of platform, then the process to transform our AUI into its 
CUI representation with the introduction of the concept of RIA constructs 
which are instantiated  and chosen through a procedure based on QOC notation. 
The goal is to support the selection procedure taking into account a set of para-
meters (afterwards, the transformation is done by XSLT transformations). And 
finally, it is presented an example of the selected representation of the RUI beha-
vior. 
 

 

Figure 6-1: Sub steps of the CUI modeling 

 
 

6.1 Selection of target platform 

CUI representation is dependent of the modality [Limb04]. Here, look and feel, 
appearance and behavior are defined. RIAs are, mostly, based on a graphic modal-
ity i.e., a combination of graphic input and output (Figure 6-2).  Nevertheless, our 
description of the elements is independent from any existent toolkit or API. The 
reason of this is: keeping the RUI, as general as possible, in order to allow simpler 
translations to the last step (FUI). In other words, the proximity to any real API 
could compromise the translation for other platforms and languages. Our work is 
an extension of the UsiXML CUI model.  This model includes a collection of 
concrete Interaction objects which are not attached to a single platform or lan-
guage besides a relationship model.  
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Figure 6-2: Elements of graphic modality 

6.2 Transformation of the AUI into CUI 

6.2.1 Selection of Concrete Interaction Components 

The selection of Concrete Interaction Objects (CIO) is a process of selec-
tion the most suitable CIO depending on three criteria: 

 Type and cardinality of Data. For instance, if data is a single item or a col-
lection. This could be mapped to the patterns proposed in JUST-IN [Mo-
li03] that are included in the tool OLIVANOVA [Oliv06],[Moli03a].  

 Type of interaction needed and desirable. This information is extracted 
from the RIA annotated AUI and its instantiated facets. 

 Type of platform. A list of pattern is proposed for webapps and mobile 
devices. Note: our work is oriented to GUI modality.  

We have selected QOC (Question, Option, Criteria) notation [Macl91] in order to 
express the combination of criteria that guide our selection of specific CIOs. This 
notation uses a schematic representation that is composed by three sections. That 
is, one for each element: questions, options and criteria. Besides, the relationships 
among them, the method is simple: for each question (Q), it is possible to choose 
an answer (O). If a set of criteria (C) is fulfilled. The criteria are divided in criteria 
which guide, designers, to a certain option (continuous line) or criteria that dis-
suaded them of another (non continuous line). QOC notation could deal with sub 
questions and a criterion could be decomposed in sub criteria, also arguments 
could be added to support evaluation. In this work, we used a minimalistic ap-
proach to reduce the complexity of the notation application (Figure 6-3).  We 
have proposed four groups of criteria, that are used, following a dichotomic  ap-
proach. That is, if a criteria is missing then current option is not valid. The list of 
Criteria is described in Table 6-1.    
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Figure 6-3: QOC notation 

For instance, in Figure 5-18, an AC is marked as explicit container. Then we have 
a set of possibilities at the CUI level. First, RIA notation criteria set is validated, 
because our AC is marked as explicit container.  Second, interaction style for 
window is associated with direct style, this means that attributes such as closing, 
minimize will be instantiated. Third, in Pattern, our AC should be identified as a 
single item and not member of a collection. In this case, another CIO should be 
more suitable. For instance, as a Dashboard RIA widget. In the other hand, if a 
menu label (from the previous chapter) is detected. Then, current option is dis-
carded (Figure 6-4).  Note: in the Annex C, a full set of QOC clauses is included 
to treat all the elements described in the CUI model of UsiXML. 

 

Figure 6-4: QOC for selection a CIO window  
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 CRITERIA APPLICATION RATIONALE 
R

IA
  N

O
T

A
T

IO
N

 

Explicit Container 

Implicit Container 

External link 

Internal link 

Local Interaction 

Foreign Interaction 

Local Application 

Foreign Application 

All AIOs are labeled with the 

RIA notation. This mapping is 

used to aid in the selection of 

certain CIOs.   

A
U

I 

F
A

C
E

T
S Input 

Control 

Output 

Navigation 

Depending on the job assigned 

by designer to tasks. They could 

be more or less compatible with 

certain CIOs. 

D
O

M
A

IN
 

R
E

L
A

T
E

D
 Create 

Read 

Update 

Delete 

Depending on the treatment as-

signed by designer to tasks. They 

could be more or less compatible 

with certain CIOs. 

IN
T

E
R

A
C

T
IO

N
 

ST
Y

L
E

 

 

Direct Manipulation 

Menu 

Forms 

Depending on which is the style 

a CIO could be suggested 

P
A

T
T

E
R

N
S 

 

Collection 

Single element 

Index 

Slider 

Depending in the nature of data a  

CIO or CIOs could be suggested 

Table 6-1: Selected criteria to refine AIOs into CIOs 

 
 

6.2.2 Applying Container Patterns 

Also in this step, it is possible to introduce some container patterns (Figure 6-5, 
Figure 6-6) that are proposed in [Mart08a].  This classification of container pat-
terns could be applied depending on CIO features. With this information is poss-
ible to refine even more the containment structure derived until now. 
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Figure 6-5: Proposed Container patterns 

 

 

Figure 6-6: Proposed Container patterns (Continuation) 
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Figure 6-7: QOC for applying Container patterns 

 

6.2.3 Defining CICs spatial position 

The process of selecting the final position of CICs depends on the physical con-
straints of the final size of the main container (Here, a web browser).  In this dis-
sertation this subject is not discussed. Information about this could be found in 
for instance in [Limb04] and [VanD98] among others. An example of a mechani-
cal approach is as follows: put all the objects, one by one, following tasks tempor-
al relationships and taking the centre of the window as the axis of all the CICs 
[Boda94a],  or it could involve more complex heuristics based on ergonomic cri-
teria [Boda94b].  
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6.2.4 Defining Navigation 

Navigation leads users while they are using the webapp. In short, defines the visi-
bility of components depending on tasks temporal relationships, the navigation is 
defined in an explicit form through the RIA notation. Particularly, the explicit and 
implicit links.  Also with the Single Page Paradigm, implicit links are treated with-
in the behavior that is described in the following section.  

6.2.5 Selecting the tool for modeling Behavior 

The modeling of the behavior in the web realm is very complex. There is a com-
bination between object and function oriented approaches. For instance, Java-
Script is a language based on objects, not an object oriented language. Neverthe-
less, the interaction is defined as sets of functions which are activated by events. 
The behavior is expressed through multiple channels: scripts could be associated 
to CSS classes,  DOM events and also to plug-ins in the mash-up approach. That 
is why, we have selected Abstract Data View Charts (ADV-charts) design model. 
Because, ADV charts allow us to combine object oriented design with the defini-
tion of functions (which is associated to traditional methodologies where empha-
sis is placed in decomposing system functionality). This formalism combines con-
cepts from Abstract Data Views (ADVs), with notations from Object charts, State 
charts, and Petri-nets [Carn94].  

6.2.6 Defining Behavior 

The modeling of behavior has been treated until here in terms of rough granulari-
ty. That is, the dialogue in a sort of “Big Picture”. Now, it is time to pay attention 
to details. And for this, we used the Abstract Data View notation or ADV-charts 
[Carn94]. This is a notation for describing the behavior of interactive systems. Al-
so it provides a way to define the flow control and the relationships between UI 
components and their events. ADV-charts are composed by ADVs, states, 
attributes and transitions. The representation of ADVs is a rectangle with the 
name of the ADV (in our case ADV are treated as equivalent to Concrete Con-
tainers and CICs). States are depicted as rounded rectangles which contains the 
name of the state. More than one state is possible per ADV. States could be alone 
or in a cluster. States are linked to other with transitions (arrows) which are in-
dexed and explained. In Figure 6-8a, it is an example of ADV Book a room, in 
Figure 6-8b a state, Figure 6-8c a transition. And finally, Figure 6-8d represents a 
concurrent execution of components. It is needed to define each transition after 
defining ADV-charts. First, we describe its preconditions, then the event that 
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triggers the transition and finally post conditions. Note: For the sake of simplicity, 
only a sub set of the available transitions are shown in Table 6-2.  
 

TRIGGERED BY  COMMENTS 
Display  Active the application 
Focus (produced by key-
board or mouse click) 

- 

Dynamic recovery of data 
view  

Post conditions   
{screen = screen + ShowCategories} 

Table 6-2: Some of the transitions to model the behavior of RSC 

 
 

 

  Figure 6-8: Updated Concrete dialogue of RSC 
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6.2.6.a Resulting CUI UsiXML specification 

The UsiXML document is much more extended and complex than the fragment 
that is presented which included the resources and events associated to the wid-
gets besides information from the other levels. Some of the saved information in 
this file would be very useful for retargeting tasks. This file was created using the 
GrafiXML [Limb04]. A possible CUI representation is shown in Figure 6-9 
(HTML- based code to have a visual representation). 
 
 

 

Figure 6-9: CUI representation of RSC  

6.3 CUI representation of RIA  

In this section we introduce a formal representation of RIAs in terms of 
ideal objects that are called constructs. They are defined as: 

“A construct in the philosophy of science is an ideal object (i.e., one the existence 
of which may be said to depend upon a subject's mind) as opposed to a real ob-
ject (one the existence of which is not so dependent)” [bung74]. 

Based on this, we propose this definition for RIA construct: 

A RIA construct is a neutral representation of a RIA component that could be 
used to model real widgets without the necessity of complex composition over 
the primitives defined in UsiXML. Besides that, its purpose is to specify valid pa-
rameters used by designers to specify its behavior, as well as, its look and feel 
when constructs are reified into platform and environment specific components. 
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6.4 Why RIA constructs? 

The reason behind the implantation of RIA constructs is a pragmatic one: 
UsiXML includes primitive constructs that could be used in order to ensemble 
RIA constructs but this is a time consuming task for the developer and for a de-
sign tool also the wide distribution of selected RIA constructs allows to improve 
development speed and reduce developer’s workload. 

6.5 Importance of the contribution 

The significance of the contribution could be measure in three areas: 
 Providing a catalogue until now not available de RIA descriptions that could 

be used in the development of RIA frameworks or the update of existing 
ones.  

 A faster development because instead of dealing with composites over primi-
tive definitions in UsiXML, developers are working with RIA definitions 

 A neutral definition of RIA widgets that could be used, for comparison tasks 
between alternative widgets since this is not attached to a specific framework. 

  

6.6 Recollection method 

The research process for the included RIA constructs follows this path: first, a 
review of literature, a review of known RIA frameworks and also a review of a 
sample of webapps that include RIA webapps and libraries of UI components, for 
instance [Yui09]. Second, a process of identifying repetitive structures across the 
different applications, papers and frameworks was done. Third, isolated struc-
tures were analyzed in order to recollect attributes, parameters and constraints. 
We were looking for the Lowest common denominator, in terms of features to be 
included in RIA constructs.  

6.6.1 Criteria for selecting RIA construct candidates. 

RIA constructs were selected using as criteria:  statistical mode. That is, the ele-
ment that occurs most often in the collection of frameworks, repositories and 
APIs which were reviewed. Nevertheless, this list of constructs is not exhaustive 
or exclusive. Indeed, our goal is enlarge it in the future.  

6.7 Results 

After following the method previously described we recollect fifteen constructs: 
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 Starfield. This construct is constituted by starfield, track and star classes 
 Accordion. This construct is constituted by accordion and ac. Item classes 
 Carousel. This construct includes carousel, item and navigation classes 
 ImageCropper. This construct is constituted by a single class 
 MovingCovers. This construct is constituted by a single class 
 Mosaic. This construct is constituted by a single class 
 ImagePuzzle. This construct is constituted by a single class 
 AlphaSlider. This construct is constituted by a single class 
 Dock bar. This construct is constituted by a single class 
 Clustermap. This construct is constituted by a single class 
 3D Cloud. This construct includes  3D cloud, item and navigation classes 
 Zoom Menu. This construct includes  Zoom menus, item and navigation 

classes 
 Dashboard. This construct includes  Dashboard, and dashboard-child classes 
 Tag clouds. This construct includes  Tag cloud, and tag-cloud-child classes 
 TimeLine. This construct includes  Timeline, and Timeline-child classes   
 
They were integrated to CUI model of the UsiXML (Figure 6-10, Figure 6-11 and 
Figure 6-12).    
 
 

 

Figure 6-10: CUI components specific to RIA  
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Figure 6-11: CUI components specific to RIA (continuation) 

 
 

 

Figure 6-12: RIA constructs integration in the overall CUI model 

These constructs are meta-definitions of specific widgets or components that are 
available in different RIA frameworks. In this section, RIA constructs are ex-
plained. Nevertheless, a full description is defined in the Annex C and in Annex 
D, the possible extrapolation of these RIA constructs to Just-UI Patterns (reused 
in OLIVANOVA tool [Oliv06]) is presented. The first example that we present is 
a very simple one (in term of number of attributes). It is present in most of the 
RIA libraries: Accordion (collection container widget). Each construct is defined 
using a set of attributes: 
a. Definition. This attribute provides a brief description of the construct. 
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b. Goal. This attribute specifies the general objective of the construct.  
c. Context of Use. This element lists the situations in which is applicable  
d. Operations. The list of public operations that the construct exhibit to users 

and/or developers. 
e. RIA Membership criteria. This attribute is indeed a list of characteristics 

that a component has to cover in order to be considered a RIA native ele-
ment (Annex A).   

f. Elements. The component and its sub-components are described here. 
g. Facsimile. A neutral definition is presented, using a graphical description of 

the component, in order to avoid any representation attached to a specific li-
brary 

h. Examples. Here we present a couple of examples from real implementations 
of the component. 

Finally, the elements are described in terms of their attributes (and their data 
types), as well as, their linguistic level [Niel86]. In this case, all the constructs re-
viewed are in the syntactic level. Table 5-1 is an example of definitions from an-
nex C.  
 

Name  Accordion 
Definition The accordion component is an item container conformed by children sections 

which are collapsed or expanded in order to show or hide their content. The se-
lected item is available while the others are restrained.  

Goal This component is used to optimize the available space for information in terms 
of multiple panes or movable sections. 

Context 
of Use 

When the available space is shared between alternative contents in order to es-
tablish a presentation order besides a navigation structure between different 
contents.       

Operations 

 None mandatory 

RIA Membership criteria 

DR PC AD MU CF UL PT 

++ ++ ++ + - + - 

Elements 
Accordion Composes a collapsible and expandable content pane.  It’s conformed by ac-

cordion items. 
Attributes Range / Values 
Activate (integer) Activate a content 

part of the Accor-
dion programmati-
cally 

Can be defined from integer 
1 to the infinite in order to 
indicate the index value of 
the pane 

Linguistic Level Syntactic 
VerticalOrientation 
(boolean) 

Specifies if the in-
ner sections are 

True or false. Example: if 
verticalOrientation=false, 
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positioned in ver-
tical or horizontal 
fashion 

the accordion items are 
going to be displayed in a 
horizontal disposition   

Linguistic Level Syntactic 
isEnable (boolean) Enables the se-

lected accordion 
True/false

Linguistic Level Syntactic 
Elements 
Accordion 
item 

Composes an accordion content pane. It is an atomic element and it must al-
ways be part of an accordion. 
Attributes Range / Values 
Activate (integer) Activate a content 

part of the Accor-
dion programmati-
cally 

Can be defined from integer 
1 to the infinite 

Linguistic Level Syntactic 
collapsible(boolean) Indicates the status 

of closable or not 
of the selected sec-
tion 

True or false

Linguistic Level Syntactic 
Header(string) Specifies the in-

formation to be 
displayed as title  in 
a section 

String

Linguistic Level Syntactic 
 AccordionItemContent
(string) 

Specifies the in-
formation to be 
contained in the 
accordion item. 

String

Linguistic Level Syntactic 
Facsimile 
 

 
Examples 
URL http://docs.jquery.com/UI/Accordion/accordion#options
Example 
1  

This is an accordion component from the jquery library.
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URL http://stickmanlabs.com/accordion/
Example 
2 

This is an accordion component from the scriptaculous library.
 

Table 6-3: Accordion Construct 

6.8 Discussion 

6.8.1 Advantages 

 The more obvious benefit is the simplification of the abstraction in order to 
make a more direct application in the specification of RIA applications. 

 We have conducted a survey of the RIA constructs in order to define their 
applicability to the Just-UI patterns, This has been , partially integrated to our 
beatification editor based in OLIVANOVA XML code (Chapter 3, section 
software tools), or as guideline for developers for reducing the design time 
and to valid the election of a specific construct in order to satisfy a precise 
pattern. Finally, in annex C is included in QOC notation the criteria needed 
to select RIA constructs and instantiate them in the CUI model. 

6.8.2 Shortcomings 

 An effort to obtain a comprehensive not exhaustive list has been done. 
Therefore, it should be extended and modify in the near future. In the web 
realm is not possibility of assuming as complete any list, since new compo-
nents are appearing,  all the time. 

 The selected attributes could not cover all designer necessities but this could 
be resolved by adding new definitions.  
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6.9 Integration of OlivaNova patterns 

The selection of RIA constructs is a difficult. That is why, we explored another 
possibility. We compared Olivanova patterns in order to match them with RIA 
constructs. For instance, if the RUI includes a master-detail occurrence (one of 
the OlivaNova patterns) with could suggest developers an appropriated justifica-
tion to validate the selection of a specific RIA Construct [Oliv06]. The patterns 
are described in the following list: 
 Service  
 Instance  
 Population  
 Master-Detail  
 Entry  
 Defined  
 Selection  
 Argument Grouping  
 Argument Dependency  
 Filter  
 Order Criterion  
 Display Set  
 Available Actions  
 Navigation 

Note: This patterns are explained in detail in [Oliv06],[Moli03a].They are matched 
and compared with the RIA constructs (Starfield, Accordion, Carousel, Image-
Cropper, MovingCovers, Mosaic, ImagePuzzle, AlphaSlider, Dock bar, Cluster-
map, 3D Cloud, Zoom Menu, Dashboard, Tag clouds and TimeLine) in Annex F.  
This annex analyzes the following elements: 
 Context of use 
 Constraints. It refers to restrictions in the use of RIA constructs 
 Positive example 
 Negative example 
 Usability value. It indicates which is the benefit for users 
 Development cost. It is a subjective measure that indicates how complex 

is a RIA construct in terms of implementation. 

6.10 Reviewing Q3  set 

In the Concrete User Interface level, we could exploit all the criteria related to 
color, size and definition of font. For instance, content-related metrics mapped to 
understandability criteria (e.g., optical legibility). In this case, the size of the font 
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used should be at least 10pt [Niel00], to be readable. Note that, we leave do not 
restrict the metrics to be used. It is developer’s decision. Also, this topic is treated 
in Future work.  

6.11 Conclusions 

This chapter includes another important step in our method. The introduction of 
the concept of RIA constructs. These ideal representation of RIA widgets are in-
tegrated to reduce the workload of developers and also because they are an im-
portant part of the RIA development. That is the reason for conducting a survey 
between multiple frameworks to recover a list of them.  Finally, they are com-
pared also to a pattern list in order to provide developers with tools for deciding 
between RIA constructs under different configurations. 
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Chapter 7 FUI Modeling 
In this step are produced operational UIs that are executed, compiled or inter-
preted on a particular platform (e.g., .NET, LZX, SWF and GWT among oth-
ers26). The code that is obtained is translated again with XLST style sheets and fi-
nally we have code in the target language that could be treated by the interpreters, 
compilers, generators or converters of platform (Figure 7-1).  
 

 

Figure 7-1: The final step: delivering a RUI 

7.1 Processing the CUI to generate the Final User In-
terface 

In this phase, we transform CUI specifications into native widgets in popular 
graphical toolkits (AJAX+HTML, GWT or XAML among others). Thanks to 
XSLT transformations the CUI objects are translated to the platform/language 
specific elements. An important feature of the method is its capability to redirect 
the target FUI e.g., in the Figure 7-2, as example we present three target trans-
formations: GWT [GWT07], Open Laszlo [open06] and XAML [XAML06] to 
endeavor these transformations is needed to generate adequate XSLT templates 
to translate CIOs described in UsiXML to the target language.  This section de-
scribes the way XSL transformations are applied to generate a hypothetical (mi-
nimal) XAML output.   

                                                 
26 The creation of generators and converters of UsiXML to the Final code has already begun. 
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Figure 7-2: The final step: delivering FUI code for the interpreters or compilers 

This is an excerpt of the final version of the XSLT template rules (Figure 7-3) we 
just add here some rules to make clear the example since the XML source docu-
ment is very different to the final document, some of the code is restricted to de-
fault values. The resulting XAML UI definition is shown below (Figure 7-4). The 
UI definition in UsiXML documents describe the event response (code included 
in a separated section). This is also the case of XAML that in a separated docu-
ment, denoted by the “CodeBehind” tag includes this information. Also, the size 
of the widgets is omitted for the sake of simplicity.   
 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<xsl:stylesheet xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform" 

    xmlns:wf="http://schemas.microsoft.com/2003/xaml/" version="1.0"> 

    <xsl:output method="xml" omit-xml-declaration="yes" /> 

    <xsl:template match="*|/"> 

    <wf:UserControl Name="WebForm1" ClientSize="200, 200" 

xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/2003/xaml/" xmlns:def="Definition" xmlns:wf="wf" 

def:Class="XamlonApplication8.WebForm1" def:CodeBehind="WebForm1.xaml.cs"> 

              <xsl:apply-templates select="/cuiModel/window"/> 

              </wf:UserControl> 

    </xsl:template> 

        <xsl:template match="window"> 

        <wf:UserControl.Controls> 

            <xsl:apply-templates select="/cuiModel/window/box/inputText"/> 

            <xsl:apply-templates select="/cuiModel/window/box/button"/> 

            <xsl:apply-templates select="/cuiModel/window/box/outputText"/> 

            <xsl:apply-templates select="/cuiModel/window/box/slider"/> 

        </wf:UserControl.Controls> 

    </xsl:template> 
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    <xsl:template match="inputText"> 

        <wf:TextBox Text="{@defaultContent}" TabIndex="1" Name="{@name}"/> 

    </xsl:template> 

    <xsl:template match="button"> 

        <wf:Button Text="{@defaultContent}" TabIndex="1" Name="{@name}"/> 

    </xsl:template> 

    <xsl:template match="outputText "> 

        <wf:Label Text="{@defaultContent}" TabIndex="1" Name="{@name}"/> 

    </xsl:template> 

    <xsl:template match="slider "> 

        <wf:TrackBar Text="{@defaultContent}" TabIndex="1" Name="{@name}"/> 

    </xsl:template> 

</xsl:stylesheet> 

Figure 7-3: XSL transformation document 

Then the code that was shown in Figure 7-3 would deliver something like the 
code presented in Figure 7-4. Now, we have the equivalent to the CUI windows 
previously defined but settle down to Microsoft technology. 
 
<wf:UserControl xmlns:wf="wf" xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/2003/xaml/" 

xmlns:def="Definition" Name="WebForm1" ClientSize="200, 200" 

def:Class="XamlonApplication8.WebForm1" def:CodeBehind="WebForm1.xaml.cs"> 

<wf:UserControl.Controls xmlns:wf="http://schemas.microsoft.com/2003/xaml/"><wf:TextBox Text="" 

TabIndex="1" Name="input_text_component_9"/><wf:TextBox Text="" TabIndex="1" 

Name="input_text_component_11"/><wf:TextBox Text="0.00" TabIndex="1" 

Name="input_text_component_13"/><wf:Button Text="Submit order" TabIndex="1" 

Name="button_component_14"/><wf:Label Text="Name" TabIndex="1" 

Name="output_text_component_8"/><wf:Label Text="Address" TabIndex="1" 

Name="output_text_component_10"/><wf:Label Text="Total to Pay:" TabIndex="1" 

Name="output_text_component_12"/> 

</wf:UserControl.Controls> 

</wf:UserControl> 

Figure 7-4: XAML resultant file 

In Figure 7-5, RSC is translated into AJAX and jQuery JavaScript library in order 
to show the FUI of this webapp. 
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Figure 7-5: UI example with jQuery embedded in HTML 

7.2 The Role of XSLT in the process of reification 

The reification process is the process to iterating from the abstract representation 
to more concrete levels and ultimately arrives to the Final User Interface. This 
overall procedure is called: forward engineering [Limb04]. CRF includes a process 
of transformation to deliver the next step from each UI representation.  
We have suggested the Extensible Style sheet Language Transformations (XSLT) 
language to deliver these transformations. Then, in each step the next level re-
quires the definition of a series of XSLT templates. In [Limb04] the transforma-
tion schema is based on Graph tree transformations adducing lacking of abstrac-
tion and verbosity of XSLT. Nevertheless, the cost and loosing of abstraction 
power is exceeded by the capacity of deliver automatic processing of the style 
sheets from a wide variety of XSL APIS besides the benefit of having an XML 
representation and a XML transformation method in the nowadays standardiza-
tion stage of the Web27. 
 

                                                 
27 The current version is XSLT 2.0, which reached W3C recommendation level at begin of 2007. 
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7.3 Reviewing Q4  

The FUI is similar to the previous level but there we could exploit other criteria. 
As execution facilities from Operability criteria. Therefore, the designer could 
analysis if any plug-in is needed or if a  RIA construct  is not usable since it is not  
compatible with most of the browsers.   This is possible at this level, because the 
webapp is already associated to a platform. Also, at the FUI level our method is 
oriented to Presentation dimension: Optical readability, help facilities, memorabil-
ity, and user guidance among others. Now, we discuss some changes that could be 
implemented to our running example. For instance, RSC, as it is presented in  
Figure 7-5, it does not include any help facilities (e.g., there is no “?” sign or icon 
to inform users about where they could get help information). Memorability. Opt-
ical readability is treated very early in our case study but now it is possible to veri-
fy them at the FUI level. 

7.4 Examples of  FUI produced with our method 

Here, we enumerate a set of FUI produced by our method. Note: These examples 
where used in [Mart08] to test different metrics. The results were that even simple 
metrics could give us a good estimate of the complexity of RUIs (Figure 7-6).  

 

Figure 7-6: FUIs generated with our method 
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a) Login example. This example models a typical authentication sign-in wid-
get. This widget could be modeled in a very simplistic way or including 
more and more subsections. In this case we started with a model with 
four basic tasks. This arrangement is incremented to sixteen with the in-
troduction of the TRIAD (all the models are incremented by a coefficient 
of four). In this case CRUD is not fully covered28. Note: This is an aspect 
that we have to treat in futures iterations of our method.  
 

b) RSS reader. This is an example of a RSS reader that follows the master-
detail pattern described in Olivanova patterns (Chapter 6 and Annex D). 
This web application was modeled with GWT toolkit and the logic behind 
is done with java. The application is very straightforward. That is why, we 
introduce the decorative tasks and it deserves some iterations in order to 
model/create/deliver a more appealing RUI.  

 
c) Shopping cart. This is the web application by definition. We modeled an 

e-commerce web application that includes a catalogue of books, DVDs 
and computers. Again the CRUD is not complete and it is constituted by 
a master-detail pattern (the list of products) and some service patterns that 
complete the form to be filled by the customers. Here, maybe a powerful 
RIA construct as the dashboard could be used. The security aspects are 
modeled thought Robustness tasks.  

 
d) Address book. This is one of the classical examples in relational database 

applications. The CRUD coverage is complete. Also, this RUI does not 
exhibit much of the potential of the RIA realm. Nevertheless, depending 
on RIA constructs as accordion, or even carousel, it could be imple-
mented  

e) Movie catalogue. This example recovers a lot of information  from a cata-
logue of movies for personal use. We omitted several attributes from the 
tables of the domain model in order to make it simpler. This is an exam-
ple of a RUI that could include more RIA constructs than others. For in-
stance, a carousel to show film posters. A timeline to show directors, pro-
ductions and actors. A tag cloud to help users to select a interesting mov-
ies according to keywords, or maybe a star field in order to present a more 
advanced procedure to select films depending on a list of criteria. 

                                                 
28 According to [Over05] relational database applications are considered complete only if the four 

operations are covered. 
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f) Reservation System. This is used as our running example. So we do not 
include much explanation about it.  

7.5 Conclusions 

In  this chapter, we presented the process of transformation  from CUI to FUI 
representation. According to [Limb04] the use of XSLT is not suitable for model 
transformation. Because of Two reasons: (1) its Verbosity when is dealing with 
complex sets of transformation rules. And (2) its lack of abstraction. Indeed, these 
problems are a drawback to use this transformation method. Nevertheless, we 
consider that, specially, in this last step is better to use it because we are dealing 
with XML definitions  of the FUI. For instance, XHTML, XUL, or XAML. The 
process is more related to details of the CUI (besides RIA construct and the RIA 
notation inherited from the AUI level). That is, parameters related to spatial dis-
position and configuration of RIA components..Also, we present some examples 
that we produced with our method.  
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Chapter 8 Case studies  
In this chapter, we present  three case studies in order to show more examples of 
the application of the proposed method:  

a. A minimalistic case study: a Music Widget, called The Hit of the Week 
(HOW). This kind of applications are used as complement in several web 
applications, such as Blogs, Portals, E-commerce sites in order to present 
music, with the purpose of promotion or amusement.   

b. A weather application, this webapp allows users to check the weather in a 
specific city. The RUI is presented in a single interface over several sec-
tions. Validation is done during submission and during the recollection of 
values. 

c. An e-commerce example. Here, we model a selling coffee machines and 
accessories web site. This example show how we could take an existing 
application and doing a reengineering process to reproduce this webapp.   

8.1 Music widget 

This case study models a music widget. This kind of application provides a embed 
MP3 player to be included in a web page (see some examples, Figure 8-1). This 
case  is a webapp which purpose is to provide a widget for playing a featured song 
(only one without possibility of changing it) and that could be integrated into a 
bigger application or portal. The webapp includes a set of controls to stop, play, 
pause, go forward and go backward  for listening the song, also a control for vo-
lume is considered. Finally, a label for the song title to display. It is named: “The 
Hit of the week”  Case study (HOW).  

 
Figure 8-1: Examples of music widgets29 

                                                 
29 (a) http://www.gcast.com/  (b) http://www.indieball.com/ (c) http://www.finetune.com/ 
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8.1.1 Task and Domain models 

In Figure 8-2, we present a possible TH for modelling this web application.  Here 
with ZUIT format. The application that we propose is similar to Figure 8-1b. On-
ly one song is featured. Note: This small application could be considered as a fu-
ture candidate for the RIA construct repository. 

 
Figure 8-2: TH of the HOW case study 

8.1.2 AUI of HOW 

The AUI is here presented with the RIA notation. It is important to remark that 
this notation could change depending on what the developer wanted  for the final 
implementation. For instance, if the display of the result (The name of the song 
includes on the fly modifications: artist touring , sales, among others). Then, the 
RIA notation should be changed to foreign application to be treated in the right 
way.  

 
Figure 8-3: AUI of the HOW case study 
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8.1.2.a Quality review of HOW  

The quality analysis is done over the whole process of creation of this RUI. In 
particular, we could apply the criterion of Understandability, d:Brevity (Table 
3-1). Because, the developer included all possible options for play the song but 
forward and backward are not used since we have only a song, they are indeed, 
optional tasks. Therefore, they could be removed from the AUI model. Second, 
verification of Lernability criterion f: help facilities. Here, we do not have any 
task specialized to cover this, therefore it should be included. Finally,  the model 
is updated with fewer tasks and a task specialized in providing help to the user. 

8.1.3 CUI  and FUI of HOW 

For the graphical representation HTML is used in the case study in order to in-
clude the components of the web application (Figure 8-4a). In the right, we pro-
vide a possible translation of the web application. It is worth notice that, here no 
RIA constructs is used, and the RIA membership of this application comes from 
its use of push technology and  multimedia facilities (see Annex A).  

 

 

 

 
Figure 8-4: CUI and FUI of the HOW case study 

 
The last step in our RIA method involves a translation to an specific platform or 
language. In this case we are producing a jQuery JavaScript Library. With more 
appealing images and changing the combo Box generic component for a RIA 
construct, called alpha slider (Figure 8-4b) and also criterion Familiarity in Un-
derstandability is applied since images (-,+) are added to clarify the slider pur-
pose (Figure 8-4a). 

8.2 Weather application 

This case study models a weather application that is also a common mashup 
component [Grif08]. The idea is to model something similar to the application 
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shown in Figure 8-5. The goal of this application is show weather conditions for a 
specific city. After introducing a ZIP code from USA, the application responses 
with weather conditions of it. Note: This case study was presented in [Mart08]. 

 
Figure 8-5: Weather application based on openlaszlo framework30 

8.2.1 Task and Domain models of Weather case study 

We present a possible TH for modelling this web application in Figure 8-6.  Here 
with CTT format. In the next step it is changed to ZUIT.  

 

 
Figure 8-6: TH of the Weather application 

                                                 
30 http://www.openlaszlo.org/lps_demos/demos/weather/weather.lzx?lzt=html&lzr=swf9 
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The ZUIT representation is depicted in Figure 8-7. Also, this representation helps 
us to see more clearly, repetitive sub trees. For instance, Show radar and Show 
forecast share the same structure. This is a feature that we discuss in future work. 
The AUI, is shown in Figure 8-8. Note: For space reasons, labels of some AC and 
AICs are omitted.    

 
Figure 8-7: ZUIT of the Weather application 

 

 
Figure 8-8: AUI with RIA notation of the Weather application 

This web application is transformed into a Accordion RIA construct. Here is pre-
sented a screenshot of a possible FUI based, again, in JQuery. Again, for the sake 
of simplicity, no decoration details, as images or fonts, are introduced (Figure 
8-9).  
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Figure 8-9: FUI with RIA notation of the Weather application 

8.3 E-commerce application 

This case study is based on an existing web place. The business of this site is sell-
ing coffee machines and accessories31. The site is built using the zoomable ap-
proach. The site is very simple but includes some of the zoomable patterns that 
we described in section 5.6., For instance, this site includes the preview state, that 
is, After a first interaction with a zone, a preview is presented and a second one 
takes all available space. In Figure 8-10a, we could see that the first level is com-
posed by choice operators this disposition allow us to use the menu algorithm 
(section 5.3.2) and also we could use the QOC notation to infer that, at the CUI 
level, RIA construct of accordion is suitable for this TH.  
 
The selling coffee web application is depicted in ZUIT format in Figure 8-11. 
Again, it is possible to appreciate how concise is our representation. Note: In this 
case, the ZUIT was generated through XSLT transformations over the UsiXML 
code in order to obtain HTML code. This is another alternative, the ZUIT could 
be generated as a table in HTML code. Therefore is not a real zoomable. Never-
theless, it is transparent to web browsers which take care of UI rendering. Note: 
in show concepts task, we could appreciate an abstract task (gray colored). This 
could be used to express that a mashup component is included in the application. 

                                                 
31 http://www.nespresso.com  (accessed Nov 2009). 
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Figure 8-10: Weather application based on openlaszlo 

 
Figure 8-11: Selling Coffee web site in ZUIT format 

 The FUI of this application is shown in Figure 8-12. More details of integrating 
other levels of the ZUI are shown in Figure 8-12b and c. This FUI was done with 
JQuery.  

 
Figure 8-12: FUI of the Selling Coffee site  
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8.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter, we have presented three case studies of different size in order to 
show the applicability of our method and the lessons that we could learn from 
them, include: (1) The first one is a minimalistic music widget, here we leave out-
side all the parameters needed to handle the music stream, this has to be treated in 
future work. Also, we consider that this widget could be integrated to the RIA re-
pository. (2) the weather widget also lacks the presentation of the triad, here we 
consider not necessary to include our triad since the process is already explained 
in chapter four. Besides that, we consider that instead of clarifying the concept, it 
is discussed in future work a better way of introducing the triad concept to devel-
opers: an editor tool. (3) Our method could deal with web applications of real size 
and requirements, with this exercise where reverse engineering of an existing site 
is done, we show that we could reproduce its structures and behavior. Also, it was 
used the catalogue of ZUI patterns that we proposed in chapter 6. The library 
used to execute the final render does not include the “preview” feature, presented 
in  chapter 6.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Chapter 9 Conclusions 
The purpose of this work is introducing a methodology for developing RUIs. All 
the steps have been presented in the current document. These steps are variations 
and/or extensions of the UsiXML family of tools and models in order to target 
RIAs. In this dissertation, we proposed a novel approach to model RUIs which 
includes the complete software development life cycle.  
 
The proposed method organizes the development life cycle for RUIs from the 
conceptual to the final implementation stages, using as guide, the user require-
ments instead of being focus in the content. Furthermore, our method is Model 
Driven Engineering compliant since there is a separation of concerns of the dif-
ferent aspects in the RUI development. That is the UI representation starts with 
abstract models which are progressively refined to concrete models, as defined by 
OMG [OMG07]. Now, Requirements are analyzed, one by one, to evaluate how 
they were tackled by our proposal. After that, this chapter is closed with discus-
sions about future work. 

9.1 Validation of Results  

In this dissertation, the validation is conducted in two ways: (1) Theoretical valida-
tion is done by comparing the proposal against other methods, this was done in 
the chapter consecrated to review to the state of the art.(2)Empirical validation is 
done by  the proof-of-concept conception of an editor tool (chapter three) and 
the implemented case studies that take into account various application scenarios 
(chapter eight). 
 
Regarding the first validation type, a selection of web development methods was 
reviewed. The Table 9-1 shows  a summary of this comparison between our me-
thod and reviewed ones. Note:  ’-’ means less than average, ’+’ means average, 
and ’++’ means better than average. Web specific criteria is covered in Table 9-1 
while in section 9.2, it is considered general criteria. Note: This table is not ex-
haustive. Besides that, only a small selection of features was used to do the com-
parison (this should be extended in subsequent studies, in the author’s opinion).   
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Ease of implementation + + ++ + + ++ 

Security - - - - - ++ 

Accesibility + + + + + ++ 

Modal independence + + + + + + 

Device independence + + + + + ++ 

Table 9-1 Comparison of the proposal to other methods reviewed in this Thesis. 

 
The criteria used in this comparison are described as follows: 
 
 Ease of implementation. In our method, the structure is provided ready-

to-use, as a sort of scaffolding structure. Meanwhile, in the other eva-
luated methods, the developer has to do everything.  

 Security. Here is related to the capability of the method to define robust-
ness tasks implicitly in the method. Nevertheless the idea is contemplated 
but not fully developed; 

 Accessibility. It is the same case as in the previous case. Accessibility could 
be seen as combinations of Robustness and Decorative tasks. Therefore, 
are contemplated in our method. 

 Modal independence. Here all the methods are more oriented to the most 
preponderant modality of the web: GUI. In the case of our proposal, this 
is discussed in future work.  

 Device independence. This criterion is related to the level of abstraction in 
the method. Higher the level, higher the independence from any end-user 
device. The high level of abstraction of our method comes from our nota-
tion which is supported by UsiXML and CRF. 

9.2 Response to specification Requirements  

Response 1: Human readable – RIA notation and ZUIT representation were 
proposed in order to be accessible to designers, stakeholders and humans in gen-
eral. First, they are most concise and include less textual information. Therefore, 
less cognitive load is produced to designers and second, ZUITs try to tackle the 
problems of visual perturbation and intelligibility of current THs, the reasons 
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were explained in chapter 4. Finally, QOC were selected, because according to the 
literature is human-friendly. 
 
Requirement 2: Machine readable –  Our UIDL (UsiXML) is XML based. 
Therefore, it is acceptable for machine processing. 
 
Requirement 3: Expressiveness – This is the reason of introducing a web-
oriented notation and the reviewing of RIA constructs that are now integrated to 
the UsiXML repertory.  
 
Requirement 4: separation of concerns – This is covered since our approach is 
MDA-compliant. 
 
Requirement 5: Pattern Repository of specifications – A Repository of reusable 
elements has been defined: RIA constructs and a Quality repository is being con-
templated.  
Requirement 6: Homogeneity – All the definitions are done by the intermedia-
tion of UsiXML in order to have a main channel of communication.  
 
Requirement 7: Standards – Our methodology uses CRF and UsiXML which are 
based in common and widely used standards, as viewed in UML and OMG defi-
nitions.  
 
Requirement 8: Verifiability of specification –  In order to fulfill this requirement 
a Quality method was proposed to cover the overall methodology. More details 
are discussed in the future work section. 

9.3 Requirements of the method 

Requirement 9: Functional Correctness –  The formal specification and the use 
of standard definitions (UML) and specification languages (XML) as support of a 
MDA methodology allow us to use different automatic and semi-automatic tests. 
This is, also, discussed in future work. 
 
Requirement 10: Automation – This is feasible because of the proposed ele-
ments of the methodology. Nevertheless, it remains a work in progress.  
 
Requirement 11: clearly expressed steps – This requirement was covered within 
chapters 4 to 8. All the steps and sub steps were explained using case studies and 
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also with more formal descriptions, such as Algorithms and formulas to express 
in unambiguous way, specific details of the implementation of certain techniques 
inside of some of the methodology steps. 

9.4 Summary of contributions 

The contributions are expanded, in a series of papers and sections in which we 
describe each one of the elements that conforms our methodology: 
   

a. [Mart06] where the first attempt to tackle the problem was presented. In 
this paper we presented a draft version of the method. Here we started 
the analysis of the requirements to model RIAs. 

b. [Mart06a] presents a case study based on XAML UIs. This paper tests the 
premise of using XSLT instead of graph transformation. This is important 
for validation criterion: ease of implementation.  Because, XSLT trans-
formation are easy to implement and also a plethora of transformation 
APIs are available.  

c.  [Mart08] presents an algorithm to define container structure  for context-
aware mobile devices (at the TH level). The goal of this work is tackling 
the problem of abstract distributions and grouping since visual and con-
crete has been extensibility treated in the literature. 

d. [Mart08a] presents a variation of the containment algorithm for web inter-
faces. 

e. [Mart09] presents the ZUIT in order to tackle problems with the task re-
presentation and also we begin a process of categorization of ZUI pat-
terns. 

f. [Mart09a] presents an improved version to weight Task hierarchies of 
RIAs. 

g. We have integrated in this dissertation a proposal of extensions to the task 
types and menu features relevant to RIAs (see chapter 3 and 4). 

h. A proposal of a RIA notation in the AUI representation. These extensions 
are used to allow developers modeling RIAs with UsiXML.  

i. Multiple extensions in the UsiXML language (including a categorization of 
neutral and ideal representation of RIA components called RIA con-
structs). Besides, a detailed comparison and analysis of applicability to 
OLIVANOVA patterns.  

j. And finally, the quality method based on string comparison and a three 
dimensional model to deal with quality factors over all the method (see 
chapter 3). 
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9.5 Conclusions of quality 

Through chapters three to seven, the process of achievement of quality in the 
overall TRIAD methodology, has been described to help UI designers. The inten-
tion is helping developers, in early stages, establishing good policies and guidelines 
to maintain the development  over certain levels of quality since we are following 
international standards. A novel approach is taken to represent different patterns 
from UI libraries. THs are translated into a string representation and compared to 
the repository in order to seek pattern matches. The designs could be refined mul-
tiple times (evaluation is not defined to allow a free application of new metrics, 
and it remains a developer decision to proceed to the next step). For this purpose, 
instead of metrics, a set of criteria has been proposed since we propose a light 
analysis that could be combined with other quality methods. Finally, A fundamen-
tal consideration is the fact that our method for the moment is not looking opti-
mization, it essay to deliver plausible scenarios to developers. 

9.6 Brief discussion of future work 

There are a lot of things that we want to explore to expand this work. Here, we 
list some of these pending tasks:  
 
 This methodology is based in an analysis of the current state of the web 

and since it is a very dynamic domain, RIA constructs should be updated 
in order  to cover new developments. This process has to be incorporated 
to the updating cycle of UsiXML. So new constructs will be added as they 
are emerging. 

 Also, a pending task is the process of making grow our repository of the 
String representations used in RIA quality measurement.  

 In the other hand, this quality model should be widely tested and eva-
luated before thinking in its inclusion to UsiXML models,  Also, a clear 
selection method, for the inclusion of metrics, in the quality approach is 
needed. Our Quality review method is open, no metrics are mandatory. 
Nevertheless, we wish to evaluate different metrics in order to propose a 
set of metrics, that were validated over a more robust set of case studies. 

 The selection of dimensions to characterize RIA applications should be 
reviewed in order to find a more clear validation.  

 The weighting values for the containment algorithms were a first attempt 
to define them. Therefore, more studies should be conducted to refine 
them. 
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 The more preponderant modality in the web is the GUI. Therefore, we 
centered our effort in this area. Therefore, modality independence is a 
topic to treat and study in future versions of our work. 

 Our method introduces an alternative representation of behavior, as it was 
handled in UsiXML. Nevertheless, more work should be devoted to this 
area. There are a lot of things to do here, as well as, in studying navigation.  

 A prototype of an editor is a work in progress in order to show in a com-
prehensive way all the methodology and also an invitation to real practi-
tioners, students and academics to test the methodology in a friendly envi-
ronment. 

 Finally, There is a major pending task, our work is a Model-based User In-
terface Development method and it should be integrated to a software 
engineering process (waterfall model, star model, Rational Unified 
Process). There is an interesting effort done with RUX and UWE 
[Prec08]. We need to align our method with a software engineering one. 
In order to ease the adoption of our method to a wider public. Also, we 
are working with an integration with MVC frameworks(e.g., Ruby on rails) 
of our method. That is, the integration of MVC into MVP.  

9.7 Final Remarks 

Our method introduces a set of notations to the UsiXML framework. The utiliza-
tion of diverse notations could be seen as an applicability problem in the easiness 
of the method. Therefore, we use human-readable notations in order to be un-
derstandable by a wide range (from developers to stakeholders) and we keep 
known notations in the fields in order to reduce the learning curve of our method.  
Task tree presentation is changed to try an alternative notation. The AUI RIA no-
tation introduce only  eight symbols (or labels) to be added to the current defini-
tion of the UI, again the purpose is impose the fewest new material to method us-
ers. 
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Annex A. Standard Webapps 
Versus RIAs 
In order to characterize RIAs a process of classification is needed thus,  a list of 
features is established, as well as, their valid thresholds and a proposed weight. In 
this way, features are ranked according to their importance. The selection of fea-
tures were done using the strategy of looking for the common denominator in 
different definitions (Described in chapter one). Nevertheless, it is not an exhaus-
tive list.  
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Table A-1 Features and Weights needed to categorize a RIA 
A strategy that we take to contrast the sometimes not evident features of RIAs 
was to compare a RIA version of some Web application to get a clearer image of 
the differences.  The result of these evaluations is grouped by pairs: e-commerce 
applications, weather web applications, web mail applications, map dispatcher ap-
plications and online reservation systems. 
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1. Comparison between e-commerce applications 
 
Screenshots: 

URL RIA: 
http://www.openlaszlo.org/lps/demos/amazon/amazon.lzo?fb=1&lzt=html 
Features: 

Dynamical retrieval Yes 

Perceptive continuity Yes 

UI Adaptability Yes 

Multimedia Yes 

Collaborative facilities No 

UIDL Open Laszlo  

Push Technology No 

use of Browser  area 100% 

 
URL SWA: 
http://www.amazon.com/Wolfgang-Amadeus-Mozart-Complete-Works/dp/B000BLI3K2/sr=8-

2/qid=1171641406/ref=pd_bbs_sr_2/105-5669443-2613265?ie=UTF8&s=music 
Features: 

Dynamical retrieval yes 

Perceptive continuity No /refresh page 

Adaptability No 

Multimedia No 

Collaborative faculties No 

User Interface language HTML 

Push Technology No 

use of Browser  area 100%
 
 

 

RIA SWA
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2. Comparison between weather web applications 
 
Screenshots: 

 

 

RIA SWA
URL RIA:  
http://www.openlaszlo.org/lps/demos/weather/weather.html 
Features: 

Dynamical retrieval Yes 

Perceptive continuity Yes 

Adaptability Yes 

Multimedia Yes 

Collaborative faculties No 

User Interface language Laszlo 

Push Technology No 

use of Browser  area partial 

 
URL SWA: 
http://www.tv5.org/TV5Site/meteo/detail_ville.php?langue=fr&id_ville=1705&id_pays=0 

&mVille=saisissez+le+nom+d%27une+ville 
Features :  

Dynamical retrieval No
Perceptive continuity No
Adaptability No
Multimedia Yes
Collaborative faculties No
User Interface language DHTML
Push Technology No
use of Browser  area 100%
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3. Comparison between web mail applications 
 
Screenshots: 

 
RIA SWA

URL RIA: 
https://login.yahoo.com/ 

Features: 
Dynamical retrieval Yes 

Perceptive continuity Yes 

Adaptability Yes 

Multimedia Yes 

Collaborative faculties No 

User Interface language AJAX 

Push Technology Yes 

use of Browser  area 100% 

 
URL SWA:   https://login.yahoo.com/ 
Features: 

Dynamical retrieval No 

Perceptive continuity No 

Adaptability Partial 

Multimedia No 

Collaborative faculties No 

User Interface language DHTML 

Push Technology No 

use of Browser  area 100% 
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4. Comparison between map dispatcher applications 
Screenshots: 

 
RIA 

 

SWA
URL RIA: http://maps.google.com/ 
Features: 

Dynamical retrieval Yes 

Perceptive continuity Yes 

Adaptability Yes 

Multimedia Yes 

Collaborative faculties Yes 

User Interface language Ajax 

Push Technology Yes 

use of Browser  area partial 

Note: The marks can be available to other users 

 

URL SWA:  
http://www.maps-of-mexico.com/distrito-federal-df-mexico/mexico-df-distrito-federal-mexico-

map-main.shtml 

Features: 
Dynamical retrieval No 

Perceptive continuity No 

Adaptability No 

Multimedia No 

Collaborative faculties No 

User Interface language HTML 

Push Technology No 

use of Browser  area No 

 
Note: The map is segmented using low resolution thumbnails to link to the real size maps 
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5. Comparison between online reservation systems 
Screenshots: 

 

 

RIA SWA
URL RIA: https://reservations.ihotelier.com/onescreen.cfm?hotelid=2054& 

languageid=1&rezT=2054 
Features: 

Dynamical retrieval Yes 

Perceptive continuity Yes 

Adaptability Yes 

Multimedia Yes 

Collaborative faculties No 

User Interface language MXML/Flash 

Push Technology No 

use of Browser  area 100% 

 
URL SWA: 
http://www.mx.despegar.com/paginas/paquetes/busquedapaquetes.asp 

Features: 
Dynamical retrieval No 

Perceptive continuity No 

Adaptability Yes (using JavaScript) 

Multimedia No 

Collaborative faculties No 

User Interface language Dhtml 

Push Technology No 

use of Browser  area Partial 



 

Annex B. Task and Operator 
Types 
 
In this annex, we present the operators and tasks types that are used in this disser-
tation. For this we use LOTOS operators. Here, we do a succinct enumeration, 
for further details, we invite readers to consult [Limb04]. 
 

Representation Description
>> Enabling (T1 has to be finished in order to in-

itiate T2).
π Non-deterministic choice (Once one task is fi-

nished the other cannot be accomplished any-
more)

[ ] Deterministic Choice (Once one task is initiated, 
the other cannot be accomplished anymore) 

||| Parallelism (T1 is interleaved with T2)
|=| Sequential independence (Is equivalent to 

(T1>>T2) OR (T2 >>T1))
[> 
 

Deactivation (T2 may interrupt T1 before the 
termination of T1;. T1 cannot be resumed after 
T2 has terminated.)

|> Suspend/Resume (T2 may interrupt T1 before 
the termination of T1. Once 
T2 is finished, T1 may be resumed.)

[ ]>> Enabling with information passing (T1 has to be 
finished in order to initiate 
T2 and T2 is synchronized with T1 on some 
piece of data)

|[ ]| Parallelism with information passing (T1 is inter-
leaved with T2 while they 
synchronize on some data)

T* T can be iterated an infinite number of times 
T(n) T can be iterated n times
[T] T is optional
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Task Type Description 
Interactive task This task implies an interaction be-

tween user and system.
System   task This task is executed exclusively by 

the system (the business logic).
Abstract task This task implies, usually,  an inner 

task that include interactive, as well 
as, system task in a sub tree.
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Annex C. Acronyms 
In this annex we included a list of the acronyms used in this dissertation. Most of 
them are already described. Nevertheless, in order to show in a single place all of 
them, they are repeated here.   
 

Acronym Meaning 
RIA Rich Internet Application
RUI Rich User Interface  of  Internet Application 
TH Task Hierarchy 
RSC Reservation System Case Study
AJAX Asynchronous JavaScript and XML
XUL XML User Interface Language
IDE Integrated Development Environment
UIDL User Interface Descrition Language
XSLT Extensible Style sheet Language Transformation 
WIMP Window I M Pointer
MVC Model-View-Controller Architecture
HTTP Hyper Text Transfer Protocol
MDD Model Driven Development
CRUD Create-Read-Update-Delete pattern
DOM Document Object Model
MVP Model View Presenter Pattern
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Annex D. RIA Constructs 
 
This annex includes a collection of elements that are common to all the toolkits in 
order to be able to produce a Meta model description which could be afterwards 
deployed or transformed. We are going to introduce widgets that: 
 Introduce a behavior not available in classical widgets. 
 Introduce a complex behavior (a compilation of behavior) not available in 

classical widgets. 
 Introduce constructs that resolve problems in an alternative way. 

 
The RIA Constructs that we gather is the following: 

a. Star field display 
b. Accordion 
c. Carousel 
d. ImageCropper 
e. MovingCovers 
f. Mosaic 
g. ImagePuzzle 
h. AlphaSlider 
i. Dock bar 
j. Clustermap 
k. 3D Cloud  
l. Zoom Menu  
m. Dashboard 
n. Tag clouds 
o. TimeLine 

 
Note:RIA membership features are explained in annex A.  
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Classification of components to explore for RIAs 
 
Name  Star field display
Definition  Star field display aids to visualize information which is dispersed 

over multiple dimensions. That is a scatter diagram is provided 
in order to display information [Usab09]. Nevertheless, more da-
ta is described by the introduction of coding schemes (color and 
shape among others) in order to express other dimensions.  
These schemes overcome the limitations of the 2D space to 
show more complex arrangements of data. The job of the cod-
ing scheme is generating clusters of information according to 
different criteria. 
Coding schemes. The coding schemes allow us to introduce 
more dimensions and also to express visually relationships be-
tween data items which could be exploited by the user for re-
viewing the information searching for semantic insights (i.e., da-
ta mining) [Ahlb92]. Finally, we have to take into consideration 
the order of precision in terms of the nature of the variables to 
be measured (in terms of three dimensions: quantitative,  ordinal 
and nominal)[Mack86]

Goal Display huge quantities of information through a 2D spatial ar-
rangement. Moreover, the number of dimensions is disguised 
(mapped into) coding schemes in order to reduce the complexity 
of the data presented to the user.

Context of 
Use 

When the information dimensions to be used are more than 
three and/or the quantity of elements (and their attributes) to be 
display overcomes usability criteria [Boda94a] of other display 
widgets (radio button and select box among others). 

Operations 
Drill 
Down/Up 
 

Drilling down or up is a specific analytical technique whereby 
the user navigates among levels of data ranging from the most 
summarized (up) to the most detailed (down)[Codd93]. 

Roll-up  
 

A roll-up involves computing all of the data relationships for 
one or more dimensions. To do this, a computational relation-
ship or formula might be defined.[Codd93]

zoom To go into detail views of the information (especially, when the 
amount of information is so relevant that is mandatory a close 
review of section of the data).
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Scale To go into panoramic views of the information 

Pivot To change the dimensional orientation of a report or page dis-
play. 

Navigation Navigation is a term used to describe the processes employed by 
users to explore a cube interactively by drilling, pivoting and ro-
tating 

RIA Mem-
bership 

DR PC AD MU CF UL PT
++ ++ ++ ++ - + ++

Elements 
starField It is composed by a set of star tracks where informational ele-

ments of more than two dimensions are represented. 
Attributes Range / Values 
xRulerSize (integ-
er)[1..n] 

Specifies the 
main slider ruler 
of the star field.  

Can be defined from 
integer 1 to the infi-
nite.  A xRulerS-
ize=10 means a ruler 
divided in ten points.  

Feedback Level Syntactic  
YRulerSize 
[1..n](integer) 

Specifies the 
number of star 
containers. 

Can be defined from 
integer 1 to the infi-
nite.  

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
StarDensity [0..n] (in-
teger) 

Allows narrow-
ing the number 
of informational 
dots depending 
on a series of cri-
teria. 

Can be defined from 
integer 1 to the infi-
nite. StarDensity = 1 
means that only one 
star could be in a 
X,Y position, while a 
value of two means  
that two stars could 
share that position. 

Feedback Level Syntactic  
starTrack Composes a star Field. It is a container in itself and it is com-

posed by stars (informational dots) but it must always be part of 
a star Field. 
Attributes Range / 

Values 
xIndex [1..n]  Designates the line num- Can be de-
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(integer) ber of the starTrack.  fined from 
integer 1 to 
the infinite. 

Feedback Level Syntactic  
track Title  
(string) 

Provides a description of 
the starTrack .

String 

Feedback Level Syntactic  
trackCategory 
 (string) 

Describes the  group of re-
lated elements from the 
starTrack  

String 

Feedback Level Syntactic  
Star Composes a starTrack. It is an atomic element and it must al-

ways be part of a startrack.
Attributes Range / 

Values 
xPosition  
(integer) 

Designates position of the 
informational dot inside 
the track 

Can be de-
fined from 
integer 1 to 
the infinite. 

Feedback Level Syntactic  
starToolTip  
(string) 

Provides a description of 
the star value and name.

text 

Feedback Level Syntactic  

isVisible  
(boolean) 

Indicates if a star is visible 
or not depending on the 
starDensity criteria.

True or 
false 

Feedback Level Syntactic  
IsSelected  
(Boolean) 

Indicates if a star is se-
lected or not depending on 
the starDensity criteria or 
other selection methods.

True or 
false 

Feedback Level Syntactic  
Facsimile 
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Examples 
URL http://www.mobalpa.com/v5/site/#prix/cuisine/ce_qui_fait_l

e_prix_d_une_cuisine/8273
Description This is a webapp for calculate the price of the kitchens accord-

ing to different configurations and models. 
 

 

URL http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/spotfire/dotfire.gif 
associated to: www.learn.umd.edu

Description This tool allows searching for resource for high school teachers 
in the associated link. The coding scheme is as follows: red for 
videos, green for web pages among others. 
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Name  Accordion 
Definition The accordion component is an item container conformed by 

children sections which are collapsed or expanded in order to 
show or hide their content. The selected item is available while the 
others are restrained [Newt08] [Powe07]. 

Goal This component is used to optimize the available space for infor-
mation in terms of multiple panes or movable sections. 

Context 
of Use 

When the available space is shared between alternative contents in 
order to establish a presentation order besides a navigation struc-
ture between different contents.      

Operations 
 None mandatory 
RIA Membership criteria 
DR PC AD MU CF UL PT 

++ ++ ++ + - + - 

Elements 
Accor- Composes a collapsible and expandable content pane.  It’s con-
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dion formed by accordion items [Jque10]
Attributes Range / Values 
Activate (integer) Activate a con-

tent part of the 
Accordion pro-
grammatically 

Can be defined from 
integer 1 to the infi-
nite in order to indi-
cate the index value 
of the pane 

Linguistic Level Syntactic 
VerticalOrientation 
(boolean) 

Specifies if the 
inner sections 
are positioned in 
vertical or hori-
zontal fashion 

True or false. Exam-
ple: if verticalOrienta-
tion=false, the accor-
dion items are going 
to be displayed in a 
horizontal disposition   

Linguistic Level Syntactic 
isEnable (boolean) Enables the se-

lected accordion
True/false 

Linguistic Level Syntactic 
Elements 
Accordion 

item 
Composes an accordion content pane. It is an atomic element and 
it must always be part of an accordion.
Attributes Range / Values 
Activate (integer) Activate a con-

tent part of the 
Accordion pro-
grammatically

Can be defined from 
integer 1 to the infi-
nite 

Linguistic Level Syntactic 
collapsible(boolean) Indicates the 

status of closa-
ble or not of the 
selected section

True or false 

Linguistic Level Syntactic 
Header(string) Specifies the in-

formation to be 
displayed as title  
in a section

String 

Linguistic Level Syntactic 
 AccordionItemCon- Specifies the in- String
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tent 
(string) 

formation to be 
contained in the 
accordion item.
Linguistic Level Syntactic 

Facsimile 
 

 

Examples 
URL http://docs.jquery.com/UI/Accordion/accordion#options 
Example 1  This is an accordion component from the jquery library [Jque09] 

 

 

URL http://stickmanlabs.com/accordion/
Example 2 This is an accordion component from the scriptaculous library 

[Scri09] 
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Name   Carousel 
Definition  The carousel component is an item container which allows conti-

nuous and optionally circular browsing between items (vertically 
or horizontally) in order to present them to the user [YUI10]. 

Goal Besides display information in a compact fashion, the main goal 
is showing an ordered list of visual elements to be observed by 
the user. No more interaction is demanded. 

Context 
of Use 

When the space is an issue or when the information is display in 
visual elements (pictures, video, animations)

Operations 
 None mandatory
RIA 
Member-
ship 

DR PC AD MU CF UL PT 
++ ++ ++ ++ - + ++ 

Elements 
Carousel 
 

Composes a circular browsing pane.  It’s conformed by carousel 
items and a navigation set [YUI10].
Attributes Range / Values 
Header(string) Specifies the in-

formation to be 
displayed as title

String 

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
isEnable (boolean) Enables the se-

lected accordion 
True/false 
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Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
Carousel 
item 

Composes a carousel content section. It is an atomic element and 
it must always be part of a carousel. [YUI10].
Attributes Range / Values 
firstVisible  
(integer) 

The index to start 
the Carousel from 
(indices begin 
from zero) 

Can be defined 
from integer 1 to 
the infinite in or-
der to indicate the 
index value of the 
carousel item 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
numVisible 
 (integer) 

The number of 
visible items in 
the Carousel win-
dow

Can be defined 
from integer 1 to 
the infinite 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
scrollIncrement 
(integer) 
 

The number of 
items to scroll by 
for arrow keys. 

Can be defined 
from integer 1 to 
the infinite in or-
der to indicate the 
carousel items to 
be move it 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
selectedItem 
(integer) 

The number of 
items to be 
scrolled by arrow 
keys or navigation 
controls. 

Can be defined 
from integer 1 to 
the infinite in or-
der to indicate the 
index value of the 
carousel item 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
revealAmount 
(integer) 
 

The percentage of 
the item to be re-
vealed on each 
side of the Carou-
sel (before and af-
ter the first and 
last item in the 
Carousel's win-
dow.)

Can be defined 
from integer 1 to 
100 in order to 
indicate the 
amount of items 
to be displayed. 
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Linguistic Level Syntactic  
isCircular 
(boolean) 

Boolean to enable 
continuous scrol-
ling of elements in 
the Carousel.

True or false 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
isVertical 
(boolean) 

Boolean to enable 
vertical orienta-
tion of the Carou-
sel Widget

True or false 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
animationSpeed 
(integer) 
 

The speed 
attribute takes the 
value in seconds 

the number of 
milliseconds to 
run the animation 
(e.g. 400) 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
animationEffect 
(integer) 
 

The speed 
attribute takes the 
value in seconds 

the number of 
milliseconds to 
run the animation 
(e.g. 400) 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
autoPlay 
(integer) 
 
 

Set this time in 
milli-seconds to 
have the Carousel 
scroll the ele-
ments automati-
cally

the number of 
milliseconds to 
run the animation 
(e.g. 400) if zero 
the autoPlay is 
deactivated 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
numItems 
(integer) 
 

Set the number of 
items in the Ca-
rousel

Can be defined 
from integer 1 to 
the infinite 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
Navigation 

Set 

Composed by a set of items (normally buttons) that are used to 
control the navigation within the collection of carousel items. 
Attributes Range / Values 
navigationSet 
(array of objects) 

The set of naviga-
tion controls for 
the Carousel 

The set of naviga-
tion controls by de-
fault is a set of but-
tons but this confi-
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guration could be 
overridden with 
your own set of 
items 

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
Facsimile 
 

 

Examples 
URL http://www.prototype-ui.com/
Descrip-
tion 

 

URL http://developer.yahoo.com/yui/examples/carousel/csl_circular
_source.html 

Descrip-
tion 
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Name  ImageCropper
Definition  This component gives you an interactive interface for getting 

the dimensions to crop an image. The picture is treated as scat-
ter diagram where the navigation will provide the initial and fi-
nal coordinates (a rectangle area) to be selected for zooming or 
cropping purposes [YUI10a].

Goal Select (and cut) a section over an image in order to inform the 
system about user interest in a specific area.

Context of 
Use 

When a focus process is needed and the user needs to define 
an specific section over an image (a map, picture, blue print, 
etc). 

Operations 
 None mandatory
RIA Mem-
bership 

DR PC AD MU CF UL PT 
++ ++ ++ ++ - - + 

 

Elements 
imageCropper This component specifies the needed parameters in order to 

define a selection inside an area.
Attributes Range / Values 
initialXY 
(integer,integer) 
 

Specifies the X,Y 
position that we 
need to set the ini-
tial cutting point 

Can be defined 
from integer 1 
to the infinite in 
X,Y over the 
natural numbers  

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
finalXY 
(integer,integer) 
 

Specifies the X,Y 
coordinates  needed 
to set the final cut-
ting point 

Can be defined 
from integer 1 
to the infinite in 
X,Y over the 
natural numbers  

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
useKeys(boolean) Should we use the 

Arrow keys to posi-
tion the crop ele-
ment

True or false 

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
status Show the Resize The quantity 
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(string) 
 

Utility status and nature of 
this information 
is leaved to the 
designer. For in-
stance, the val-
ues of the initial 
and final coor-
dinates.  

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
minHeight 
(integer) 

Defines the minim-
al value of the Y 
axis for the selec-
tion area

Can be defined 
from integer 1 
to the infinite. 

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
minWidth 
(integer) 

Defines the minim-
al value of the X 
axis for the selec-
tion area

Can be defined 
from integer 1 
to the infinite. 

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
 
Facsimile 
 

 

Examples 
URL http://developer.yahoo.com/yui/imagecropper/ 

Description  
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URL http://imagecropper.com/
Description  

 

 
 
 
Name  MovingCovers
Definition  This component supplies a set of elements which are used to 

block or obscure the visualization of the underneath sec-
tion/information. The covering elements could be any type of 
pictures or simple shapes, for instance a set of colored rectan-
gles [Orth09]. 

Goal Cover partially information from the user for privacy, amuse-
ment or marketing reasons

Context of 
Use 

The primary use is in situation where the user should know 
about existence of some area/section but according to some 
constraints is not available in this moment. The main applica-
tion of this component is for marketing uses when the user 
curiosity is tented with samples of the information,  

Operations 
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 None mandatory
RIA Member-
ship 

DR PC AD MU CF UL PT 
++ ++ ++ ++ - - + 

 

Elements 
MovingCovers This component creates a curtain to cover information. This 

cover is a decorative layer.
Attributes Range / Values 
horizontalItems 
(integer) 

The amount of 
items to distri-
buted over the 
width of the un-
derneath section 

Can be defined from 
integer 1 to the infi-
nite. For instance hori-
zontalItems=10 means 
ten elements to be dis-
played over the width 
of the underneath sec-
tion.

Linguistic  Level Syntactic 
VerticalItems 
(integer) 

The amount of 
items to distri-
buted over the 
height of the 
underneath sec-
tion 

Can be defined from 
integer 1 to the infi-
nite. For instance Ver-
ticalItems=10 means 
ten elements to be dis-
played over the height 
of the underneath sec-
tion.

Linguistic  Level Syntactic 
CurtainItem 
(image Compo-
nent) 

The individual 
elements can be 
represented as 
simple shapes, 
but may also 
contain complex 
figures

It is an image compo-
nent which is going to 
be part of a set. All the 
features are inherited 
from the image com-
ponent.    

Radius 
(integer) 

Specifies the 
percentage of 
CurtainItems 
which are af-
fected by the fly-
ing over of the 

Can be defined from 
integer 1 to 100 in or-
der to indicate the 
amount of items to be 
affected. 
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pointer
Linguistic  Level Syntactic 

Related to Data Curtains||Curtain layer
Facsimile 
 Note: (a) Original disposition with closed curtain (initial state), 

(b) with the aid of the pointer the curtain is temporally re-
moved allowing the display of the hidden information. 

 

 
Examples 
URL http://www.orthogonal.com.au/computers/boxes/ 
Description  
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Name  Mosaic 
Definition  This component combines multiple small elements to re-

built an image (an alternative modus operandi is taking 
these small elements in order to display a pattern or figure, 
but this style is not treated here). These elements could be 
in the form of photographs (images) or simple colored 
shapes.  Formally, this is a process of tessellation over a 
plane with a collection of plane figures that covers the 
plane with no overlaps neither gaps [Grun87].

Goal Display the information in an alternative fashion with the 
possibility of using such arrangement for searching or na-
vigating through an element list

Context of Use For manipulation of images and for marketing purposes 
Operations 
GetMasterImage Recovering the main image (with its path) to be used as 

guide for the mosaic
GetRenderImages Recovering the set of images to be used as  construction 

elements
RIA Membership DR PC AD MU CF UL PT 

++ ++ - ++ - - + 
 

Elements 
Mosaic This component creates a curtain to cover information. 

This cover is a decorative layer.
Attributes Range / Values 
MaximumSizePixels 
(integer) 

The amount of 
pixels (area) to 
be covered by 
the picture ele-
ments  

Can be defined 
from integer 1 to 
the infinite in 
order to indicate 
the maximum 
area to be consi-
dered 

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
RotationAngle 
(integer) 

The amount of 
degrees to be al-
lowed in the ro-
tation of the 
covering picture 

Can be defined 
from integer 1 to 
the 360  
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elements
Linguistic  Level Syntactic  

TargetWidth 
(integer) 

Specifies the 
width of the fi-
nal result under 
the considered 
measure  units  

Can be defined 
from integer 1 to 
the infinite  

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
TargetHeight 
(integer) 

Specifies the 
height of the fi-
nal result under 
the considered 
measure  units  

Can be defined 
from integer 1 to 
the infinite  

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
OriginaImage 
(imageComponent) 

The image to be 
used as to re-
built the original 
picture 

It is an image 
component to 
be defined by 
the current 
technology. For 
instance, JPG 
format 

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
RenderImages 
(array of imagecom-
ponent) 

The images to 
be used to re-
built the original 
picture 

These are image 
components to 
be defined by 
the current 
technology. For 
instance, JPG 
format 

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
Facsimile 
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Note: In this minimalistic example the mosaic is confirm-
ing a letter “H” pattern.

Examples 
URL http://mosaicmaniac.com/?c=TabInfo
Description  

 
URL http://www.adelaider.com/image-mosaic/
Description 
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Name  ImagePuzzle 
Definition  This component mimics the behavior of a physical puzzle [Delf93] 

where the user has to organize pieces in a specific order to pro-
duce a desired configuration (solution)

Goal Amusement of the user
Context of 
Use 

For manipulation of images and marketing purposes 

Operations 
GetMaste-
rImage 

Recovering the main image (with its path) to be used as guide for 
the mosaic 

Scram-
bleImage 

Provides a new configuration of the puzzle 

ResetI-
mage 

Reset the image to its correct disposition (i.e., show the solution) 

RIA 
Member-
ship 

DR PC AD MU CF UL PT 
++ ++ - ++ - - + 

Elements 
Image-
Puzzle 

This component creates a curtain to cover information. This cover 
is a decorative layer.
Attributes Range / Values 
PuzzleDimension 
(integer) 

The amount of 
elements that the 
puzzle will have 
in height and 
width (in order to 
display a configu-
ration ) 

Can be defined 
from integer 1 to 
the infinite. Note: 
here always the 
width=height. This 
to produce square 
puzzles.  

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
MasterImage 
(imageComponent) 

The image to be 
used as to rebuilt 
the original pic-
ture 

It is an image 
component to be 
defined by the cur-
rent technology. 
For instance, JPG 
format 

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
BlankTile Specifies if one of True or False 
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(boolean) the sections is 
going to be re-
placed by a blank 
section. This is 
done in order to 
use a well known 
type of puzzle 
(the n-puzzle 
[Error! Refer-
ence source not 
found.])
Linguistic  Level Syntactic  

Movestatus 
(string) 
 

Show the current 
amount of moves 
done  by the user 
in her quest for 
resolve the puzzle 
(within a tooltip 
box component)

The quantity and 
nature of this in-
formation is leaved 
to the designer. 
For instance, a 
simple counter of 
the user moves.  

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
 
Facsimile 
 Note: (a) Original disposition with ordered sec-

tion of the image (initial state), (b) after the ex-
ecution of the scramble operation the sections 
are mixed up. The user has to reorder to the im-
age with drag and drop primitive operations with 
the aid of the pointer or arrow keys. There is also 
a status control in order to generate a history of 
the moves performed by the user. The image was 
recovered from [Free09]. 
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Examples 
URL http://www.silverlightshow.net/showcase/Puzzl

eGame/PuzzleGame.html
Description  

 

         

 

URL http://wiki.github.com/madrobby/scriptaculous
/puzzle-demo

Description This is an example showing how to implement a 
simple puzzle game with script.aculo.us 
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Name  AlphaSlider 
Defi-
nition  

This component is built by labels (with some order method. For in-
stance, alphabetically ordered or ruler-based) over a slider with one or 
two slider thumbs (to constraint the search) and two arrows 
(left/right) to traverse through the slider information. This widget is 
equivalent to a drop-down listbox [Ahlb94].

Goal  
The purpose of this component is taking advantage of the available 
space in order to save screen space. Also to help users to do more ef-
ficient search requests.

Con-
text of 
Use 

For manipulation of ordered collections of data in small spaces or qu-
asi text situations 

Operations 
 Non mandatory 
RIA 
Mem-
ber-
ship 

DR PC AD MU CF UL PT 
++ ++ ++ ++ - - + 

Elements 
Alphas
phas-

This component provides a concrete tool for alphabetic search re-
quests 
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lider Attributes Range / Values 
 
isHorizontal 
(boolean) 

Specifies the horizon-
tal disposition of the 
component if it is ac-
tived

True or false 

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
MaxSlider 
(integer) 

Specifies the maximal 
value of the slider 

Can be defined from 
integer 1 to the infi-
nite, and its value 
should be at least 
MinSlider + 1  

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
MinSlider 
(integer) 

Specifies the minimal 
value of the slider 

Can be defined from 
integer 0 or 1 to the 
infinite  

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
MinValue 
(integer) 

Specifies the minimal 
value of the slider 
thumb 

Can be defined from 
integer 1 to the infi-
nite in order to indi-
cate the index value 
of the thumb 

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
MaxValue  
(integer) 

Specifies the maximal 
value of the slider 
thumb 

Can be defined from 
integer 1 to the infi-
nite in order to indi-
cate the index value 
of the thumb (its 
value should be at 
least MinValue + 1) 

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
RulerType 
(A..Z|integer) 

Specifies a alphabetic 
or integer order of 
the ruler

Can be defined from 
A..Z or integer 1 to 
the infinite  

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
 
Facsimile 
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Examples 
URL http://psychology.wichita.edu/hci/projects/slider2.ht

m 
Description  

 

URL http://www.sapdesignguild.org/community/book_peo
ple/visualization/controls/alphaslider.htm 

Description 

 

 
 
Name  Dock bar 
Definition  This component provides an icon bar where a certain collection 

of short cuts is organized by the system in order to provide the 
user with easy to find place for launching and switching between 
applications or traversing ordered/unordered lists of elements 
[Mcgu02]. 

Goal Helps users to traverse easily a list of elements with special em-
phasis in the temporal maximization of the size for clarifying the 
selection of specific items

Context of For manipulation of ordered collections of data in small spaces 
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Use where the graphical attributes (e.g., icons/ pictures) are available 
or dominants. 

Operations 
 Non mandatory
RIA Mem-
bership 

DR PC AD MU CF UL PT 
++ ++ ++ ++ - - +

Elements 
Dock bar This component creates an icon bar

Attributes Range / Values 
firstVisible  
(integer) 

The index to start 
the Carousel 
from (indices be-
gin from zero) 

Can be defined 
from integer 1 
to the infinite in 
order to indi-
cate the index 
value of the 
dock item 

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
numVisible 
 (integer) 

The number of 
visible items in 
the Carousel 
window

Can be defined 
from integer 1 
to the infinite 

scrollIncrement 
(integer) 
 

The number of 
items to scroll by 
for arrow keys. 

Can be defined 
from integer 1 
to the infinite in 
order to indi-
cate the dock 
bar items to be 
move it 

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
selectedItem 
(integer) 

The number of 
items to be 
scrolled by arrow 
keys or naviga-
tion controls. 

Can be defined 
from integer 1 
to the infinite in 
order to indi-
cate the index 
value of the 
dock  item 

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
RenderImages 
(array of imagecompo-

The images/icons 
to be used to 

These are image 
components to 
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nent/ 
iconComponent) 

represent the list be defined by 
the current 
technology. For 
instance, JPG 
format 

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
Generaliza-
tion 

Carousel || dock bar 

Facsimile 
 Note: (a) Original disposition with ordered section of the 

image (initial state), (b) after the execution of the selection 
operation. The user action triggers the modification in size 
of the selected element, as well as, the nearest neighbors. 

 

Examples 
URL http://redstudio.moma.org/interactives/remix/index_f.html 
Description 

       

URL http://www.dgp.toronto.edu/~mjmcguff/research/expandingTargets/ 
Description  
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Name  Clustermap
Definition  This component takes a plane (an image map) and de-

pending on the needs of the designers and users present 
markers over the plane in order to represent information 
relevant of the user [Clus09].

Goal Show information in a compressive way according to 
geographical context

Context of Use For manipulation of images and marketing purposes and 
where the geographical context is a mandatory issue 

Operations 
GetMasterImage Request  the map image from the user
GetMarkerPoints Define or recover the position of the markers
RIA Member-
ship 

DR PC AD MU CF UL PT 
++ ++ ++ ++ - - + 

Elements 
Clustermap This component creates a curtain to cover information. 

This cover is a decorative layer.
Attributes Range / 

Values 
 Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
LabelofMarkerPoints 
(array of string values) 

Specifies a title of a 
marker according 
to constraints de-
fined by the de-
signer

string 

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
hide (boolean) Show or hide the 

markers over the 
map

True or 
false 

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
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DensityofMarkerPoints 
(array of integer values)

Specifies the rele-
vancy of a marker 
according to con-
straints defined by 
the designer 

Can be 
defined 
from in-
teger 1 
to the 
infinite 

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
MarkerPoints  
(array of imagecompo-
nents) 

The position and 
imagecomponents 
of the markers to 
be used over the 
map 

These 
are im-
age 
compo-
nents to 
be de-
fined by 
the cur-
rent 
technol-
ogy. For 
instance, 
JPG 
format 

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
  
Facsimile 
 

 

Examples 
URL http://www.clustrmaps.com/index.htm
Description  
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Name   3D Cloud  
Definition  The 3DCloud component is an item container which allows 

continuous and optionally spherical browsing between items 
(vertically or horizontally) in order to present them to the user 
[Royt09]. 

Goal Besides display information in a compact fashion, the main 
goal is showing an ordered list of visual elements to be ob-
served by the user. No more interaction is demanded.  

Context of 
Use 

When the space is an issue or when the information is display 
in visual elements

Operations 
 None mandatory
RIA Member-
ship 

DR PC AD MU CF UL PT 
++ ++ ++ ++ - + ++ 

 

Elements 
3D Cloud 
 

Composes a spherical browsing pane.  It’s conformed by 3D 
cloud items and a navigation set.
Attributes Range / Values 
Header(string) Specifies the in-

formation to be 
displayed as title

String 

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
isEnable (boolean) Enables the se-

lected accordion 
True/false 

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
3D Cloud 
item 

Composes a 3D cloud content section. It is an atomic element 
and it must always be part of a 3D cloud [Royt09]. 
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Attributes Range / Values 
firstVisible  
(integer) 

The index to 
start the 
3DCloud from 
(indices begin 
from zero) 

Can be defined 
from integer 1 to 
the infinite in order 
to indicate the in-
dex value of the 
3DCloud item 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
numVisible 
 (integer) 

The number of 
visible items in 
the 3DCloud 
window

Can be defined 
from integer 1 to 
the infinite 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
scrollIncrement 
(integer) 
 

The number of 
items to scroll by 
for arrow keys. 

Can be defined 
from integer 1 to 
the infinite in order 
to indicate the 
3DCloud items to 
be move it 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
selectedItem 
(integer) 

The number of 
items to be 
scrolled by arrow 
keys or naviga-
tion controls. 

Can be defined 
from integer 1 to 
the infinite in order 
to indicate the in-
dex value of the 
3DCloud item 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
revealAmount 
(integer) 
 

The percentage 
of the item to be 
revealed on each 
side of the 
3DCloud (before 
and after the first 
and last item in 
the 3DCloud’s 
window.)

Can be defined 
from integer 1 to 
100 in order to in-
dicate the amount 
of items to be dis-
played. 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
isCircular 
(boolean) 

Boolean to ena-
ble continuous 

True or false 
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scrolling of ele-
ments in the Ca-
rousel.
Linguistic Level Syntactic  

isVertical 
(boolean) 

Boolean to ena-
ble vertical 
orientation of 
the 3DCloud 
Widget

True or false 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
animationSpeed 
(integer) 
 

The speed 
attribute takes 
the value in 
seconds

the number of mil-
liseconds to run 
the animation (e.g. 
400)

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
animationEffect 
(integer) 
 

The speed 
attribute takes 
the value in 
seconds

the number of mil-
liseconds to run 
the animation (e.g. 
400)

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
autoPlay 
(integer) 
 
 

Set this time in 
milli-seconds to 
have the 
3DCloud scroll 
the elements au-
tomatically

the number of mil-
liseconds to run 
the animation (e.g. 
400) if zero the au-
toPlay is deacti-
vated

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
numItems 
(integer) 
 

Set the number 
of items in the 
3DCloud

Can be defined 
from integer 1 to 
the infinite 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
Navigation 
Set 

Composed by a set of items (normally buttons) that are used 
to control the navigation within the collection of carousel 
items. 
Attributes Range / Values 
navigationSet 
(array of objects) 

The set of navi-
gation controls 
for the 3DCloud 

The set of naviga-
tion controls by de-
fault is a set of but-
tons but this confi-
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guration could be 
overridden with 
your own set of 
items 

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
Generalization Carousel || 3D cloud
Facsimile 
 

 

Examples 
URL http://www.dadyal.info/?tag=roytanck-my-flickr-widget 
Description  

 

 
 
Name   Zoom Menu 
Definition  The Zoom Menu component is an item container which al-

lows continuous and optionally spherical browsing between 
items (vertically or horizontally) in order to present them to 
the user [Royt09].

Goal Besides display information in a compact fashion, the main 
goal is showing an ordered list of visual elements to be ob-
served by the user. No more interaction is demanded.  
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Context of 
Use 

When the space is an issue or when the information is display 
in visual elements

Operations 
 None mandatory
RIA Member-
ship 

DR PC AD MU CF UL PT 
++ ++ ++ ++ - + ++ 

 

Elements 
Zoom Menu 
root 
 

Composes a spherical browsing pane.  It’s conformed by 3D 
cloud items and a navigation set.
Attributes Range / Values 
Header(string) Specifies the in-

formation to be 
displayed as title

String 

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
isEnable (boo-
lean) 

Enables the se-
lected accordion 

True/false 

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
Zoom Menu 
child 
 

Composes a Zoom Menu content section. It is an atomic ele-
ment and it must always be part of a Zoom Menu [Royt09]. 
Attributes Range / Values 
firstVisible  
(integer) 

The index to start 
the 3DCloud 
from (indices be-
gin from zero) 

Can be defined 
from integer 1 to 
the infinite in order 
to indicate the index 
value of the 
3DCloud item 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
numVisible 
 (integer) 

The number of 
visible items in 
the 3DCloud 
window

Can be defined 
from integer 1 to 
the infinite 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
scrollIncrement 
(integer) 
 

The number of 
items to scroll by 
for arrow keys. 

Can be defined 
from integer 1 to 
the infinite in order 
to indicate the 
3DCloud items to 
be move it 
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Linguistic Level Syntactic  
selectedItem 
(integer) 

The number of 
items to be 
scrolled by arrow 
keys or navigation 
controls. 

Can be defined 
from integer 1 to 
the infinite in order 
to indicate the index 
value of the 
3DCloud item 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
revealAmount 
(integer) 
 

The percentage of 
the item to be re-
vealed on each 
side of the 
3DCloud (before 
and after the first 
and last item in 
the 3DCloud’s 
window.)

Can be defined 
from integer 1 to 
100 in order to indi-
cate the amount of 
items to be dis-
played. 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
isCircular 
(boolean) 

Boolean to enable 
continuous scrol-
ling of elements 
in the Carousel.

True or false 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
isVertical 
(boolean) 

Boolean to enable 
vertical orienta-
tion of the 
3DCloud Widget

True or false 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
animationSpeed 
(integer) 
 

The speed 
attribute takes the 
value in seconds

the number of milli-
seconds to run the 
animation (e.g. 400) 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
animationEffect 
(integer) 
 

The speed 
attribute takes the 
value in seconds

the number of milli-
seconds to run the 
animation (e.g. 400) 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
autoPlay 
(integer) 
 

Set this time in 
milli-seconds to 
have the 3DCloud 

the number of milli-
seconds to run the 
animation (e.g. 400) 
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 scroll the ele-
ments automati-
cally

if zero the autoPlay 
is deactivated 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
numItems 
(integer) 
 

Set the number of 
items in the 
3DCloud

Can be defined 
from integer 1 to 
the infinite 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
Navigation 
Set 

Composed by a set of items (normally buttons) that are used 
to control the navigation within the collection of carousel 
items. 
Attributes Range / Values 
navigationSet 
(array of objects) 

The set of naviga-
tion controls for 
the 3DCloud 

The set of naviga-
tion controls by de-
fault is a set of but-
tons but this confi-
guration could be 
overridden with your 
own set of items  

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
Generalization Carousel || 3D cloud
Facsimile 
 

 

Examples 
URL http://relevare.com/site/
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Description 

 

 
 
Name   Dashboard 
Definition  The Dashboard is an item container which allows continuous 

and focusing between them in order to present them to the 
user [Appl09].

Goal Besides display information in a compact fashion, the main 
goal is showing an ordered list of visual elements to be ex-
ecuted by the user. Interaction is possible between the items 
(widgets).   

Context of 
Use 

When the space is an issue or when the information is display 
in visual elements. Also when there is the need to execute mi-
nimal applications  

Operations 
 None mandatory
RIA Member-
ship 

DR PC AD MU CF UL PT 
++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ 

 

Elements 
Dashboard 
root 
 

Composes a window-like container.  It’s conformed by widget-
like items.  
Attributes Range / Values 
Header(string) Specifies the in-

formation to be 
displayed as title

String 

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
isEnable (boolean) Enables the se-

lected dashboard 
True/false 

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
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Dashboard 
child 
 

Composes a Dashboard content item. It is an atomic element 
and it must always be part of a Dashboard [Appl09]. 
Attributes Range / Values 
firstVisible  
(integer) 

The index to start 
the Dashboard 
from (indices be-
gin from zero) 

Can be defined 
from integer 1 to 
the infinite in order 
to indicate the index 
value of the Dash-
board item 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
numVisible 
 (integer) 

The number of 
visible items in 
the Dashboard 
window

Can be defined 
from integer 1 to 
the infinite 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
width 
(integer) 
 

The initial width 
of the widget 

Can be defined 
from integer 1 to 
the infinite  

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
height 
(integer) 

The initial height 
of the widget 

Can be defined 
from integer 1 to 
the infinite  

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
isSelected 
(boolean) 
 

Indicates if the 
item is selected or 
not

True or false 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
bundleName 
(String) 

Name of code 
package

A text string defined 
by developer  

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
Generalization Dashboard  
Facsimile 
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Examples 
URL http://www.laszlosystems.com/lps/sample-

apps/dashboard/dashboard.lzo?lzt=html
Description  

 

 
 
Name   Tag clouds 
Definition  The tag cloud component is a tag container which shows an 

arrangement of tags which are sorted by weight [Halv07]. 

Goal Besides display information in a compact fashion, the main 
goal is showing an ordered list of visual elements to be ob-
served by the user. No more interaction is demanded.  

Context of 
Use 

When the space is an issue or when the information is dis-
play in visual elements

Operations 
 None mandatory
RIA Member- DR PC AD MU CF UL PT 
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ship ++ - - - -+ + + 
 

Elements 
Tag cloud 
root 
 

Composes a rectangular layout of text.  It’s conformed by tag 
items 
Attributes Range / Values 
Header(string) Specifies the in-

formation to be 
displayed as title

String 

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
isEnable (boolean) Enables the se-

lected tag cloud 
True/false 

Linguistic  Level Syntactic  
Tag cloud 
child 
 

Composes a tag item. It is an atomic element and it must al-
ways be part of a Zoom Menu [Royt09].
Attributes Range / Values 
LabelofTags 
(array of string values)

Specifies tag cap-
tion  

String defined 
according to 
constraints de-
fined by the 
designer 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
numVisible 
 (integer) 

The number of 
visible items in the 
tag cloud window

Can be defined 
from integer 1 
to the infinite 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
MinimalFrequency 
(integer) 

The minimal fre-
quency value of 
tags to be dis-
played

Can be defined 
from integer 1 
to 100 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
SimilarWordGrouping
(boolean) 
 

Activate or deacti-
vate word group-
ing 

True or false 

Linguistic Level Syntactic  
Generalization Carousel || Tag cloud
Facsimile 
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Examples 
URL http://noupe.com/examples/tagcloud/tag-cloud.html 
Description  

 

 
 
 
Name   TimeLine 
Definition  A timeline contains one or more bands, which are related to 

temporal conceived items for example, historical events or 
date related situations [Simi09].

Goal Besides display information in a compact fashion, the main 
goal is showing an ordered list of visual elements to be ob-
served by the user (in terms of temporal constraints). No more 
interaction is demanded. 

Context of 
Use 

When the space is an issue or when the information is display 
in visual elements and the temporal dimension is primordial. 

Operations 
 None mandatory
RIA Member-
ship 

DR PC AD MU CF UL PT 
++ ++ -+ -+ - + -+ 
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Elements 
Timeline root 
 

Composes a windows-like container.  It’s conformed by band 
items  
Attributes Range / Values 
Header(string) Specifies the 

information to 
be displayed as 
title

String 

Linguistic  
Level 

Syntactic  

isEnable (boolean) Enables the se-
lected timeline 

True/false 

Linguistic  
Level 

Syntactic  

Timeline child 
 

Composes a timeline item (or band). It is an atomic element 
and it must always be part of a timeline .
Attributes Range / Values 
ArrayOfEvents 
(array of string values) 

The set of 
events sorted 
by timestamps, 
includes title, 
description and 
timestamps  

Array of objects  

Linguistic Lev-
el

Syntactic  

scrollIncrement 
(integer) 
 

The number of 
items to scroll 
by for arrow 
keys. 

Can be defined 
from integer 1 to 
the infinite in 
order to indicate 
the timeline to 
be move it 

Linguistic Lev-
el

Syntactic  

revealAmount 
(integer) 
 

The percentage 
of the item to 
be revealed on 
each side of 
the 3DCloud 

Can be defined 
from integer 1 to 
100 in order to 
indicate the 
amount of items 
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(before and af-
ter the first and 
last item in the 
3DCloud’s 
window.)

to be displayed. 

Linguistic Lev-
el

Syntactic  

BandMaximalVisibleDate
(date) 

The maximal 
date to be 
show in the 
available space 
of the timeline 
display

Date (time-
stamp) 

Linguistic Lev-
el

Syntactic  

isVertical 
(boolean) 

Boolean to en-
able vertical 
orientation 

True or false 

Linguistic Lev-
el

Syntactic  

BandMinimalVisibleDate 
(date) 
 

The minimal 
date to be 
show in the 
available space 
of the timeline 
display 

Date (time-
stamp) 

Linguistic Lev-
el

Syntactic  

bandMinDate (date) 
 

The minimal 
date to be 
computed in 
the time range  

Date (time-
stamp)  

Linguistic Lev-
el

Syntactic  

BandMAxDate (date) 
 

The maximal 
date to be 
computed in 
the time range  

Date (time-
stamp) 

Linguistic Lev- Syntactic  
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el
numItems 
(integer) 
 

Set the number 
of items in the 
timeline

Can be defined 
from integer 1 to 
the infinite 

Linguistic Lev-
el

Syntactic  

Generalization Time line 
Facsimile 
 

 

Examples 
URL http://www.simile-widgets.org/timeline/
Description  
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Annex E. QOC graphs  
This section includes all the QOC graphs to suggest: (1) a RIA construct in the 
present of a certain CIO with certain features. (2) CIO elements to be instantiated 
if certain conditions, in the criteria set, are fulfilled.  
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Note:  

In this section we have gathered the QOC graphs for the Individual components. 
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This section is devoted to QOCs for the RIA constructs. 
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Annex F. RIA constructs Analy-
sis  

 
 
 
Note: Selection of constructs according to OLIVANOVA patterns. 
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Remarks from the previous table: 
 

i. For a service all arguments belong in only one group so they can’t be star 
tracks. They can’t be stars too because they can be clustered according to 
only one dimension (their groups). 

ii. A slider can also be used to select pre implemented filter choices when 
they are too important to be displayed all at once (consider this as a Slider 
for a Defined Selection of filter choices such as: “display novels of last 
year” ). 

iii. Some examples are available but they are not documented in terms of 
usability or in terms of improving user productivity. 

iv. It is possible to include this but until now is not covered in the available 
implementations. 

v. The usability criteria assumes that a full coverage of the actions to be done 
after the application is necessary but in the examples is not present. 

vi. The constraint is the geo/positional disposition of the objects. 
vii. If it is possible to organize the collections and their elements in terms of 

maps (geo localization). 
viii. The goal of this widget is mostly display information. 
ix. It is possible to include this but until now is not covered in the available 

implementations. 
x. It is possible to include this but until now is not covered in the available 

implementations. 
xi. This is out of the scope of the widget. Therefore, to be specified in the 

ONME class modeling levels. 
xii. The usability criteria assumes that a full coverage of the actions to be done 

after the application is necessary but in the examples is not present. 
xiii. The constraint is the unordered disposition of the elements of the popula-

tion. 
xiv. The goal of this widget is mostly display information. 
xv. The goal of this widget is mostly display general information. 
xvi. It is possible to include this but until now is not covered in the available 

implementations. 
xvii. This is out of the scope of the widget. Therefore, to be specified 

in the ONME class modeling levels. 
xviii. The usability criteria assumes that a full coverage of the actions to 

be done after the application is necessary but in the examples is not 
present 
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xix. Implies a more structured disposition of the population in order to give 
assistance in the navigation or query support   

xx. It is possible to include this but until now is not covered in the available 
implementations. 

xxi. It is possible to include this but until now is not covered in the available 
implementations. 

xxii. This is out of the scope of the widget. Therefore, to be specified 
in the ONME class modeling levels. 

xxiii. The usability criteria assumes that a full coverage of the actions to 
be done after the application is necessary but in the examples is not 
present. 

xxiv. This is a intrinsic attribute of this kind of UI, but is not evident. 
xxv. The main of this element is provided a simple access to different 

services. 
xxvi. If the population is a service list is possible but the integration 

could produce a quick saturation of the display. 
xxvii. It is possible to include this but until now is not covered in the 

available implementations (also it’s important to create inner groups). 
xxviii. It is possible to include this but until now is not covered in the 

available implementations. 
xxix. The initial disposition could include alphabetical, numerical and 

unordered disposition. 
xxx. This is out of the scoop of the widget. Therefore, to be specified 

in the ONME class modeling levels. 
xxxi. The usability criteria assumes that a full coverage of the actions to 

be done after the application is necessary but in the examples is not 
present. 

xxxii. The goal of this widget is mostly display information. 
xxxiii. It is possible to include this but until now is not covered in the 

available implementations. 
xxxiv. Alphabetical, numerical and unordered. 
xxxv. This is out of the scoop of the widget. Therefore, to be specified 

in the ONME class modeling levels. 
xxxvi. The usability criteria assumes that a full coverage of the actions to 

be done after the application is necessary but in the examples is not 
present. 

xxxvii. The constraint  is the temporal attribute that is needed in order to 
define the disposition of the population elements. 
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xxxviii. If it is possible to organize the collections and their elements in 
terms of temporal conditions. 

xxxix. The goal of this widget is mostly display information. 
xl. Always in terms of temporal constraints. 
xli. It is possible to include this but until now is not covered in the available 

implementations. 
xlii. Temporal constraints. 
xliii. This is out of the scope of the widget. Therefore, to be specified 

in the ONME class modeling levels. 
xliv. The usability criteria assumes that a full coverage of the actions to 

be done after the application is necessary but in the examples is not 
present 

 
Code explanation: 

 Not applicable  - 

 Partial coverage -+ 

 Full coverage  ++ 

Header Codes (Olivanova Patterns ): 
 Service  
 Instance  
 Population  
 Master- Detail  
 Entry 
 Defined Selection 
 Argument Grouping 
 Argument Dependency 
 Filter 
 Order Criterion 
 Display Set 
 Available Actions 
 Navigation 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 
M
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Explanation of RIA construct table 
 

Legend 
Context of 
use 

Specifies when, where, and how a RIA construct would be applica-
ble in an ONME pattern, locally or globally 

Constraints Specifies the constraints to be satisfied in order to apply the RIA 
construct in the ONME pattern 

Positive ex-
ample 

Provides an example where the RIA construct is properly, adequate-
ly applied in an ONME pattern (could be also a URL). Examples are 
imaginary unless specified and are applied to a particular website 
(e.g. http://www.amazon.com) to make comparison easier 

Negative ex-
ample 

Provides an example where the RIA construct is not properly, ade-
quately applied in an ONME pattern (could be also a URL) 

Usability 
value 

Specifies the expected level of usability reached by applying the pat-
tern (--, -, +/-, +, or ++) 

Development 
cost 

Quantifies the cost of developing the RIA construct for the con-
cerned ONME pattern (very low, low, moderate, high, very high) 
NB. This can be multiplied if it is possible to implement the RIA 
construct in different environments, via libraries or APIs (e.g. Silver-
light, jQuery) 

  

  

Starfield display for In-
stance pattern
Context of use When there is too much information on a sin-

gle object to be displayed with typical widgets 
(Select Boxes …) and it can be clustered ac-
cording to several dimensions. Partially appli-
cable because we cannot efficiently display 
each kind of information of an individual ob-
ject, this construct is more aimed for interac-
tion

Constraints The instance must have a huge set of attributes 
that can be clustered according to at least two 
dimensions

Positive example Amazon decides to give more information on 
scientific books to convince the customer to 
buy it: after the book has been chosen, a Star-
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field display shows some information to the 
customer about the quantity of information 
that can be found for several subjects. 
Each line contains a word that can be interest-
ing for the user (example: RIA) 
There is a column to show in which chapters 
the word is used, another one for which exam-
ples concern this word, another one for which 
exercises concern this word and a last one for 
which pages contain the word. 
Each occurrence of this information is shown 
in the Starfield display. Colors can be used to 
show how often the word is used (example: a 
red element if the word RIA is used five times 
in a given page, a green one if RIA is used one 
time)

Negative example A Starfield display to show properties of a 
book as the author(s), the year of publication, 
…  
Using another construct to display data directly 
would be more useful

Usability value -: we cannot often easily display the informa-
tion of an individual object in a Starfield display 

Development cost High: allowing to take more than three dimen-
sions into account (use of coding schemes) is 
hard 

Starfield display for popu-
lation pattern
Context of use When the quantity of objects to be displayed is 

too important for typical constructs and they 
can be clustered according to several dimen-
sions. The goal of this widget is to manage a 
population. Therefore, it is fully applicable to 
this pattern

Constraints Lots of objects that can be clustered according 
to at least two dimensions

Positive example After choosing a topic, Amazon allows the user 
to choose a book in a Starfield display where 
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they are sorted by price ranges in abscissa, by 
level of complexity in star tracks. The size of 
the star displays the popularity of a book 
(number of people that have bought them pre-
viously) while its color displays the mean evalu-
ation given by users.

Negative example A Starfield display to select a book for a given 
author where each line corresponds to a title, 
and columns the editors. There shouldn’t be 
enough objects to justify using a Starfield in-
stead of another construct (Alphaslider …) 

Usability value ++: this is the best way to classify a lot of ob-
jects according to one or more attributes 

Development cost High: allowing to take more than three dimen-
sions into account (use of coding schemes) is 
hard

Starfield display for mas-
ter-detail pattern 
Context of use When the quantity of details to be displayed is 

too important for typical constructs and they 
can be clustered according to several dimen-
sions. Fully applicable as a master because it 
is designed mainly to manage a population of 
objects (or attributes)

Constraints Lots of details that can be clustered according 
to at least two dimensions

Positive example The user chooses a book in a Starfield display 
for population pattern (see the positive exam-
ple for this pattern), then a popup with more 
information about the book is shown  

Negative example See negative example for population pattern 
Usability value +/-: depending on the coding scheme, it may 

be easy or hard to find and chose a specific de-
tail

Development cost High: allowing to take more than three dimen-
sions into account (use of coding schemes) is 
hard

Starfield display for filter
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pattern 
Context of use When the quantity of objects to be displayed is 

too important for typical constructs and they 
can be clustered according to several dimen-
sions. Fully applicable because a value of a 
dimension can easily be chosen to be removed 
from the Starfield display, but needs more im-
plementation. It is also possible to implement a 
functionality to remove stars one by one or by 
groups (see the example).

Constraints Lots of objects that can be clustered according 
to at least two dimensions

Positive example Let’s use the positive example of a Starfield 
display for population pattern with the follow-
ing functionalities: the user can click on a price 
range or a level of complexity to remove (or 
reactivate) each corresponding star. Below, 
there is a legend of sizes of stars used to display 
in which range of popularity each book be-
longs. The user can click on a star in this legend 
to remove all stars of a chosen range of popu-
larity from the Starfield display. Clicking on a 
legend is better than clicking on a single object 
because it makes a distinction between coding 
schemes: the user can do the same for the 
mean evaluation by clicking on the colors in the 
legend. The user can also click directly on a star 
in the Starfield display to remove it or make a 
mouse selection to remove a group. 

Negative example See the negative example for population pat-
tern

Usability value ++: if the implementation of the filter is the 
one of the positive example and the user is 
aware of the functionality, it is the simplest way 
for the user to select items to display manually 
or following a group criterion

Development cost Very High: allowing to take more than three 
dimensions into account (use of coding 
schemes) is hard and additional functionalities 
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have to be implemented
Starfield display for order 
criterion pattern 
Context of use When the quantity of objects to be displayed is 

too important for typical constructs and they 
can be clustered according to several dimen-
sions. Fully applicable because every dimen-
sion (axis and coding schemes) can be ordered, 
but it needs more implementation

Constraints Lots of objects that can be clustered according 
to at least two dimensions. Only one coding 
scheme can be entirely ordered (the others can 
be ordered inside the entirely ordered scheme) 

Positive example Let’s use the positive example of a Starfield 
display for population pattern with the follow-
ing functionalities: the user can click on the le-
gend of the abscissa or the ordinate to sort re-
spectively prices ranges or levels of complexity 
by increasing or decreasing order. The user can 
click on the general legend of sizes (indicating 
that sizes represent the popularity of books) or 
on the general legend of colors (indicating that 
colors represent the mean evaluation of books) 
to sort books respectively by popularity or by 
mean evaluation

Negative example Let’s use the same example, but the user wants 
to compare the popularity of books with the 
mean evaluation because he considers the eval-
uation doesn’t mean a lot when the book isn’t 
popular. Coding schemes can be ordered inside 
the entirely ordered scheme, but if the user 
wants a two-dimensional plot as the one he can 
have for price ranges in comparison to com-
plexity, the dimensions have to be changed 
(coding schemes must become abscissa and star 
tracks), so a different Starfield display must be 
created

Usability value ++: the ability to have data sorted in more than 
two dimensions is a really nice feature for the 
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user
Development cost Very High: allowing to take more than three 

dimensions into account (use of coding 
schemes) is hard and additional functionalities 
have to be implemented to allow the user to 
change how data is sorted

Starfield display for display 
set pattern 
Context of use When the quantity of attributes to be displayed 

is too important for typical constructs and they 
can be clustered according to several dimen-
sions. Partially applicable because each star 
can represent an attribute. This is handy when 
there are lots of attributes but this construct 
can’t display efficiently the attributes. It is bet-
ter suited for Populations Units than Instance 
Units

Constraints Lots of attributes that can be clustered accord-
ing to at least two dimensions

Positive example After choosing a topic, Amazon shows infor-
mation about each book in a Starfield display: 
each book is represented by a star track and the 
kind of attributes (date of publication …) are 
shown in abscissa. Each star represents one 
attribute of one book

Negative example A Starfield display to show attributes of a single 
book as the author(s), the year of publication, 
…  
Using another construct to display data directly 
would be more useful

Usability value --: any master/detail will often be more plea-
sant to display information to the user – think 
about Itunes-like cover flow 
(http://www.apple.com/itunes/) instead of the 
positive example

Development cost Moderate to High: depending on the need for 
coding schemes

Starfield display for availa-
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ble actions pattern 
Context of use When the number of actions is too important 

for typical constructs and they can be clustered 
according to several dimensions. Partially ap-
plicable because each star can represent an ac-
tion but this construct can’t display efficiently 
the actions. It is better suited for Populations 
Units than Instance Units

Constraints Lots of actions that can be clustered according 
to at least two dimensions

Positive example After choosing a topic, Amazon shows availa-
ble actions about each book in a Starfield dis-
play: each book is represented by a star track 
and the kind of action (buy, sell, find more in-
formation …) are shown in abscissa. Each star 
represents one action available for a given book 

Negative example A Starfield display to show actions available for 
a single book. Using another construct would 
be more useful

Usability value --: any master/detail will often be more plea-
sant to display information to the user (instead 
of the positive example, the user chooses a 
book then available actions are shown in a 
simpler construct)

Development cost Moderate to High: depending on the need for 
coding schemes

 
Accordion for Instance pattern
Context of 
use 

When there is too much information on a single object to dis-
play all at once but not too many pieces of information and 
the user doesn’t need to have more than one piece of informa-
tion at the same time. Fully applicable because it allows to 
display information and use services efficiently

Constraints 2-50 pieces of information. Single Object to be displayed 
Condition (SOC): only one piece of information can be dis-
played at a time

Positive ex-
ample 

An accordion to manage a single book from Amazon. Catego-
ries such as Details (to have more information about the 
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book), Related Books (books on the same topic, books bought 
by customers who bought the book …), Buy (all buying op-
tions), Sell (to sell your own copy of the book), Support (for 
after-sales services) can be displayed one at a time   

Negative ex-
ample 

An accordion to display information that the user wants to 
compare: for instance one accordion item to display each re-
lated book 

Usability 
value 

++: very handy for the user to manage an object without hav-
ing to reload pages or be lost with too much information dis-
played at a time

Development 
cost 

Very low: this construct is implemented in various libraries 
(JQuery UI, Scriptaculous …)

Accordion for Population pattern
Context of 
use 

When a reasonable number of objects (that take too much 
space to be displayed all at once) has to be displayed and one 
object has to be selected at a time. Partially applicable be-
cause only one object can be selected and population interac-
tion units usually want to enable the selection of multiple ob-
jects 

Constraints 2-50 objects. Single Object to be displayed Condition (SOC): 
the information about only one object can be displayed at a 
time 

Positive ex-
ample 

The user chooses a topic and then the 10 most popular books 
are displayed on an accordion. He can choose to sort them ac-
cording to different parameters. When he selects a book, he 
gets the information and services offered for it

Negative ex-
ample 

After doing a search, 450 books correspond to the query and 
are displayed on a single accordion

Usability 
value 

++: very handy to select one object in a list and having more 
information without additional loading

Development 
cost 

Low: this construct is implemented in various libraries 
(JQuery UI, Scriptaculous …) but more implementation has to 
be done if sorting or filter options are necessary

Accordion for Master-Detail pattern
Context of 
use 

When there are a reasonable number of details that take too 
much space to be displayed all at once and only one has to be 
displayed at a time. Fully applicable as a master role because 
it allows to choose a detail efficiently
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Constraints 2-50 details. Single Object to be displayed Condition (SOC): 
only one detail can be displayed at a time

Positive ex-
ample 

An accordion that allows the user to choose what he wants to 
do. Each accordion item shows another interaction unit. For 
instance, “see most popular books” shows a population unit 
with the top ten best sellers

Negative ex-
ample 

The same accordion but used when the user wants to see mul-
tiple details. For instance, two accordion items show the most 
popular books from two different editors and users usually 
want to compare them instead of seeing them separately 

Usability 
value 

++: very handy to navigate on a website without having to use 
previous and forward buttons and having to reload pages 

Development 
cost 

Very low: this construct is implemented in various libraries 
(JQuery UI, Scriptaculous …)

Accordion for Argument Grouping pattern
Context of 
use 

When there are a reasonable number of argument groups that 
take too much space to be displayed all at once and only one 
has to be displayed at a time. Fully applicable because accor-
dion items are an efficient representation of group of argu-
ments 

Constraints 2-50 groups. Single Object to be displayed Condition (SOC): 
only one group can be displayed at a time

Positive ex-
ample 

Consider a Service Interaction Unit to find a CD. Search fields 
are separated by groups (one group for the names and titles, 
one for various identification numbers …). An accordion is 
used to navigate through the groups because some search 
fields can take a lot of space (for instance a field where the us-
er can write lyrics from a song to find the corresponding al-
bum) 

Negative ex-
ample 

A Service Interaction Unit where the user has to access data 
from different groups at the same time

Usability 
value 

+/-: can be handy, but usually it seems better to design a tool 
to enlarge fields that take too much place. Needing one click 
each time the user wants to access a group can be frustrating 

Development 
cost 

Very low: this construct is implemented in various libraries 
(JQuery UI, Scriptaculous …)

Accordion for Display Set pattern
Context of When there are a reasonable number of attributes that take too 
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use much space to be displayed all at once and only one has to be 
displayed at a time. Fully applicable because accordion items 
are an efficient representation of attributes

Constraints 2-50 attributes. Single Object to be displayed Condition 
(SOC): only one attribute can be displayed at a time 

Positive ex-
ample 

When the user chooses a scientific book, he may want to see 
some spacious information about it. An accordion displays 
attributes of the book (Abstract, Table of Contents …) so the 
user can choose easily what he wants to see

Negative ex-
ample 

An accordion displaying basic information about the book, as 
the author, the year of publication … Accordions should be 
reserved for large attributes

Usability 
value 

+: can be handy for large attributes but asks more clicks from 
the user 

Development 
cost 

Very low to moderate: this construct is implemented in vari-
ous libraries (JQuery UI, Scriptaculous …) but can need more 
implementation to include only large attributes to the accor-
dion and display them properly

Accordion for Navigation pattern
Context of 
use 

When there are a reasonable number of related objects that 
take too much space to be displayed all at once and only one 
has to be displayed at a time. Fully applicable because accor-
dion items are an efficient representation of related objects 
where the user usually wants to select only one

Constraints 2-50 objects. Single Object to be displayed Condition (SOC): 
only one related object can be displayed at a time

Positive ex-
ample 

When the user chooses a topic, books, CDs and DVDs related 
to this topic are displayed in an accordion so the user can 
choose one in the list

Negative ex-
ample 

The same example but several hundreds of related objects are 
given in a single accordion

Usability 
value 

++: very handy to select one object in a list and having more 
information without additional loading

Development 
cost 

Very Low: this construct is implemented in various libraries 
(JQuery UI, Scriptaculous …)
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Carousel for Service pat-
tern 
Context of use When the service to be executed has various 

steps. Partially applicable because the main 
goal of this construct is to display visual elements 

Constraints The service requests more than one step and one 
is displayed at a time

Positive example A typical example is a configuration wizard simi-
lar to desktop applications installation or confi-
guration wizards: the user makes some chooses 
and inputs values about a feature then clicks next 
or previous then finish at the last step. For in-
stance, configuring a user account on Amazon 
with account data, personal data, banking data … 

Negative example A service clear enough to be displayed on a single 
frame, for instance buying a book for a registered 
user with a valid account configuration 

Usability value +/-: usually, using a master-detail structure (for 
instance an accordion) allowing skip directly 
some steps will be handier, but when all steps are 
necessary, it is the simplest construct and it al-
lows the user to go back and forward 

Development cost Low: this construct is implemented in various li-
braries (for instance Prototype UI - 
http://www.prototype-ui.com/ - or jcarousel - 
http://sorgalla.com/projects/jcarousel/) and the 
content can be a standard service window 

Carousel for Instance 
pattern 
Context of use When there are too much information and ser-

vices for a single object to display all at once but 
not too many pieces of information. Partially 
applicable because it is designed to display visu-
al elements of the same size in a given space in-
stead of displaying efficiently pieces of informa-
tion of different sizes

Constraints Only some pieces of information (from a reason-
able set) are displayed at a time
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Positive example A carousel to manage a single book from Ama-
zon. Information and services such as Details, 
Related Books, Buy, Sell and Support are shown 
in separate carousel items. The number of visible 
items is adapted depending on the width of the 
screen and their size

Negative example Consider the same carousel with only one catego-
ry visible at a time and a large set of categories. 
Some constructs (such as an accordion) are more 
suited for such a display because this carousel 
displays the same information while forcing the 
user to click multiple times to go to the desired 
category 

Usability value -: as seen in the examples, not handy when the 
size of pieces of information changes and when 
there is much information scrolling becomes te-
dious. Furthermore, the user can’t see all catego-
ries if a list isn’t displayed, and if it is, an accor-
dion seems simply better

Development cost Very High: to be more useful than other con-
structs, more implementation needs to be done 
to display efficiently elements of different sizes  

Carousel for Population 
pattern 
Context of use Ideal for a reasonable amount of objects that can 

be represented by pictures of the same size, but 
can work with a description of a reasonable size. 
Fully applicable because this construct is aimed 
to display objects efficiently

Constraints Only some objects of the same size (from a rea-
sonable set) are displayed at  a time

Positive example A real example from Amazon: a carousel displays 
the covers of some best-sellers of the day, by or-
der of popularity to advise the user for purchases 

Negative example A carousel displaying all books on a topic chosen 
by the user: the user can’t easily navigate through 
it to find the right book

Usability value ++: It is the best way to offer a suggestion that 
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does not take too much space while allowing the 
user to have a quick view on some objects (as 
used on Ebay or Amazon) because filtering is 
done for the user before

Development cost Low to high: this construct is implemented in 
various libraries but it might be hard to find au-
tomatically the order in which object have to be 
displayed. Furthermore, the initial goal of the 
construct is to display, without interaction 

Carousel for Master-
Detail pattern
Context of use When there are a reasonable number of details 

that take too much space to be displayed all at 
once and the user needs to select one at a time. 
Ideal when details can be represented by pictures 
of the same size. Fully applicable as a master 
role because it allows to choose a detail efficient-
ly

Constraints Only some details of the same size (from a rea-
sonable set) are displayed at a time

Positive example A carousel with each genre of book as item: nov-
el, scientific … When the user chooses a genre, 
another carousel displays best-sellers of that ge-
nre

Negative example A carousel where details cannot be represented 
efficiently: the user doesn’t know where to click 
to see the desired detail

Usability value ++: As long as there aren’t too many details and 
they are well represented, it is suited to display a 
master-detail interaction unit on a small space 

Development cost Low: this construct is implemented in various li-
braries but is not designed initially for interaction 

Carousel for Argument 
grouping pattern 
Context of use When there are a reasonable number of argument 

groups that take too much space to be displayed 
all at once. Partially applicable because group 
identifiers usually don’t take the same space and 
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carousels are designed mainly for efficient display 
Constraints Only some groups (from a reasonable set) are 

displayed at a time
Positive example Consider a Service Interaction Unit to find a CD. 

Search fields are separated by groups (one group 
for the names and titles, one for various identifi-
cation numbers …). A Carousel is used to navi-
gate through the groups because some search 
fields can take a lot of space (for instance a field 
where the user can write lyrics from a song to 
find the corresponding album)

Negative example A Service Interaction Unit where every group of 
arguments fit on the screen together 

Usability value -: usually it seems better to design a tool to en-
large fields that take too much place. Needing 
several clicks each time the user wants to access a 
group can be particularly frustrating

Development cost Very High: this construct is implemented in var-
ious libraries but more implementation needs to 
be done to display efficiently elements of differ-
ent sizes and the carousel construct is not de-
signed initially for interaction

Carousel for filter pattern 
Context of use When the user wants to make a manual or al-

ready implemented choice, the quantity of ob-
jects displayed is too important to be displayed all 
at a time, but not too important to be browsed 
manually. Ideal when objects can be represented 
by pictures of the same size. Partially applica-
ble because the user cannot make a specific 
query (only manual choice or pre implemented 
query)

Constraints Only some objects (or filters descriptions) of the 
same size (from a reasonable set) are displayed at 
a time

Positive example The user has chosen a CD that he might be in-
terested to buy. He may want to have more info 
and listen to some tracks of an album before 
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buying it. Tracks are shown in a carousel and the 
user can click on those for which he wants to 
have more information. All chosen tracks are 
shown in a list below and a playlist of samples is 
automatically generated. 
 
Another example is a carousel displaying search 
queries (for instance book topics). When the user 
chooses a topic, the list of books about this topic 
is populated

Negative example The user chooses a topic. A carousel displays all 
books on a carousel and allows him to click on 
each book he wants to add to his cart. This con-
struct isn’t suited because it is a main feature that 
shouldn’t spare space on the page while being 
less handy in return (particularly is the number of 
books in the carousel is important) 

Usability value ++: It is the best way to offer a secondary fea-
ture that does not take too much space while al-
lowing the user to generate manually or automat-
ically a subset of a population

Development cost Low to Moderate: this construct is implemented 
in various libraries but is not designed initially for 
interaction and filter description labels may need 
to be created

Carousel for Order crite-
rion pattern 
Context of use When the user wants to choose a pre imple-

mented order for a population and there are too 
many pre made orders to display at a time but 
not too much to be browsed manually. Partially 
applicable because only pre implemented order 
criterions can be chosen with the carousel con-
struct

Constraints Only some order descriptions of the same size 
(from a reasonable set) are displayed at a time 

Positive example A carousel displays descriptions of order crite-
rions for a list of books. The user can click on 
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“sort by authors” for instance to sort books al-
phabetically by author names

Negative example A carousel is used when every order criterion 
could be represented directly on the screen (for 
instance one order criterion for each attribute 
displayed on top of columns showing attributes) 

Usability value +/-: Situations where there are too many order 
criterions to be displayed at a time in comparison 
with the size of the populated list seem to be 
rare…

Development cost Moderate: this construct is implemented in vari-
ous libraries but is not designed initially for inte-
raction and order description labels of a given 
size need to be created

Carousel for Display set 
pattern 
Context of use When the user wants to choose a pre imple-

mented configuration of attributes from a popu-
lation to be displayed and there are too many 
configurations to display at a time but not too 
much to be browsed manually. Partially appli-
cable because only pre implemented sets of 
attributes to be displayed can be chosen with 
such a construct

Constraints Only some configurations of the same size (from 
a reasonable set) are displayed at a time 

Positive example A carousel displays configurations of attributes 
for a list of books. The user can click on various 
configurations such as “display cover, author and 
editor” or “display identification numbers” to 
have one of those configurations of attributes 
shown in addition to the titles in the list 

Negative example A carousel used when every configuration could 
be represented directly on the screen 

Usability value +/-: Situations where there are too many confi-
gurations to be displayed at a time in comparison 
with the size of the populated list seem to be 
rare…
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Development cost Moderate: this construct is implemented in vari-
ous libraries but is not designed initially for inte-
raction and configuration labels of a given size 
need to be created

Carousel for Available ac-
tions pattern
Context of use When the number of actions is reasonable but 

too important to be displayed on the screen. Ac-
tions have to be represented by labels of the 
same size. Fully applicable because it allows to 
display an ordered set of services efficiently 

Constraints Only some actions (from a reasonable set)  de-
scribed by a label of the same size are displayed 
at a time

Positive example After choosing a book, a carousel shows on the 
page which actions the user can do with it. This 
list of actions can vary depending on the chosen 
book (if it is available or not, if it is a scientific 
book or a novel …) and is ordered (by frequency 
of use or by importance for the company) 

Negative example A carousel used when actions could be 
represented directly on the screen

Usability value +/-: it can be problematic when users frequently 
don’t know the website well, they don’t see all ac-
tions available and can easily be lost

Development cost Moderate: this construct is implemented in vari-
ous libraries but is not designed initially for inte-
raction and labels of a given size representing ac-
tions need to be created

Carousel for Navigation 
pattern 
Context of use When the number of related objects is reasonable 

but too important to be displayed on the screen. 
Objects have to be represented by pictures of the 
same size. Fully applicable because it allows to 
display related objects efficiently

Constraints Only some pictures of related objects (from a 
reasonable set)  are displayed at a time 
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Positive example Real example on Amazon: when a product is se-
lected, a carousel displays items that customers 
who bought that product have also bought 

Negative example When a book has been chosen, all books from 
the same category are shown in a carousel. There 
will be often too many books to allow easy navi-
gation

Usability value ++: it is the best way to advise related data and 
allow the user to navigate through it without 
overloading the page

Development cost Low: this construct is implemented in various li-
braries but is not designed initially for interaction 

 
 
 
Image Cropper 
for Instance pat-
tern 
Context of use When the user wants to use multiple basic elements of 

the Instance Interaction Unit described below (Naviga-
tion, Available Actions and Display Set) on a same pic-
ture. Although the user may use every Basic Element of 
the Instance Interaction Unit with this construct, only 
one may be used at a time and the user has to choose 
which one to use, so it is partially applicable 

Constraints An image large enough to allow the user to select a rec-
tangle area as accurate as possible

Positive example Consider the imaginary feature of Amazon described be-
low for the Display Set pattern where it is possible to se-
lect interesting parts of a painting. The user (or staff 
member) doing this may need to zoom before to select 
the part as accurately as possible. There is a “zoom” but-
ton and a “select” button to allow him to choose what 
operation he wants to do on the image. There is also a 
button to zoom back to the original picture and a button 
to confirm his selections

Negative example Previous example without a button to zoom back to the 
original picture. The user could not select multiple dis-
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tant parts accurately
Usability value +/-: combining those basic elements can be useful for 

Rich Internet Applications with features similar to desk-
top applications to process pictures but some other im-
plementation choices (other zoom options for instance) 
may be chosen for some basic elements, making an im-
plementation combining them less necessary 

Development cost Low: this construct is already implemented in various li-
braries (among others Yahoo UI - 
http://developer.yahoo.com/yui/imagecropper/ , Defu-
sion - http://www.defusion.org.uk/code/javascript-
image-cropper-ui-using-prototype-scriptaculous/ ). The 
zoom should replace the full image. Selection of multiple 
parts should be made possible, then they may need to be 
displayed

Image Cropper 
for Argument de-
pendency pattern 
Context of use When selecting a rectangle area on a picture (the event) 

triggers an action based on a condition. Fully applicable 
because it allows to update variables or enable other 
available actions under some condition when the rectan-
gle selection is done 

Constraints An image large enough to allow the user to select a rec-
tangle area as accurate as possible

Positive example An adaptation of a real example from Facebook 
(http://www.facebook.com ): a user tags a person under 
a given name (the condition) by selecting a rectangle area 
representing that person then confirms the selection (the 
event). The profile of the selected person will automati-
cally be updated with her picture count increased and the 
picture shown in her gallery

Negative example In previous example, if the person doesn’t have to con-
firm the selection, each selection will trigger the action, 
making errors more frequent and the correcting process 
tougher

Usability value +: Everything is made transparently for users. All they 
have to do is selecting a rectangle. The only issue (general 
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to the Image Cropper construct) is that it won’t work on 
mobile phones of new generation 
(http://developer.yahoo.com/yui/imagecropper/#mobil
e ) 

Development cost Low to high: this construct is already implemented. Ac-
tions and conditions have to be determined

Image Cropper 
for Filter pattern 
Context of use When the user wants to tag one or multiple rectangle 

areas on a picture with a description specific to that area. 
Partially applicable because only rectangle areas can be 
chosen

Constraints An image large enough to allow the user to select a rec-
tangle area as accurate as possible

Positive example On Amazon, we could imagine a feature where a user (or 
a staff member) tags an object on a given book or an al-
bum cover (for example “green cat”). When a search in a 
special search field for covers (in the advanced search 
options) is made with the description of the tag or a part 
of it (“green cat” or “green” or “cat”), the tagged part of 
the picture is shown to the user with a link to the book 
(or the album)

Negative example An Image Cropper that allows the user to tag an object 
on an image once then disappears. If there are multiple 
instances of the same object, the user can’t select them 
and the image is badly tagged

Usability value ++: It is the best way to tag an image quickly and tagging 
images may be really useful as seen in the examples 

Development cost Moderate: this construct is already implemented but ad-
ditions have to be done: a tag description has to be given 
to the user, or there should be an entry allowing him to 
describe himself what he tags. Then new properties have 
to be added to the image (tag description and area con-
cerned)

Image Cropper 
for Display set 
pattern 
Context of use When the user wants to choose some relevant parts of a 
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picture to be displayed. Partially applicable because on-
ly rectangle areas can be chosen which may not be handy 
for display purposes

Constraints An image large enough to allow the user to select a rec-
tangle area as accurate as possible

Positive example A new feature to buy paintings on Amazon allows users 
(or members of the staff) to select some interesting parts 
of a painting to describe them and share interesting de-
tails to other users to convince them to buy that painting 

Negative example The same feature with image not displayed large enough 
to allow the user to select efficiently interesting parts of 
paintings

Usability value +: It is handy for quick selection but allowing more se-
lection options (circle selection, custom selection, ...) 
might be better

Development cost Low: this construct is already implemented. Selection of 
multiple parts should be made possible, then they may 
need to be displayed

Image Cropper 
for Available Ac-
tions pattern
Context of use When a service should be invoked on an image object by 

cropping it. Fully applicable because it is the best way 
to process only a selected region from a picture 

Constraints An image large enough to allow the user to select a rec-
tangle area as accurate as possible

Positive example Assume Amazon creates a forum to allow communities 
of users to discuss about books they liked. Users like to 
have an avatar representing something they like (for in-
stance some object on the cover of their favorite book). 
A tool allows them to modify their profile by uploading 
or giving the url of a picture. Then they can crop the im-
age and validate their choice. The new picture will be 
used as an avatar for any message they have posted and 
will post

Negative example Assume the tool from the previous example without a 
way to validate the choice. Users can’t have a preview 
and have to do the whole process again if the result isn’t 
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what they expected
Usability value ++: Users often need to process parts of existing pic-

tures. The important number of existing websites de-
signed only to crop and resize pictures (for instance 
http://www.picresize.com ) is a proof of this need 

Dev. cost Very low: this construct is already implemented 
Image Cropper 
for Navigation 
pattern 
Context of use When the user wants to zoom on a picture. Partially 

applicable because it allows to zoom accurately but pre-
vents other interactions, such as drag and drop to copy 
the image in some browsers

Constraints An image large enough to allow the user to select a rec-
tangle area as accurate as possible

Positive example On Amazon, the user could zoom on a book or album 
cover to see it with more details. When he selects a rec-
tangle area on the image, this area takes the space of the 
full image and a button allows zooming out to see the 
full image again.

Negative example It shouldn’t be possible to zoom on a picture needing 
another kind of interaction (for instance a small picture 
on which the user can click to have more information) 

Usability value +/-: Users often need to zoom on pictures and it is a 
good way to zoom accurately but features such as a po-
pup displaying a greater picture when the user clicks on 
the image (used for covers on Amazon) or an indepen-
dent zoom feature (such as the zoom on Google Maps) 
can be preferred to allow other interactions and work on 
new generations of mobile devices with touch screens 

Development cost Low: this construct is already implemented. Only the 
display of the zoomed image has to be defined (if it rep-
laces to full image for instance)
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Moving covers for Dis-
play Set pattern 
Context of use When a set of attributes or objects has to be hid-

den then shown by moving the mouse over some 
part of it. Fully applicable because showing hid-
den information is the main goal of that construct 

Constraints The information has to be large enough (images or 
big text where letters are covered by multiple tiles) 
to be guessed if covers remain on it (like in Silver-
light example)

Positive example Amazon decides to advertise future best-sellers 
with a funny ad to catch the eye. Covers of new 
books that everyone has heard about is hidden un-
der a Moving covers construct. Intrigued people 
will recognize them by passing their mouse over it 

Negative example Using this construct as the only way to display cru-
cial information such as details of the book (price, 
…) or to display small text that won’t be readable 
through moving covers that move while remaining 
on the information

Usability value +: This construct may be fun and intriguing to 
display information but it can also be tedious if 
used with no alternative solution for users that 
need information quickly

Development cost Low to very high: there are few implementations 
(one for Silverlight: 
http://www.orthogonal.com.au/computers/boxes
/ ). Displaying data under the construct is easy, but 
developing the construct is really hard 

Moving covers for Na-
vigation pattern 
Context of use When a set of objects on which the user can click 

to navigate to related objects has to be hidden then 
shown by moving the mouse over some part of it. 
Fully applicable because showing hidden infor-
mation is the main goal of that construct and click-
ing on it to have more information is often needed 

Constraints The information has to be large enough (images or 
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big text where letters are covered by multiple tiles) 
to be guessed if covers remain on it (like in Silver-
light example)

Positive example In previous positive example, it may be useful to 
allow users to access directly on more information 
about the book illustrated by the cover they are 
pointing their mouse on

Negative example See previous negative example
Usability value +: This construct may be fun and intriguing to na-

vigate to related information about displayed in-
formation but it can also be tedious if used with 
no alternative solution for users that need informa-
tion quickly

Development cost Moderate to very high: there are few implemen-
tations Displaying data under the construct and 
navigate to related data by clicking on it is relative-
ly easy, but developing the construct is really hard 

 
Mosaic for Display 
Set pattern 
Context of use When a set of pictures has to be displayed in an un-

usual way. Fully applicable because showing images 
is one of the main goals of that construct 

Constraints Render images have to be small enough to be able to 
distinguish the original image

Positive example Amazon decides to advertise a future best-seller with 
a funny ad to catch the eye. The cover of this book is 
made of covers of previous best-sellers. A tool may 
allow users to zoom to be able to distinguish the old 
covers (for instance with the mouse wheel) 

Negative example Previous example needs to have covers of old books 
with a size allowing the user to see them while being 
able to distinguish the cover of the new book. If it is 
not the case, the construct can be useless or worse, 
people may not recognize the cover of the new book 

Usability value +: This construct may display information funnily but 
without an efficient way to zoom in and out, it is hard 
to distinguish both the original image and render im-
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ages
Development cost Moderate: There are some desktop and online tools 

to create a mosaic by uploading an image with ran-
dom render images (for instance 
http://www.adelaider.com/image-mosaic/ ) or even 
with a set of images that can be provided 
(http://mosaicmaniac.com/ ). The last tool allows to 
add Silverlight, Seadragon or Flash Deep Zoom fea-
tures to be able to zoom in and out

Mosaic for Naviga-
tion pattern 
Context of use When a set of pictures on which the user can click to 

navigate to related objects or have a popup showing 
the render image has to be displayed in an unusual 
way. Fully applicable because showing images is one 
of the main goals of that construct and clicking on it 
to have more information is often needed 

Constraints Render images have to be small enough to be able to 
distinguish the original image

Positive example In previous positive example, it may be useful to al-
low users to access directly on more information 
about the new book by clicking on it. If that informa-
tion is already displayed by the mosaic, another inter-
esting feature to advertise old books would be to be 
able to click on one render image to have more in-
formation about it.

Negative example If there is no zoom feature, it is impossible to select 
accurately the render image the user wants to click on 
to have more information

Usability value ++: This construct may offer some funny interaction 
but a zoom is mandatory if the navigation is made 
through render images

Development cost Moderate to very high: There are some desktop and 
online tools to create a mosaic by uploading an image 
with random render images or even with a set of im-
ages that can be provided. The last tool allows saving 
mosaics as HTML image maps, where the user can 
select a render image to zoom on it. To add zooming 
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or to display other information differently by clicking 
on render images, tougher implementation might be 
needed

 
 
 
Image Puzzle for 
Argument De-
pendency pattern 
Context of use When some service has to be launched by an event on an 

Image Puzzle (when a tile is moved, when the game is fi-
nished …) under a certain condition (before x moves 
…). Not applicable because the Argument Dependency 
basic element is used for the Image Puzzle and not the 
contrary: an Image Puzzle can’t be used to implement a 
given Argument Dependency  so it can’t be used in an 
ONME pattern

Constraints Tiles must be large enough to be moved
Positive example Amazon decides to use a funny game to offer a price re-

duction for a future best-seller: the user has to resolve a 
small puzzle showing the cover of this new item. When it 
is solved (the event: tiles are displayed in a definite or-
der), if the user resolved it in less than x moves (the con-
dition, displayed to challenge and warn the user), the 
item is offered at a lower price 
Note that this condition is measured by using Argument 
Dependency: when a tile is moved (the event), if it has 
been dropped by the user (the condition), the number of 
moves is incremented (the action)

Negative example This construct can’t be used for typical Argument De-
pendency situations (changing a value or deactivate an 
argument when a value is changed)

Usability value +: This construct may be fun and intriguing to offer a 
special action but users should have the choice to use it 
or not (for instance, the idea of offering to buy the book 
only after solving the puzzle shouldn’t be chosen) 

Development cost Not applicable: this construct shouldn’t be proposed 
for this ONME pattern as we’ve seen above 
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Image Puzzle for 
Display Set pat-
tern 
Context of use When a picture has to be displayed in an unusual way. 

Fully applicable because showing an image after com-
pleting the game is the main goal of that construct 

Constraints Tiles must be large enough to be moved. This construct 
should be used to display only one image

Positive example Amazon decides to offer a funny game to discover a new 
book: users can resolve a puzzle to discover the cover of 
the new book. They may choose to skip the puzzle and 
get directly information about the book

Negative example Using the positive example without allowing users an al-
ternative way to get the information faster should be an-
noying for hurried users

Usability value +: This construct may be fun and intriguing to offer a 
special action but users should have the choice to use it 
or not

Development cost Very low: There is already a tutorial to create such a 
Puzzle in Silverlight with code 
(http://www.silverlightshow.net/items/Silverlight-n-
Puzzle-Game.aspx ). There is also a small script on 
script.aculo.us 
(http://wiki.github.com/madrobby/scriptaculous/puzzl
e-demo# )

 
 
 
 

(Alpha)Slider 
for Instance 
pattern 
Context of use When there are too much information and services for a 

single object to display all at once. Fully applicable be-
cause it allows to choose a (a range of) piece(s) of infor-
mation or service(s) and display them below

Constraints Only one or a range of contiguous pieces information or 
services are displayed at a time
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Positive exam-
ple 

An Alpha Slider to manage a single book from Amazon. 
Categories of information and services (grouped logically 
to be displayed in the full space allocated under the slider) 
such as Details, Related Books, Buy, Sell, Support (…) are 
values of the slider. A slider thumb allows to choose 
which information category to display

Negative ex-
ample 

In the positive example, if the number of categories is 
very small and there is enough space to display them all, it 
is handier to have their list displayed directly (such as in a 
carousel) to make all of them visible to the user for a fast-
er choice

Usability value +: as seen in the examples, this construct is only useful 
when there is a large number of information and services 
to display. An Alpha Slider allows sorting them alphabeti-
cally, but the user has to know precisely what he is look-
ing for: if a list of information and services is displayed, 
an accordion seems simply better

Development 
cost 

Low to High: A lot of scripts exist for normal sliders 
(JQueryUI: http://docs.jquery.com/UI/Slider, 
Script.aculo.us: http://script.aculo.us/docs/Slider.html, 
YUI: http://developer.yahoo.com/yui/slider/…) but 
there is no one for Alpha Sliders. Some additional (non 
trivial) implementation might be done to add the alpha-
betic display and arrows (to browse through the slider) 

(Alpha)Slider 
for Population 
pattern 
Context of use Ideal when there are many objects or when screen space 

needs to be saved. Fully applicable because this con-
struct allows selecting one or multiple adjacent selected 
objects to display them below. Those objects are ordered, 
and additional buttons may allow to change sorting op-
tions 

Constraints Only one or a range of objects are displayed at a time 
Positive exam-
ple 

An Alpha Slider contains every book of a category, sorted 
by title. The user can select a book with a slider thumb to 
display information about it below. A button allows sort-
ing books by author (or sorting by title if books are sorted 
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by author). The user can then select an author and all 
books written by this author are displayed

Negative ex-
ample 

An Alpha Slider to navigate through books written by a 
chosen author: there are not enough objects to use this 
construct

Usability value ++: It is the best way to offer a sorted choice between 
many objects because the user can easily navigate through 
it by selecting a letter

Development 
cost 

Low to High: A lot of scripts exist for normal sliders but 
there is no one for Alpha Sliders. Some additional (non 
trivial) implementation may be done to add the alphabetic 
display and arrows (to browse through the slider) if 
needed

(Alpha)Slider 
for Master-
Detail pattern 
Context of use When there are a many details that take too much space 

to be displayed all at once or when screen space needs to 
be saved and the user needs to select one or multiple ad-
jacent at a time. Fully applicable as a master role (an In-
stance or Population Interaction Unit) because it allows to 
choose a detail efficiently

Constraints Only one or a range of details are displayed at a time 
Positive exam-
ple 

An Alpha Slider with each book category as values: novel, 
scientific … When the user chooses a category, another 
Alpha Slider displays books of that category (see Popula-
tion pattern positive example)

Negative ex-
ample 

An Alpha slider when there are a few details. For instance, 
if there are only 5 book categories, using another con-
struct such as an accordion might be handier 

Usability value ++: If there are enough details to justify using that con-
struct, it is suited to display a master-detail interaction unit 
on a small space

Development 
cost 

Low to High: A lot of scripts exist for normal sliders but 
there is no one for Alpha Sliders. Some additional (non 
trivial) implementation may be done to add the alphabetic 
display and arrows (to browse through the slider) if 
needed
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(Alpha)Slider 
for Defined Se-
lection pattern 
Context of use When the existing collection of values is too important 

for a classical Combo Box. Fully applicable because it 
allows to choose easily a value in a sorted collection 

Constraints Only one value can be selected
Positive exam-
ple 

In a “sell your own book” section, the user has to choose 
an existing book title. The user may not remember the full 
title of the book. A solution is to use an Alpha Slider to 
let him choose the title of the book to be sure there won’t 
be any mistake.

Negative ex-
ample 

If there are only a few values, a Combo Box showing di-
rectly all possible values will be handier

Usability value ++: This construct is useful when the user doesn’t know 
possible values (if that’s the case, an entry checking if the 
input is valid will be handier except for long entries where 
mistakes are frequent) and when there are too many val-
ues for a regular Combo Box

Development 
cost 

Low to High: A lot of scripts exist for normal sliders but 
there is no one for Alpha Sliders. Some additional (non 
trivial) implementation may be done to add alphabetic 
display and arrows (to browse through the slider) if 
needed. There are examples of code for submitting a 
form with a slider 
(http://www.aldenta.com/examples/script.aculo.us/slide
r-form-submit.html)

(Alpha)Slider 
for Argument 
grouping pat-
tern 
Context of use When there are a large number of arguments (or argu-

ment groups) that take too much space to be displayed all 
at once. Fully applicable because arguments can be or-
dered alphabetically or following a numerical value and 
slider values are an efficient representation of group of 
arguments

Constraints Only one argument (or argument group) has to be dis-
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played at a time
Positive exam-
ple 

Consider a Service Interaction Unit to sell books. Entry 
fields are separated by groups (one group for the authors 
and titles, one for various identification numbers, one for 
the condition of the book to say if it is used or as new 
…). An Alpha Slider is used to navigate through the 
groups because some fields can take a lot of space (for in-
stance a field where the user can add additional informa-
tion about the book)

Negative ex-
ample 

A Service Interaction Unit with a few argument groups. 
Using another construct such as an accordion might be 
handier

Usability value -: usually it seems better to design a tool to enlarge fields 
that take too much place (and set their default size to one 
line). Needing a click each time the user wants to access a 
group can be particularly frustrating

Development 
cost 

Low to High: A lot of scripts exist for normal sliders but 
there is no one for Alpha Sliders. Some additional (non 
trivial) implementation may be done to add alphabetic 
display and arrows (to browse through the slider) if 
needed

(Alpha)Slider 
for filter pattern 
Context of use When the user needs to select a number of objects ac-

cording to an alphabetical or numerical range of values. 
Fully applicable because Alpha Sliders allow using two 
slider thumbs to select a range of items ordered by the fil-
ter value

Constraints Only a range of contiguous items (sorted alphabetically or 
numerically according to a parameter) can be selected 

Positive exam-
ple 

A Slider allows the user to choose a period in time to find 
CDs published at that period or to find a specific CD that 
has been published during a period. A button allows to 
choose a granularity (selection by date or months) then 
the user chooses a range (for instance November 2007 to 
February 2008) and a list of CDs from that period are 
displayed by order of popularity

Negative ex- A slider that allows choosing a range of values for a bad 
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ample chosen property of items. For instance, a slider to choose 
a range of album titles sorted alphabetically. Such filtering 
has no real use

Usability value ++: Choosing a range of values to filter an object collec-
tion according to an attribute is often useful

Development 
cost 

Low to Moderate: A lot of scripts exist for range sliders 
(YUI dual thumb Slider: 
http://developer.yahoo.com/yui/slider/#dual, JQueryUI 
range sliders http://docs.jquery.com/UI/Slider#option-
range …) but there is no one for Alpha Sliders. Some ad-
ditional (non trivial) implementation may be done to add 
alphabetic or numeric display and arrows (to browse 
through the slider) if needed

(Alpha)Slider 
for Order crite-
rion pattern
Context of use When the user wants to choose a pre implemented order 

for a population and there are too many pre made orders 
to display at a time (or if space needs to be saved). Par-
tially applicable because only pre implemented order cri-
terions can be chosen with the Alpha Slider construct 

Constraints Only pre implemented order descriptions can be chosen 
and only one can be chosen at a time

Positive exam-
ple 

An Alpha Slider displays descriptions of order criterions 
for a list of books. The user can click on “(sort by) au-
thors (increasing)” for instance to sort books alphabetical-
ly in increasing order by author names

Negative ex-
ample 

An Alpha Slider used when every order criterion could be 
represented directly on the screen (for instance one order 
criterion for each attribute displayed on top of columns 
showing attributes)

Usability value +/-: Situations where there are too many order criterions 
to be displayed at a time in comparison with the size of 
the populated list seem to be rare…

Development 
cost 

Low to Moderate: A lot of scripts exist for normal slid-
ers but there is no one for Alpha Sliders. Some additional 
(non trivial) implementation may be done to add alpha-
betic display and arrows (to browse through the slider) if 
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needed
(Alpha)Slider 
for Display set 
pattern 
Context of use When the user wants to choose a pre implemented confi-

guration of attributes from a population to be displayed 
and there are too many configurations to display at a time 
(or if space needs to be saved). Partially applicable be-
cause only pre implemented sets of attributes to be dis-
played can be chosen with such a construct

Constraints Only pre implemented configurations of attributes can be 
chosen and only one can be chosen at a time 

Positive exam-
ple 

An Alpha Slider displays configurations of attributes for a 
list of books. The user can click on a configuration such 
as “display cover, author and editor” or “display author” 
to have one of those configurations of attributes shown in 
addition to the titles in the list

Negative ex-
ample 

An Alpha Slider used when every configuration could be 
represented directly on the screen

Usability value +/-: Situations where there are too many configurations 
to be displayed at a time in comparison with the size of 
the populated list seem to be rare…

Development 
cost 

Low to Moderate: A lot of scripts exist for normal slid-
ers but there is no one for Alpha Sliders. Some additional 
(non trivial) implementation may be done to add alpha-
betic display and arrows (to browse through the slider) if 
needed

(Alpha)Slider 
for Available ac-
tions pattern
Context of use When the number of actions is too important to be dis-

played on the screen (or if space needs to be saved). Fully 
applicable because it allows to choose a service in an or-
dered list efficiently

Constraints Only one action can be chosen at a time
Positive exam-
ple 

After choosing a book, an Alpha Slider allows to choose 
which actions the user can do with it. This list of actions 
can vary depending on the chosen book (if it is available 
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or not, if it is a scientific book or a novel …) and is or-
dered alphabetically

Negative ex-
ample 

An Alpha Slider used when actions could be represented 
directly on the screen without provoking space problems 

Usability value -: it can be problematic when users frequently don’t know 
the website well, they don’t see actions available all at 
once and have to slide through all actions to see what they 
can do 

Development 
cost 

Low to Moderate: A lot of scripts exist for normal slid-
ers but there is no one for Alpha Sliders. Some additional 
(non trivial) implementation may be done to add alpha-
betic display and arrows (to browse through the slider) if 
needed

(Alpha)Slider 
for Navigation 
pattern 
Context of use When the number of related objects or pieces of related 

information are too important to be displayed on the 
screen. Fully applicable because it allows to navigate ef-
ficiently to related objects or information

Constraints Only one or a range of related objects or pieces of infor-
mation are displayed at a time

Positive exam-
ple 

When a product is selected, a Slider allows to navigate to 
items that customers who bought that product have also 
bought, sorted by a coefficient of popularity 
 
Another example about related information: 
When information is displayed about a book sold by a 
user, a Slider is used to access related information, such as 
extra information, information about the seller, informa-
tion to contact him ...

Negative ex-
ample 

An Alpha Slider used when every related information 
could be represented directly on the screen without pro-
voking space problems

Usability value +/-: it is a nice way to show related data when space is 
limited, but there is no preview to find the information as 
fast as with a Carousel

Development Low to Moderate: A lot of scripts exist for normal slid-
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cost ers but there is no one for Alpha Sliders. Some additional 
(non trivial) implementation may be done to add alpha-
betic display and arrows (to browse through the slider) if 
needed

 
 
 


